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Book Reviews 
Tobias Smollett. The Expedition of Humphry Clinker. Ed. Thomas Preston. 
Athens, GA: The University of Georgia Press. 1990. liv + 500 pp. 
After too many years of inaction, the edition of Smollett's works, now 
under the dynamic care of the general editor, Professor Jerry Beasley, is 
certainly doing remarkably well, with three excellent volumes produced in 
three successive years, Beasley's Ferdinand Count Fathom (1988), R. A. 
Day's History and Adventures of an Atom (1989), and Thomas Preston's 
much awaited Expedition of Humphry Clinker (late 1990). The textual edi-
tor, O. M. Brack, Jr., the technical editor, Jim Springer Borck, and the Uni-
versity of Georgia Press, must all be congratulated for helping to produce 
such a fine volume, meeting the most exacting technical, textual and biblio-
graphical standards. 
But pride of place must remain to Preston, whose diligent labors, care-
ful, learned and abundant annotations contribute to shed light on hitherto ob-
scure allusions-and Humphry Clinker, along with Ferdinand Count Fathom 
and the Atom, is certainly one of Smollett's most topical novels referring to 
the 1763-8 period. It is rife with elusive references, recondite lore in such 
diverse fields, to name but a few, as eighteenth-century balneology, Ameri-
can Indian anthropology, Scottish language and culture, or the topography 
and description of the various inns the party of five travellers may have 
stayed at during their journey from the Black Mountains of Wales to Bristol, 
Bath, London, northern England, Scotland and Derbyshire. This is no mean 
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feat, although Preston was lucky enough to have at his disposal the annota-
tions of worthy predecessors such as Robert Chambers (1867), David Her-
bert (1870), Charles Lee (1943), Lewis M. Knapp (1966), Angus Ross 
(1967), and my late colleague and friend, Andre Parreaux (1968). This 
might also have turned into a handicap, as it probably did for James L. 
Thorsen's disastrous Norton edition of 1983. But, because of Preston's 
scholarly dedication to his edition, obviously a labor amoris long sustained 
by amore laboris, he has managed to avoid all the major pitfalls along the 
weary and perilous way of a volume editor. His Introduction (xxi-liv) is a 
model of clarity and precise erudition, always relevant and scrupulously hon-
est. 
Humphry Clinker appeared on 17 June 1771, in three volumes costing 
nine shillings, exactly three months before Smollett died at his Italian villa, 
near Leghorn, on 17 September 1771. It was immediately successful, and 
Smollett received at least one laudatory letter from his friend John Gray. A 
second edition was in print as early as July 1771 and came out in September, 
a third one was printed in February 1772. 
Although the Introduction, according to the general guidelines of the 
edition of the Works, is not meant to be critical but primarily factual, it is all 
the same packed with valuable insights into epistolarity (pp. xxv-xxvii), the 
town-versus-country theme (pp. xxvi-xxviii), characterization (pp. xxviii-
xxx), including such important corollary issues as types, money, language. 
Epistolarity fosters self-revelation and cross-revelation of character, a very 
modern approach to the fragmented apprehension of human and factual real-
ity and its fictive representation, what I called in my Novels oj Smollett 
(1976), the "prismatic view." Quite consonant with the ethos of such mid-
eighteenth century novelists as Fielding and Sterne, Smollett demonstrates, 
especially through the deportment and evolution of the cantankerous Welsh 
squire, Matt Bramble, that felicity-the very word on which his first novel, 
Roderick Random (1748) ends-is not to be found in idle luxury and affec-
tation, "but in order, moderation, and active concern for the mental, physi-
cal, and moral health of oneself and others" (p. xxvi). The hackneyed theme 
of town-versus-country, in the well-explored Beatus ille tradition, assumes 
new significance as Smollett advocates no wishy-washy "green" escapist re-
jection of urban society but the strenuous return to such ancient values as 
hard physical work in order to achieve a maximum of material autonomy, 
along with genuine and active social concern for the others, which will en-
courage in its turn the growth of personal happiness. Hence, towards the end 
of the novel, the capital importance of social intercourse, again a theme 
much harped upon by such contemporaneous writers as Fielding, Sterne and 
Samuel Johnson. Preston is right, of course, to see Matt Bramble as an ex-
emplar of the "benevolent misanthrope type"-a point he had abundantly de-
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veloped in his excellent Not in Timon's Manner (1975)-in the literary line, 
amongst others, of Goldsmith's Mr. Drybone. But it is a pity he does not 
remind his readers of Carlo Goldoni's comedy, written in French, Le Bourru 
bienjaisant, a most apt definition in a nutshell of what was at the time a Eu-
ropean literary type. Surely his American audience would have borne with 
him for referring to a non-English literature? 
One of the strong points of Preston's introduction is his insistence on the 
importance of money matters-in her last letter Win Jenkins memorably al-
ludes to the "holy bonds of mattermoney" !-and various transactions in the 
novel, a theme already analyzed by Parreaux in his 1968 edition of the novel. 
Smollett's fascination with the usage and abusage of English, its dialectal 
variations, the ultimate avatar of a much-mangled and misspelt language be-
ing Tabby's and Win's enjoyable dyslexic and dysorthographic epistolary 
idiolect, set with such sparkling polysemie gems as Win's valedictory "our 
satiety is to suppurate. " 
Finally, Preston stresses the wealth of factual information contained in 
the novel, much of which is now to be dredged up from obscure contempo-
raneous secondary sources. In spite of my admiration for Preston's scholarly 
research, I could not help feeling-perhaps somewhat unfairly-that the 
pages dealing minutely with the private houses and inns, where the annotator 
dwells in great detail on the location and even internal distribution of those 
places (pp. xxxvii-xli) were lengthy, heavy-going and not totally relevant, 
the very type of cumbersome erudition that adds nothing whatever to the un-
derstanding and enjoyment of the book. Much more illuminating and apt are 
Preston's efforts to reach "beyond fact and fiction," towards a highly sophis-
ticated world, as enjoyable as Tristram's hobbyhorsical, nonsensical frag-
mented bibliocosm, "a world where the historical and the fictional become 
indistinguishable" (p. xliii), achieving the "harmonious reconciliation of 
comedy and satire" (p. xlviii). As I have already argued elsewhere, espe-
cially in my Novels of Tobias Smoliett, I suspect that the ending of the novel 
is far less harmonious than Preston seems to think. There are too many ten-
sions still at work, too many malignant humors not yet purged off, too many 
questions and issues left dangling, too many uncertainties about the future of 
the five travellers lurking beneath a thin and superficial overlay of apparent 
matrimonial felicity, and, in Matt's case, of temporarily recovered mental, 
moral and physical balance. But how long will that self-willed delusion of 
happiness last? Most appropriately, Win Jenkins, a bumbling demotic Cas-
sandra, may be blurting out some primeval, Christie and pre-Freudian truth 
when she proudly states in her last letter she has been "removed to a higher 
spear. " 
The fullness of Preston's annotation and its meticulous scholarship are 
wholly admirable, even though some Smollettian Zoilus might carp at the ex-
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cessive length of some notes, such as the full citation, taking up two pages 
and a half (pp. 379-81), of the curious "fable" of the monkey and the pig. I 
am not sure, especially with Preston's American audience in mind, that his 
students will get the point of Jery's (feeble) Ovidian pun about his dog 
Ponto's death by drowning in the Isis, when he quotes the well-known 
pleonastic line 292 from book I of the Metamorphoses: "Omnia pontus 
erant, deerant quoque litora ponto" (p. 344, n. 2). Our Norwegian col-
league's name on p. L, n. 28, should be corrected to R~stvig, and Dumbar-
tonshire (p. 426, n. 2) should now be more properly spelled with an n 
(Dunbartonshire). Edward Carpenter's Thomas Sherlock (1936) was pub-
lished for the "Church Historical Society" by the "Society for Promoting (not 
for the Preservation, ") Christian Knowledge" (p. 374, n. 7), usually known 
by its initials SPCK. A glossary, as in Angus Ross f s Penguin Classics edi-
tion of Hwnphry Clinker, giving a list of Tabby's and Win's malapropisms, 
with their probable meaning in standard English, might have proved helpful. 
But there is not doubt whatever that such infmitesimal cavils in no way de-
tract from the overall value of a splendid edition (which should be paper-
backed as quickly as feasible), even for the Horatian critic, who like Matt 
Bramble, admits he has at times become "difficilis, querulus, laudator tem-
poris actio " 
PAUL-GABRIEL BOUCE 
Universite de la Sorbonne Nouvelle 
The Collected Letters of Thomas and Jane Welsh Carlyle. Eds. Clyde De L. 
Ryals and Kenneth J. Fielding. Vols. 16-18. Durham, NC: Duke Univer-
sity Press. 1990. 
In this era of deconstruction and dialogism it is good to be reminded of 
what was called by Christopher Dawson "the classical age of humanitarian-
ism." In expanding on this point Dawson went on to say: "The early nine-
teenth century was a hard and ruthless age, but it was not devoid of humani-
tarian idealism. It is also good to be reminded by Dawson, in a time that 
seems to have forgotten many nineteenth-century figures, that one of the im-
portant influences for humanitarian idealism in that hard and ruthless age was 
Thomas Carlyle: "No doubt Carlyle was far from being a humanitarian, but 
his influence on Ruskin and the Christian Socialists cannot be overestimated: 
no one wrote more effective propaganda against the inhumanity of economic 
determinism. Moreover, it was this tradition that was responsible for the So-
cialist elements in Victorian thought" (p. 251). 
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Thomas Carlyle's concern with and efforts against the inhumanity of 
economic detenninism, and his own personal involvement in the struggle, are 
seen very clearly in the most recent volumes (XVI-Xvm) of The Collected 
Letters of Thomas and Jane Welsh Carlyle, which cover the years 1843-
1844, the years of the writing Past and Present and his agonizing over 
Cromwell. Indeed, for the most part these were good years for the Carlyles, 
and these three volumes reflect their various personal as well as professional 
activities, some very serious, some quite amusing. One reads with compas-
sion and new understanding Thomas's wrestling with the fonn that his writ-
ing on Cromwell should take, his deep involvement with the affairs of his 
friend John Sterling, and his close ties with all the members of his family, 
especially his Mother and Alick. One reads with compassion perhaps, and 
even new understanding, but with much more amusement the off-again, on-
again friendship of Jane with Geraldine Jewsbury. Jane's attempts to keep 
the nei,!;hbors quiet so that Thomas could work in peace, and the long, chatty 
letters of Jane to various friends telling in various voices and "genres" the 
goings-on in their remarkable household and circle. Above all, what comes 
through in these volumes is the devotion the two had for one another, one 
that has not always been appreciated enough by following generations. 
The best way to approach the content of these three volumes is provided 
by K. J. Fielding, the senior member of the editorial staff. In his excellent 
introduction Fielding provides both statistics and guidance to those who are 
not overly familiar with the Carlyles and their circle. Of the 633 letters in 
these volumes, he tells us, over 42 percent have never appeared before: 233 
by Thomas and 37 by Jane; of the rest, 22 percent can be found with diffi-
culty in scattered collections, and the others have appeared incomplete. 
Fielding then goes on to bring up some "qualitative" differences found in 
these letters as contrasted to those in the previous volumes. He writes: 
They are also qualitatively different, affecting our judgment of the writers and 
their times. The Carlyles have often been seen as typically and conventionally 
Victorian; but the question arises whether we know either of them well enough for 
such judgments. Some of their activities are certainly unfamiliar. 
He then cites some of these unfamiliar activities. Jane, for example, begins 
to playa prominent role in Thomas' circle and develops one of her own, 
many in it being her feminist Liverpool and Manchester friends. Two of the 
most prominent were Elizabeth Paulet and Geraldine Jewsbury, with whom, 
we learn, she had meant to write a novel in the manner of George Sand. 
These letters also reveal the extent of the friendship of Jane with Mazzine 
and Godefroy Cavaignac, who knew Sand personally. Jane, perhaps, the 
letters reveal was not as stuffy and conventional as many have thought her to 
be. The same could be said of Thomas, although many readers might not go 
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so far as to agree with Fielding that he was "a spokesman for independence 
and political freedom." The letters of these years do reveal a Carlyle, friend 
of many European revolutionaries-German, French, Polish, and 
Italian-eager to speak out for national independence. They also reveal, 
Fielding stresses, the Scottishness of both Carlyles, an aspect that has up to 
now received little attention from scholars and critics. 
Many of the letters also depict Thomas at a certain point in his career, 
one in which he is seen turning "from history to fundamental questions of the 
day." Indeed, these volumes record in detail, especially the correspondence 
with Mill, Martineau, the Wedgwoods, Buller, Ballantyne, and Bamford, his 
real concern with the Condition of England question. Fielding quotes from a 
letter to Emerson in one of the previous volumes: "There is no use in writ-
ing of things past unless they can be made in fact things present." He also 
cites one of Thomas' comments in these volumes to his emigrant brother 
AIick: "No abatement . . . yet visible of the Universal distress. Rejoice that 
you are out of it." Again, one may not agree completely with Fielding's ap-
proach to the Carlyles and their letters, but certainly these letters will change 
subtly but significantly our conception of both Carlyles, primarily because of 
the way that the tone and specific ideas flesh out their lives in ways that bi-
ographies and essays have not been able to do. 
Whatever one thinks of Jane, for instance, her letters show a person both 
intelligent and witty, especially in the way she handles ideas and people. In-
deed, one is tempted simply to provide long quotations from her various let-
ters and let them speak for her. Here, for instance, in a letter to Jeannie 
Welsh is her "portrait" of some visitors: 
We had all set in to be talkative and confidential-when this figure of an over-the-
water-Poetess-beplastered with rouge and pomatum-barenecked at an age which 
had left certainty far behind-with ringlets that never grew where they 
hung-smelling marvellously of camphor or hartshorn and oil-all glistening in 
black satin as if she were an apothecaries pUff for black sticking-plaster-and 
staring her eyes out, to give them animation-stalked in & by the very barber-
block-ish look of her reduced us all to silence--which effect was heightened by 
the pair who followed at her heels-the male in an embroidered satin vest-the fe-
male also in gold satin with-fancy in that room-and in that company!-with a 
gold tiara on her head! (XVI, 13). 
In the same vein, but in a different genre, is Jane's letter to Frances 
Wedgwood. Written as a "Drama in one Scene," the letter gives a real sense 
of Thomas' nature and the relationship of the two. Thomas, dressed for a 
dinner party at Philip van Artevelde's, asks Jane if she is not sorry for him, 
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Well! I can assure you however, I am heartily sorry for myself! 
I am sure you are going to be too late-
(looking at his watch) hang it! So f am!-but there is something I 
should like you to do for m~in fact you must do it-Write to Mrs 
Wedgwood how I am situated-<Jut today--.shall be all shattered to 
pieces in consequenc~d absolutely unequal to any thing more 
this week: but that we will come and dine some Monday (not the 
first-any other) and go all to Wilson's scotch songs afterwards!! 
And who do you mean by we? 
You and myself. You will write that will you? 
Me! me with "my interior" (as you call it) an everlasting worry of 
blue pills-much good Scotch songs in a cold winter night would do 
me! 
You will write what I bid you! 
No--l will engage for you-but not for myself-Dear me you will 
be an hour too late! 
f am afraid I shall (exit running) (XVI, 19). 
Jane's letters do, if nothing else, reveal her own voice, quite distinct 
from that of the Sage's; they reveal, too, the basis for her reputation as one 
of the frnest letter-writers of her own or any century. Compared to her, 
Thomas is, as she herself tells him, rather "dullish" in his efforts. Her letters 
about Geraldine Jewsbury illustrate exceptionally well Jane's distinctive 
qUality: "She is gone and my good wishes go with her and abide with 
her-so long as she keeps far away! But never let us try to live under the 
same roof again!" Warming up to the subject, Jane continues: 
this time the trial has passed over without bloodshed, or any flagrant outrag~but 
it might not be so always! - That we have not already quarreled outright, I will 
say in her praise is to be attributed to her goodnature or self-possession (I know 
not which) rather than to any virtue of min~My behaviour to her as my guest 
... has been very far from perfect-from the first day I have been for her cold, 
cross, ironical, disobliging-and this evil disposition on my part, instead of get-
ting itself disarmed by her unfaltering flatteries and caresses has rather been ag-
gravated thereby-flatteries and caresses so out of reason and so iII responded to 
by appearing to me in truth a what shall J say? bassesse. . . toadyism -<Jr else a 
hypocrisy in either case a thing alike incompatible with an honest friendship, 
which would have found itself engaged, and with good right, by such repUlsive 
behaviour-Carlyle seems not a whit less relieved than myself-altho he has so 
little of her-He said to me last night with a beautiful naivete "Oh dear what a 
blessing it is to be able to sit here in peace without having that dreadful young 
woman gazing at me"! To be sure she did gaze at him-and try all sorts of se-
ductions on him, with a hope that seemed to "spring eternal in her human 
breast"-but poor man proved absolutely unseducable- (XVI, 78-9). 
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Perhaps one reason Carlyle was so "unseducable" during this period was 
his obsessive concern with Cromwell and the writing and publication of Past 
and Present. References to both are scattered throughout the volumes, and 
one gets a real sense of Thomas' immersion in the subjects and his genuine 
puzzlement over his potential audience. It is here that one begins to appreci-
ate how helpful the various editorial apparatuses are in respect to putting 
Carlyle's work and ideas in the context of the age, for the various footnotes, 
ancillary texts, and various commentaries and editorial aids provide much 
needed help in many instances, in terms of both the lives of the Carlyles and 
the happenings in the age. When one knows about the close relationship 
between Carlyle and Sterling, for instance, Carlyle's comments to Sterling 
about Past and Present assume added meaning. On February 23, 1843, 
Carlyle writes: 
The thing I am upon is a volume to be called "Past and Present": it is moral, 
political, historical &c;-a most questionable, redhot, indignant thing: for my 
heart is sick to look at the things now going on in this England; and two millions 
of men sitting in Poor-Law Bastilles [here a footnote tells of Workhouses] seem to 
ask every English soul, "Hast thou no word to say for us?" On the whole I am 
heartily sorry for myself,-sorry that I could not help writing such words, and 
had none better to write.-Whether any Cromwell or what lies in the rear of this? 
The Fates know (XVI, 56). 
To his Mother he writes the next day: "This Book will probably be of some 
use: it' gives up' a good many classes of men and things, 'their fit,' [here a 
footnote defines "fit" as "rebuke" in Carlyle's sense] as you say in Annan-
dale; tells them what measure they are of, -which they are terribly ignorant 
of, at times" (XVI, 61). 
The letters, then, provide context and added insight into Carlyle's in-
tense concern with his work during this period, as well as adding to our 
knowledge of his role as Sage. One is reminded, for instance, of his reputa-
tion in America during this time and his friendship with Emerson, who 
helped with the arrangements for the American edition of Past and Present. 
In March of 1843 he had written to Emerson: 
I have finished a Book, and just set the Printer to it; one solid volume .... : 
it is a somewhat fiery and questionable "Tract for the Times." tw/ by a Puseyite, 
which the horrible aspect of things here has forced from me,-I know not whether 
as preliminary to Oliver or not; but it had gradually grown to be the preliminary 
of anything possible for me: so there it is written; and I am very sick, but withal 
a comparatively very free man (XVI, 76). 
With this background it is fascinating to have Carlyle's reaction to Emerson's 
review of Past and Present, published in The Dial in July, 1843; indeed, 
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Carlyle reveals more of himself in his brief comment to Emerson than any 
analysis of the work itself could. The letter to Emerson, dated October 31, 
1843, begins with a long description of Carlyle's travels over the summer 
and then takes up the matter of The Dial in general and, fmally, gets to the 
review: 
In this last Number of the Dial ... I found one little Essay, a criticism on 
myself, -which, if it should do me mischief, may the gods forgive you for! It is 
considerably the most dangerous thing I have read for some years. A decided 
likeness of mysel f recognisable in it, as in the celestial mirror of a friend's heart; 
but so enlarged, exaggerated, all tranVigured, -the most delicious, the most dan-
gerous thing! ... Eulogies, dyslogies, in which one finds no features of one's 
own natural face, are easily dealt with; ... but here is another sort of matter! ... 
I have purchased a copy for three shillings, and sent it to my Mother: one of the 
indubitable benefits I could think of in regard to it (XVII, 163-4). 
The last sentence is perhaps the most significant, for it was always his 
Mother's approval that seemed so important to Carlyle; to have Emerson's 
praise there for her to read and savor seemed, to the son at least, an ir-
refutable sign of the wide recognition that the Mother had always felt to be 
rightfully his. Since he could not be a clergyman, perhaps this was the next 
best thing. 
Despite this praise, there creeps into these volumes the themes that 
dominate Carlyle's last years: sadness, inertia, frustration. One sees the 
contrast in his own terms and in his own words. Writing to an unidentified 
correspondent in March of 1843, for instance, he urges him to keep reading, 
especially "the class of books specifically named History." He concludes by 
urging him to let nothing discourage him. "Let a man try faithfully, man-
fully, to be right, he will grow daily more and more right" (XVI, 83). 
However, the less optimistic themes begin to creep into his letters, and the 
insistence that action speaks louder than any poetry or writing of any kind. 
He writes to William Baxter in October, 1843: 
"Nay he that in any province whatsoever makes the crooked straight, the disor-
derly methodic,--has not he too made music out of discord. has not he too sung 
and been a Poet, if not in word, then in act, which is still better, still more imper-
ishable? For the fmest verse is, after all, mortal, and dies one day, and is abol-
ished; but the true act lasts thro' Eternity itself" (XVII, 156). 
To Emerson he wrote on October 31, 1843: 
"I roved about everywhere seeking some Jacob's-pillow on which to lay my head 
and dream of things heavenly; ... and the result was, I could find no pillow at 
all; but sank into ever meaner restlessness, blacker and blacker biliary gloom, and 
returned ... thoroughly eclipsed and worn out, probably the weariest of all men 
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living under the sky. Sure enough I have a fatal talent of converting all Nature 
unto Pretematuralism for myself: a truly horrible Phantasm-Reality it is to me; 
what of heavenly radiances it has, blended in close neighbourhood, in intimate 
union, with the hideousness of Death and Chaos; -a very ghastly business in-
deed" (XVII, 162). 
Perhaps one should not take this emphasis on Death and Chaos, this very 
ghastly business, as the keynote of these volumes, but there is no doubt that 
Carlyle's fatal talent of converting all Nature unto Preternaturalism is evident 
in these active and busy and, in a real sense, "happy" years for both Jane and 
Thomas. One need only to look at the letters they exchanged with each other 
to get the full impact of both their full social lives and their devotion to one 
another, but always there is the awareness of Jane's attempts to soothe 
Thomas' aching spirits and of Thomas' own sense of his "fatal talent." Per-
haps it is this "fatal talent, II so clearly brought out in the interesting, at times 
fascinating, letters in these three volumes, that ultimately provides the key to 
understanding the often maligned, certainly misunderstood, Sage of Chelsea. 
MICHAEL TIMKO 
CUNY 
Jean-Jacques Blanchot. William Dunbar (1460?-1520?) Rhetoriqueur Ecos-
sais. 2 vols. Paris: U niversite de Paris-Sorbonne. 1987. 
The main purpose of the present review is to discuss Prof. Blanchot's 
massive study (1113 pages) of the poetry of Dunbar; another, ancillary pur-
pose is merely to signalize this important pieee of scholarship, which, not 
being a commercial publication, may have escaped the attention of librarians 
and students of Middle Scots. Prof. Blanchot is of course well known as the 
author of a series of distinguished contributions to Middle Scots studies; the 
present work is the magnwn opus into which the harvest of earlier minor 
studies is garnered. 
The six chapters of this study offer more than the terse formula "William 
Dunbar and Rhetoric" might suggest. Chapter One (pp. 11-89) contains an 
excellent account of the status quaestionis in Dunbar studies: it begins with 
the awareness of Dunbar on the part of the poet's contemporaries and succes-
sors, traces the fate of Dunbar from the antiquarian rediscoveries of the 
eighteenth century, through the Romantic, Victorian and into the modern pe-
riods, and concludes with a review of the critical writings of such scholars as 
Denton Fox, Priscilla Bawcutt, Edmund Reiss and Ian Ross. Chapter Two 
(pp. 91-140) summarizes the facts of the poet's life, and discusses many of 
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the hypotheses which have been advanced thereanent: among other things 
Blanchot's own speculation that Dunbar may have been a member of the 
Scots Guard in France is reviewed (and found to be improbable, if not quite 
impossible). Chapter Three (pp. 141-265) investigates the canon of Dun-
bar's works. This a not altogether straightforward task, and each and every 
editor has arrived at a different total of poems considered authentic. Blan-
chot finally determines a canon of eighty-two poems, and differs from Kins-
ley in omitting Gladethe thoue, Queyne of Scottis Regioun (K31). Needless 
to say all the evidence from sources, titles, colophons, etc. is in the process 
duly weighed. These three chapters comprise the necessary preparation for 
the rest of Blanchot' s investigations, but the general student of Dunbar has in 
the process been greatly served. 
In Chapter Four (pp. 267-334) the analysis of rhetoric properly be-
gins; indeed at the end of the previous chapter one fmds the first clear state-
ment of Blanchot's overall purpose: "Le but primordial de cette etude est la 
decouverte de la structure interne de I'oeuvre de Dunbar, conc;ue comme un 
ensemble homogene, coherent et significatif. II (p. 249). To achieve this end 
of critical interpretation Blanchot embarks upon a minute stylometric analysis 
on statistical principles. For the mathematically less gifted (like the present 
writer), this analysis is rather daunting, but it is worth persisting with, and it 
is ultimately convincing. Chapter Five (pp. 335-462) goes beyond the con-
sideration of particular stylistic features in themselves, in order to discern 
subgroups of poems on the basis of a statistical analysis of modes and the-
matics. Chapter Six (pp. 463-579) for its part discusses Dunbar in his roles 
of rhetor (the man of action), rhetorician (the artist in words), and rhe-
toriqueur (the poet in relation to a particular historical school). 
Volume II contains the factual data upon which the analysis rests. 
Among other useful appendices may be mentioned: "Annexe ill"-a review 
of the early manuscript and printed sources (pp. 607-19); "Annexe lV"-an 
inventory of the basic corpus, summarizing the history of each poem in the 
editions, and noting the metrical and stanzaic structure of each item (pp. 622-
73); II Annexe VI"-presenting the statistical evidence (pp. 593-720); and 
"Annexe VII"-a list of words used, poem by poem, ranged alphabetically in 
decreasing order of frequency of use (pp. 724-1037). The book ends with a 
bibliography and indices to the poems of Dunbar as discussed in the text, and 
to other works cited. 
Blanchot's dissertation impresses by its thoroughness of execution 
(dare one say Griindlichkeit?), as the above outline will have indicated. Al-
though the stylometric method is not novel, it has never been applied in such 
depth in a study of a Middle Scots poet. The starting point is the observation 
of the range of subjects, styles and registers which generations of critics have 
variously attributed to Dunbar-a variety which seems rather chaotic, is full 
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of contradictions, and which is at the mercy of whim, accident and idiosyn-
crasy. A rigorously statistical method is the riddle with which Blanchot pro-
poses to sift out the several components of Dunbar's style. A similar (and 
highly welcome) rigor characterizes Blanchot' s approach to the alleged facts 
of the poet's life and to the establishment of the canon. It is inevitable that 
his conclusions will be considered together with those of Priscilla Bawcutt, 
and it is good that Dunbar has received the attention of these two scholars. 
Blanchot uses ten variables as his basis, and he analyzes the relative 
frequencies or degrees of: hapax words, grammatically functional words, 
anglicization, "Scotticity", latinization, poetic diction, hypotaxis, allocution, 
alliteration, versification. These become the ten dimensions which he uses in 
plotting the relative positions of the poems. In his discussion of these fea-
tures (lexical, stylistic and prosodic) Blanchot follows where he can the ear-
lier researches of A. J. Aitken, Bengt Ellenberger and Margaret Mackay as 
far as the Middle Scots is concerned, and his statistical methodology is 
grounded on analytical techniques formulated by Charles Muller. As a result 
of Blanchot's industry it is possible-for example-to give an informed as-
sessment of the debt to England of this supposed "Scottish Chaucerian." The 
evidence is set out poem by poem, and, not altogether surprisingly, the rela-
tive anglicization is seen to vary considerably (Blanchot shows that this has 
everything to do with the subject and theme of each individual poem). Even 
within particular subgroups Dunbar's poems evince considerable variation: 
this does not mean that the methodology is flawed, but is rather a pointer to 
the rhetorical richness and flexibility of expression for which the poet has 
been praised by nearly all critics-though the latter, lacking the solid evi-
dence adduced here, have had to work more or less intuitively. Blanchot 
also focuses upon the roles adopted by Dunbar, and shows how these corre-
late with the stylistic effects: the diagram opposite p. 466, for example, 
sums up the relative distribution of Dunbar's poems when considered under 
four roles: "chantre, II "predicateur," "courtisan," and "barde." 
The bristling statistics and discussion of metrical technicalities in 
which this study abounds prepare the way for helpful comments on the liter-
ary merits of the poems. Blanchot provides many excellent insights into the 
predicament of Dunbar the rhetorician-such as in the following passage, 
where it is suggested that the Scottish poet is influenced by considerations 
common to his particular period of European literary culture: 
Le rhetoriqueur, quels que Boient son desarroi et son angoisse, doit neanmoins 
remplir sa fonction et exercer son talent dans Ie cadre curial. II doit assumer, 
collte que collte, Ie "discours de la Gloire" qui celebre l'ordre etabli et en sacraIise 
les manifestations par Ie verbe. Ce discours est non seulement circonstanciel mais 
ethique: les fetes de la Cour sont aussi I'occasion de rappels doctrinaux. Le rhe-
toriqueur, divise, traduit Ie paradoxe de son etat dans un discours inverse, dom-
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ine, par I'ironie. ParaIlelement, son elan createur privilegie la fonne, domaine 
reserve oil sa tiber!e reste entiere (p. 554). 
This perspicacious remark is fully in harmony with the critical line taken 
by Fox, Ross and Bawcutt: it is especially valuable in emphasizing that 
Dunbar is to be compared to his Continenta1 contemporaries not merely be-
cause his poems render incidental reflections of court ceremony, but also be-
cause of the way in which he (like they) shows a shared anxious awareness of 
the position of the poet within society. 
After all these positive aspects of Blanchot's work, one is (alas) con-
strained to report a small number of infelicities. The incidence of typing 
mistakes is distressingly high: the three pages of errata which accompany 
the book are neither exhaustive nor themselves free from error. Pages 42, 
44, and 48 lack their text. Some publication dates given in the footnotes and 
bibliography need attention, and it is surprising to read that Douglas has not 
yet been edited in the Scottish Text Society (p. 56). The date of 1508-16 for 
the Chepman and Myllar prints is eccentric (p. 15), and contradicts the cor-
rect date given on p, 180. On p. 181 one must presume that some lines of 
text have been lost from the comments on the tract containing the Tretis and 
other poems. The Asloan Manuscript ceased to be owned by the Talbot de 
Malahide family in 1966, and it is kept not in the British Library but in the 
National Library of Scotland (p. 189). A passage employing number sym-
bolism connects six with the acts of mercy: Dunbar himself believed that 
these extended to seven (p. 385 cf. K6). The Pystill of Susan is no longer 
taken to be a Scottish poem (p. 539). 
It would have been greatly to the reader's convenience if a list of 
poems and their numbers had been provided on a detachable sheet which 
might be kept beside the two volumes: as it is, the many different lists (by 
editor, corpus, and matrix) make it quite an effort to locate the poems as and 
when desired. Cross reference is an obvious problem with two such heavy 
volumes, and one must wonder how long the binding is likely to survive the 
typically none-too-careful hands of the average undergraduate. One would 
have welcomed a clearer list of the symbols used in the statistical analysis. 
When mathematical formulae are incorporated within the lines of text (e.g. 
on p. 287) the visual effect is not happy, and a more generous layout would 
have helped the reader. 
These, however, are minor points and they in no way detract from the 
enormous merits of Blanchot's dissertation. Wider publication of this im-
portant thesis or even a digest therefrom (especially if this could be in En-
glish) is a manifest desideratum. Although Blanchot would doubtless not 
claim that everything has now been said, he has laid bare the factors which, 
when taken together, may be seen to comprise Dunbar's poetic style. Both 
historical linguists and literary critics will be able to make good use of this 
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most thorough investigation, one which demonstrates how useful a handmaid 
the computer can be in the service of philology. Blanchot has set a new 
standard in Middle Scots scholarship, and his dissertation may also function 
as a model for investigations into the stylistic properties of other poets. To 
this academic product of French scotophilia one can do no better than apply 
the words of Alexander Scott: "Welcum, oure thrissill with the Lorane 
grene!" 
A. A. MACDONALD 
University of Groningen 
There are paperbound copies of this thesis available in the following libraries: the 
National Library of Scotland; the British LibraI)'; the LibraI)' of the University of 
Paris, Sorbonne; the Roy Collection. University of South Carolina. Paperbound copies 
are available from the author, and microfiche copies are available from Atelier National 
de Reproduction des Theses. Universite de Lille III. 
Edwin Morgan. Nothing Not Giving Messages. Ed. Hamish Whyte. Edin-
burgh: Polygon. 1990. 277 pp. 
When I first read this book on its publication two years ago (1990), ac-
cepting it perhaps as part of the events marking the poet Edwin Morgan' s 
70th birthday, its occasionality did not unduly worry me. The poet had in-
teresting things to say, even if they often came out almost by accident, as a 
result of the not always very skillful interviewers' questions. 
Interviews are normally meant to be heard once, magazine articles 
awarded a single reading. Going through the book a second time, I found 
the occasionality more obvious, the inevitable "Well, yesses," "I thinks," "I 
means" and so on, decidedly distracting. Too much is insufficiently ex-
plained. The poet gives his top-of-the-head answer to a question, but often 
there is no follow-up. The interviewer moves on to the next question on his 
list. 
Since Morgan has become something of a cult figure among the young, 
no doubt there are some readers who may be fascinated by the shape and 
contents of the poet' s living room and the list of the books he read between 
1927 and 1940, occupying eight pages of small type. Most poets, after all, 
are well-read, like Morgan, the diet beginning with Henty, Rider Haggard 
and Ballantyne, and moving on to harder stuff. 
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If the manner of presentation seems somewhat jerkily off-putting, Mor-
gan gives his views on a wide range of topics from structural devices which 
can govern poems: 
I've always felt that it's important to find or to have structures, and sometimes it 
can be a use of existing structures like the sonnet or rhyming couplets which are 
still available and can be done something with; they don't really disappear. At 
other times, I suppose in some kinds of concrete poetry, you are searching for new 
ways of structuring which are perhaps harder to combine with traditional ways of 
thinking about poetry, but, yes, I think structure has always been impor-
tant-maybe a structure of ideas, maybe a structure of events, a narrative, or 
whatever, but yes, I have thought a lot about structure. 
to homosexuality, university poets, modernism in architecture and the trans-
lation of poetry. 
Translating is searching for the English (or Scots) equivalent, but an equivalent of 
what? Not, apparently (and in this I can only appeal to what other translators 
have experienced), the words of the foreign language so much as the words of the 
poem itself, which has attained some sort of non-verbal interlinguistic existence in 
the mind. 
Morgan's best poems, i. e. his most structurally traditional-with their 
sweeping paragraphs and wide range of human sympathies-are as good as 
anything written in English during the second half of the twentieth century. 
His translations, particularly of Mayakovsky (into Scots) and Montale (into 
English) are living "re-creations" of the first order. No one can question the 
large and generous nature of Morgan's achievement. Flashes of the thought-
process that lay behind it certainly emerge in the pages of this book. To cult 
devotees, doubtless it will be a "must." I think, however, that in the long 
term, its main role may be as a valuable source book to whoever in due 
course eventually writes a critical biography of this important and enjoyable 
poet. 
MAURICE LINDSAY 
Millon Hill, Dumbanon 
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Edwin Morgan. Crossing the Border: Essays on Scottish Literature. 
Manchester: Carcanet Press. 1990. 335 pp. 
Robert Crawford and Hamish Whyte, eds. About Edwin Morgan. Edin-
burgh: Edinburgh University Press. 1990. 259 pp. 
Beowulf dives into the Mere. He has protective clothing and Grendel's 
mother can grip but not puncture his metal suit. She takes him back to her 
headquarters. It has its own atmosphere: a bubble without fragility, it con-
tains a great hall-like the feasting houses with which Beowulf is familiar. 
Beowulf kills her. 
How does this story, which made Edwin Morgan's name as an inspired 
translator memorable before his poetry did, connect with his, as it were, 
technologically advanced poetry? Of course, if we think of the underwater 
hall as a vast space station, and of Beowulf as an interplanetary explorer 
(which this time means both destroyer and conveyor of the apparently mirac-
ulous), we realize that the science fiction of Edwin Morgan's poetry is cre-
ating a context of advance-party adventure in a way that binds him to rather 
than separates him from the mythic in our greatest literatures. The modem 
sympathy one might have for Grendel and the monster's mother, a sympathy 
conveyed if it is conveyed at all by the narrator's intrusive justification of 
Beowulf's mission, is a sympathy for the beings whose comprehension is 
radically divided from the insistent "norm," the literally or the effectively un-
speaking. Morgan's poem "Grendel," in the voice of the monster, shows 
that this is more than feeling appreciation-it is nigh on identification: 
Who would be a man? Who would be the winter sparrow 
that flies at night by mistake into a lighted hall 
and flutters the length of it in zigzag panic, 
dazed and terrified by the heat and noise and smoke, 
the drink-fumes and the oaths, the guttering flames, 
feast-bones thrown to a snarl of wolflIounds, 
flash of swords in sodden sorry quarrels, 
till at last he sees the other door 
and skims out in relief and joy 
into the stormy dark? 
This turnaround view of the epic's famous flitting sparrow identifies one of 
Morgan's signatures: celebration of eternal mutability, creativity on the 
move. This is the weasel-whinrick that disappears before you're quite sure 
you've seen it, the budgie in the Underground, feeling no enclosure; here, 
the winter sparrow that Grendel pities among men and celebrates when the 
bird makes it out-into the dark. Morgan really is a solitary, one who can 
be, as a contributor in a new collection of essays about him suggests, more at 
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ease writing to friends than speaking to them on the phone. While his 
"Variations on Omar Khayyam" moves with outstanding description from 
desert caravan to spaceship convoy to, perhaps, post-nuclear-Armageddon, 
the intimate and erotic second section of this poem revea1s him as a poet of 
private immediacy, too. 
Morgan is as near to a popular poet in Scotland as any poet can hope to 
be-hundreds, perhaps thousands, of pupils each year encounter his poetry 
on the Scottish secondary school syllabus, and he has been so generous with 
his time that many school children have also met him in person. He has 
given guest talks in universities and at other cultural institutions in and out-
side his home country, read with among others the small-audience-drawing 
would-be young Turks of the new poetry in Scotland, and he has let very 
precious work find first publication in precarious young magazines which 
could not hope for the circulation of those journals in which he is also pub-
lished. 
Perhaps the most striking feature of Crawford and Whyte's book is that 
several of the writers are themselves poets, Douglas Dunn and lain Crichton 
Smith among them. Dunn, Smith and Morgan are very different and it 
would appear that formal and aesthetic differences among our elder statesmen 
writers have not led to the schism Scotland saw earlier this century. Morgan 
and especially Norman MacCaig (a criticism-sceptic who does not feature 
here, though he read at Morgan's public seventieth birthday "party") repre-
sent the first generation who, while being "of" the first half of the century-a 
point Kevin McCarra's biographical piece illuminates in reminding us, for 
example, of the optimistic grandeur of the inter-war Empire Exhibition in 
Glasgow-have in some sense surprised us with their reactions to its over-
bearing effects. From the Second World War itself (MacCaig and Morgan 
both, as it were, serving their time during it), to the pettiness of Mac-
Diarmid's worst dictates, Morgan in particular has shown an ability to grow 
barley from deserts. McCarra's essay, placed at the beginning of the book, 
also underlines the fact that the science fiction and self-confessed futurism of 
his work emerges not from a disregard for the struggles he has lived through 
but from a carefully weighed understanding of them. 
An unwillingness to take Morgan's progressivism in this light can lead to 
misjudgments. These essays bring out Morgan's acceptance within Scot-
land's cultural infrastructure, but that acceptance has been qualified and the 
title of Crawford's essay "The Whole Morgan" hints at the refocusing nec-
essary in the light of some of the filtering of Morgan's work that has been 
going on (even so, it is perhaps disappointing to see so little discussion in 
this book of the sounds of Morgan's poetry-his live performances, his 
recordings, and the extra-textual effects of his work-"Danger! Dominies At 
Work"). Geddes Thomson's account of the way in which the poems are 
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taught in schools suggests that it is in fact the very terrestrial realistic Glas-
gow pieces, and then the most palatable or "sociologically productive" of 
these, or the humorous ones, that tend to be taught-to the extent that in one 
school at least a blade has been systematically applied to all books containing 
that exhilarating but violent poem of homosexual menace and urgency, 
"Glasgow Green." Hamish Whyte's bibliographic checklist, which even 
alone would have made this book valuable, indicates in a brief phrase the an-
tics of the Strathclyde Passenger Transport Executive in banning, after first 
commissioning, Morgan's delightful underground poems. Such censorship 
adds to one's belief that the burgher mentality is alive and slavering in Scot-
land. With the recent banning of a number of James Kelman's books in a 
Johnstone high school, the self-righteous luxury of condemning 
"fundamentalist" societies as set apart from Scottish life is even more unten-
able than ever it was. It used to be said of the rougher places in Scotland 
that the children carried knives and razors, but now it seems that the teachers 
do-and in the long run the intellectual mutilation may be as damaging. 
Robyn Marsack's essay on Morgan in the context of contemporary po-
etry offers, along with Peter McCarey's on what and the way Morgan trans-
lates, a welcome broadening of comparisons and connections completely 
outwith Scotland. The place of Scottish writers within the "Scottish tradi-
tion" is vital as long as histories of "British" literature continue to exclude or 
marginalize Scottish poets of Morgan's, Graham's or MacDiarmid's stature, 
but it is not nearly enough. Scottish writers aren't just a product of a Scot-
tish dis/continuity, and while Morgan's transcontinental linguistic abilities 
are probably the exception (and he has asked why shouldn't the Scottish poet 
look to America or to Europe before she or he looks to England), most poets 
and novelists and mm-makers and artists of worth are more likely to be in-
spired and affected by other countries' cultures-including England' s-than 
their own. You should begin to worry if you begin to have I-Iuv-Scotland 
attacks. Paradoxically perhaps, Marsack's suggestion that the unlikely figure 
of William Carlos Williams was important to Morgan because, unlike Ash-
bery (with whom MacDiarmid has been compared, in an interesting attempt 
to bring the suspected father of L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poetry into 
comparison with the father of S=C=O=T=S), he was "down to earth" 
stresses the point that while Morgan may project voices and situations he is 
always emotionally close to home. The discussion of this presentational 
sleight of hand, which appears objective (Williams as medical man) yet is 
somehow more passionate for it, is for me the most interesting aspect of what 
is a very thought-provoking article. Perhaps there is a further UK link (not 
influence) to be explored. I have in mind J. H. Prynne and the various and 
varyingly-associated poets of the recent English "underground" who are con-
nected to Morgan not only by virtue of Morgan t s having been published in 
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their journals and having read on shared platfonns, but through the Scottish 
poets in this "group"-Veronica Forrest-Thomson (for whom Morgan has an 
elegy) and Thomas A. Clark, not to mention the underestimated (not least, in 
the past, by myself) English poet Bob Cobbing. 
On the question of Morgan's emotional involvement as opposed to tech-
nical abilities there is some dissent, and it is interesting to see that the two 
most eminent poets in the collection candidly find fault with Mor-
gan-Crichton Smith seeing a few flaws in an admirable corpus ("in spite of 
the failures of local detail ... " in "One Cigarette" for instance), but Dunn 
coming across as fundamentally uneasy about Morgan's achievement. While 
Dunn enjoys the unembarrassed fonnalism of his sonnets, he fmds Morgan 
rather less detached than Marsack does (indeed Marsack compares Dunn un-
favorably with Morgan on this very issue), detecting both "bookishness" and 
"histrionics" at the expense of measured feeling. Dunn corrects Morgan's 
grammar in the fourth of the "Glasgow Sonnets" with a curt "[sic]," perhaps 
a lapse into a pedantry that has not understood the verbal launch and there-
fore the emotional immediacy of the poem-though Dunn is right of course 
to expect poets to know their language. It seems to me, also, that his church 
warden claim that the celebratory tone of the post-nuclear-disaster poem 
"After Fallout" may be "close to damnable" quite misconceives the disturb-
ing attack on anthropocentricity implied in the marvelling descriptions of life 
after man. Yet Dunn's criticism of a near-celebration of an enonnous holo-
caust is close to the criticism Morgan has made of Edwin Muir's "austere 
satisfaction" in "returning [in poems such as "The Horses"] all post-atomic 
mankind to an Orkney farm"-an interpretation I would again want to ques-
tion. I would not follow Dunn into a comparison of Morgan's "science fic-
tion ethics" with MacDiarmid's welcoming of an all-consuming Cheka and 
the Red Anny (interestingly, though, John Carey's analysis of Wells's 
science fiction in The Intellectuals and the Masses (1992) makes a sim-
ilar-and I think misjudging-point about the apparently genocidal tenden-
cies of this genre). There are tonal subtleties and narratorial distances that 
mark Morgan's large separation from MacDiarmid's foolishnesses and while 
he may be the MacDiarmid of his generation, that is a measure of creative 
excellence and catalysis not political barbarity. This is not to undennine the 
radical nature of Morgan's politics: the "Video-box" poem in which a char-
acter recalls the example of the maverick socialist John MacLean is a trib-
ute-as is the poem Morgan gave to an anthology dedicated to him, Homage 
to John MacLean (1973). 
In the mis-named Crossing the Border: Essays on Scottish Literature 
Morgan assembles essays almost wholly about Scottish poetry (plays, short 
stories, and novels do get a look in, but it's a brief look). The result is a 
stepping-stone negotiation that, like his identi-kit "autobiography," Nothing 
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Not Giving Messages, a collection mostly of interviews, and like his vigorous 
sequences of poetry and the quotations of W. S. Graham's letters he makes 
in one of the essays here, assumes a line even when it necessarily takes one 
or two large jumps or even, arguably, a side-step (an essay on Byron's Don 
Juan is included, adding to the century-old ongoing establishment of Byron 
as one of the great "Scottish" poets). This is often the result of collecting es-
says in this way but, as Tom Paulin's Minotaur shows, a strong personality 
will usually make such a work cohere. These articles range over some forty 
years, from the more informal format of the "talk" to the much closer argu-
ment of an academic essay. Only one essay is slight-unfortunately the one 
on the "Kiwi-Scot" Sidney Goodsir Smith, who is often neglected by crit-
ics-and that because Morgan seems more concerned with considering the 
idea of the poet in "perpetual opposition" that with Smith's poetry as such. 
Apart from this peccadillo, Morgan displays throughout a wish to 
broaden out discussions of work into socio-cultural contexts that do not leave 
behind the subject in hand. On the contrary, the bookishness Douglas Dunn 
detected in Morgan's poetry is (as, I should say, I believe it generally is in 
the poems) carefully related to wider ideas, convictions, and situations. 
Morgan wears his learning lightly, but it is a learning you cannot but fail to 
be in awe of, and his linguistic ability is matched by sensitivity to tone and 
feeling. Like Dunn, and only a misreading of Morgan's sound and off-con-
crete poetry would lead you to argue otherwise, he believes in technical dis-
cipline, an emphasis on the poet's craft, so that the rehabilitations of writers 
this book effects or initiates-including Trocchi and Drummond-make, and 
in these terms, need, no excuses. "Wrestling with the materials of their art is 
a joy that too few people know, these slack days," he says in an appreciative 
essay on Garioch. I feel that this book not only offers a fertile one-volume 
outline history of Scottish poetry (his call in the 1970s for a history of Scot-
tish literature was met, valuably, by the Aberdeen University Press four-vol-
ume work) it warns younger writers that even (or especially!) poets who in-
clude avant-garde material within their portfolios must get to grips with the 
disciplines of language. That might be a puritan way of looking at it, but it 
is also true. His quotation of Tom Leonard's phrase, "if you don't treat lan-
guage seriously, you don't treat people seriously," reverberates throughout 
this book. 
His codifying of the art of flyting in one of the fIrst essays is an example 
not only of this hands-on approach to language, it shows another sub-theme 
which occasionally bubbles up through this book. That theme is drama. As 
well as the flyting essays and the piece about Bridie and John Byrne (who 
appears in another essay, on Glasgow speech), there is Morgan's attention to 
the ritual and public humiliation of a lassie's boyfriend (a "shirricking") and 
his brief defense of McGonagall to whom an "actor with a good voice" can 
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give seriousness and indeed pathos. In this vein there is also his pertinent 
noting of Fergusson selling broadside ballads on the strength of his singing 
voice, and (related, I think, to the launching out of voice as both drama and 
"public act") his description of late fifteenth century literature in Scotland as 
that which was seeking "an instrument of expression that would fuse what 
was most valued and accessible in popular speech with an immense body of 
reference-extending terms built up mainly from Latin and Greek." Gavin 
Douglas speaking to the "onletterit folk," with very letterit poetry, illustrates 
again Morgan's belief that the intelligent deployment of language need not 
prop up elitists-rather it can be used to effect the inclusiveness which Mor-
gan's work, in the round, seems to challenge us with. 
With that in mind, it is a pity that there is no attention paid here to a 
poet who would have so well fitted in this collection (and whom Morgan is 
known to admire)-Liz Lochhead. Scotland has made precious few female 
writers as good as she is, and her interest in drama as well as poetry might 
well have made a rather fme concluding essay. This aside, I'd like to reiter-
ate what this book's main qualities are: it discusses particular writers within 
the terms of their day and their particular mindset-Morgan knows and can 
re-imagine those situations-and it renovates poets like Dunbar who previ-
ously may have been judged outside such criteria. Morgan has produced a 
handbook for the history of Scottish poetry which offers new entrances-like 
his poetry, it is committed, bright and stimulating. 
RICHARD PRICE 
London 
Derick Thomson. An Introduction to Gaelic Poetry. 2nd edn. with a new 
Postscript. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press. 1990. 336 pp. 
On the basis that this book is intended for as wide a readership as possi-
ble, as is stated in the publisher's Note, I begin by warning readers that they 
should not be discouraged by the first chapter, "The Bardic Poets". It is full 
of interest for the scholar, and is, of course, a necessary "introduction to an 
Introduction," but could be rather tedious for the general reader. My own 
feeling as I continued to read this early section was that I was repeating the 
experience of many moons ago of attending a session in a University Celtic 
Department for which I had been prepared by a thorough introduction at se-
nior secondary school level. As such, I enjoyed this section, but pass over it 
with the minimum of comment, except to say that I feel the title of the work 
is indeed modest in its use of the word "Introduction." The introduction is 
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there, but what we have here is a survey and onward sweep of Gaelic poetry 
which anyone interested in the subject will fmd eminently profitable-and 
indeed enjoyable. 
As one who has tried his hand at Scots-English-Gaelic poetry translation, 
I fmd Dr. Thomson's comments on this topic (pp. 14-15) particularly inter-
esting, especially his exposition of his own "principles" as a translator. I 
agree that the problems are notorious and ever-present, that the greatest fi-
delity to the original is demanded, that the "shape" of the poem must be re-
tained, that there should be a close adherence to the original rhythmical 
movement, and that the ultimate perfection of getting sense, sound, structure, 
rhyme and rhythm right is (entirely) impossible. For "entirely" I would sub-
stitute "generally"; I think it can happen-very rarely, and over very limited 
stretches. 
While agreeing, as I say, with these sentiments, I like to sum these prin-
ciples up in the one sentence, assuming that one is translating from Scots (or 
English) into Gaelic, which is what I mostly try to do: I re-write the original 
poem as I imagine the author would have written it if he had been writing in 
Gaelic. I find this a very liberating concept, and I imagine it would also ap-
ply vice versa. I shall return in our concluding comments to this theme of 
translation; I consider the subject important in view of the many translations 
contained in the book. 
Incidentally, from page 11 onward the foot references for Notes are 
wrongly paged, presumably because the additional material in the 1989 
Postscript has not been taken into account, and following pages have not 
been re-numbered. This is confusing at first-until the reader realizes what 
has happened. 
I trust my warning to general readers not to be discouraged by the 
opening chapter(s) will not dissuade them from reading these chapters, for in 
them they will find real nuggets of interest. I simply mention items which 
aroused my own interest, without dwelling on them: on page 45, the fasci-
nating subject of "pathetic fallacy"; on page 46, the "courteous address to the 
lady of the house"; on page 47, the treatment of "lapidary phrases"; what is 
said on page 52 about "courtly-love poetry"; the idea of song as therapy (p. 
58). I wonder if there was ever a conscious use of song as therapy, other 
than as a ritual surviving in many "primitive" societies. I also wonder at the 
assumption that a keen could not be held in the absence of a body (p. 83). 
"Keen" I assume is simply the Gaelic word (caoin-eadh; cry-crying). It is 
interesting to note how similar the part of Donald Gorm's "Lullaby" quoted 
on page 60 is to the prayers of the period, many examples of which are 
found in Cannina Gadelica, especially Volume I. 
A historian, even a chronicler of Gaelic poetry, need not be humorless, 
and certainly Dr. Thomson shows his wry sense of humor on many pages, 
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e.g., page 67, where he makes a devastating comment on the appropriate-
ness-or lack of it-of the old man trying to impress the fair sex-"Rattle-
bones is not much of a bargain. " 
As we move on to the chapter on "Clan and Politics," the author traces 
the connection between clan development, for example the forfeiture of the 
Lordship of the Isles at the end of the fIfteenth century, which is taken as a 
pivotal event, with linguistic and literary developments, quoting Alexander 
Webster (1755) on the strength of Gaelic in not only the fIve Highland coun-
ties but in the seventeenth century, in the counties of Ayr, Aberdeen, Moray, 
Nairn, and Dumbarton. This is interesting, inter alia, as shedding light on 
the influence of Gaelic on Robert Bums and his poetry. A novel explanation 
is offered for the degree of formlessness to be found in Gaelic poetry of this 
time-the practice of composing in the dark without resort to writing till 
afterwards. We hear elsewhere of bards composing with a heavy-
physical-weight on their chests! 
Perhaps more material to the poetic decline is the decline of literacy after 
the demise of the bardic schools, although such notable poets as Mairi 
Nighean Alasdair Ruaidh, Duncan Ban and Rob Donn seem to have over-
come their own non-literate status to produce poetry of high caliber. 
From Chapter 4 on, the book deals with individual Gaelic poets, gener-
ally in chronological order; for the sake of clarity and easy reference the lay-
out might have benefIted from a clearer division of the text with these poets' 
names as subtitles. A reasonable limitation of space in this review forbids 
for us more than a few sentences to be devoted to each poet. 
lain Lorn MacDonald (c. 162O--C. 1710) is the fIrst to receive this 
treatment, and emerges even at the age of 20 as a poet of maturity embracing 
venom and "unholy exultation." English verse translations in this chapter are 
particularly pleasing, although in the case of "The Battle of Invevlochy" the 
brave attempt at reproducing the grim humor of the original (p. 122) is set on 
a "no win" course. The reviewer, for interest's sake, offers an alternative to 
the fIrst verse on that page, which should be compared with the original: 
Did you know the Tawny Field? 
With ample manure now it's tilled: 
Not the dung of goats or sheep, 
But Campbell blood, congealed and deep. 
In at least two respects, lain Lorn bears comparison with his famous fellow-
Scot, Robert Bums (1759-96): they have the same dismal attitude to the 
Union of Parliaments of 1707, and lain's strictures on the avarice of some of 
Scotland's "nobles" (the quotation marks may be taken as a sign of a certain 
bias on the part of the author-shared, incidentally, by the normally impar-
tial reviewer!) are echoed by Bums in his famous "Such a Parcel of Rogues 
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in a Nation." The second point of comparison is the use of bawdy invective 
at which they were both skilled. The author's throw-away remark on the 
relationship of this aspect to lain Lorn's adherence to the Church of Rome 
does not hold water in the case of Bums. It were a sad day for non-Catholics 
if Catholics alone had the monopoly of this fascinating talent! 
Eachann Bacach Maclean (fl. 1647-51), bard to the Macleans of Duart, 
whose best-known poem is "A' Chnb Shamhna" (The Nut of Hallowe'en). 
The English translation given is very pleasing. Its merit would be enhanced 
by having the original Gaelic in parallel, as the first stanza is probably as far 
as most people's knowledge of the poem goes. 
Mairi nighean Alasdair Rudaidh (Mary MacLeod) (c. 1615-1707), whose 
poetry is commended for its music and rhythm, is rather summarily dis-
missed as a poet whose reputation has been greatly inflated. 
Three women poets, Catherine Maclean (late 17th century), Sileas na 
Ceapaich MacDonald (c. 166(}-1729) , Mairearad nighean Lachlainn Mac-
Donald (c. 1660-c. 1729), are grouped together, with appropriate quotations, 
and in one case a self-revealing comment by the author, where he says, "A 
translation which, perhaps unwisely, ventures into rhyme, is given." The 
translation turns out to be refreshing and interesting. Three other minor po-
ets enter the ring at this stage before the author turns his attention to Roder-
ick Morison (c. I 656-c. 1713), better known as An Clarsair Dall (The 
Blind Harper), who has the initial distinction of being both a poet and a 
harper. His main claim to fame is "Oran Mor Mhic-Leoid," a nostalgic 
account of former days at Dunvegan Castle describing "the sad transforma-
tion of the clan chief to a foreign cockatoo, and the loud talk in foreign 
accents." The author's comment "He was lucky to have seen no more" is a 
particularly scathing remark. In this poem, whose last eight verses were 
omitted from Mackenzie's "Sar-Obair nam Bard Ghaidhealach" as "an out-
rage on the readers' sense of propriety"; the omission from Thomson's work 
is also regretted! 
The chapter "Poetry of the Eighteenth Century" opens with an assess-
ment of the work of Alasdair MacMhaighstir (Alasdair MacDonald c. 
1700-c. 1770), whose well-known deep involvement with the Jacobite 
cause is documented, as well as his less well-known conversion to the 
Church of Rome. His hatred for the Campbells is also well known, and 
again we note the grim humor of our Gaelic bards in his reference to the 
Campbel1s as "a feast for the Maiden," recalling the beheading of Argyll in 
1661. The classic poem on Clanranald' s galley is extensively quoted with a 
patent loss in not having the Gaelic original, though in this case it is easily 
accessible. 
Donnchadh Ban Mac-an-t-Saoir (Duncan Macintyre) (1724-1812) comes 
next, and we find to our surprise that he was non-literate. (A paragraph in-
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terestingly describes the difference the author sees between illiteracy and 
non-literacy.) His love-songs are treated, but his most remarkable poem, "In 
praise of Ben Dorain"-"the foremost praise-song in Gaelic"-is extensively 
quoted, the excellent translation being by lain Crichton Smith. lain Mac-
Codrum (c. 1710-1796) is praised for his wit and humor which mark him out 
as the earliest of the "village poets"-a term often used in a derogatory 
sense, but surely saved from ignominy by the inclusion of MacCodrum! 
Rob Donn Mackay (1714-1778), a "much neglected" poet, comes next. 
Two verses of his poem, "Na Casagan Dubha" are given in transla-
tion-again an incisive prophetic assessment of the spirit of greed and divi-
siveness which have been the roots of Scotland's political ills. The verse be-
ginning "Och mo thruaighe sin Albainn" is particularly cogent in the origi-
nal. Turning from this "important peak of achievement" in Gaelic poetry, 
the author considers Dugald Buchanan (1716-1768) a religious poet with a 
"somewhat macabre interest in the grave and in skulls" but who produced 
some powerful and imaginative verses. 
William Ross (1762-1791), whose love poetry, tinged with humor, wit, 
and bawdry, arose out of painful personal experience. I prefer an alternative 
translation to that given in the book for the "Song of Lament": 
Sweeter to me your converse 
Than thrush among its boughs, 
Than cuckoo on May morning, 
Or harp of many sounds, 
Or Bishop on a Sunday 
A-preaching to the throng 
Or the great store of silver 
Of nations all among. 
o sightless were it I was born, 
And dumb of speech forbye, 
Not to have seen thy gentle face 
Which hundreds did destroy; 
Since first I looked upon thee 
Thy virtues I have prized, 
And living on without thee-
I'd much prefer to die. 
In the last two chapters "Gaelic Poets in Lowlands and Highlands" and 
"Renaissance," Thomson dwells on poets of the recent past and of the pre-
sent, and, in a sense, in this he faced his most serious challenge, for he did 
not have the verdict of centuries to fall back on. The most impressive as-
sessment is of his fellow-Lewis-man lain Smith (1848-1881), of whom he 
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says that of all of nineteenth-century Gaelic verse his "is probably the most 
damning and scathing indictment of those politicians and policies which 
decimated the Gaelic people." A fuller treatment than what we have here 
and in "Bardachd Leodhais" is surely called for. 
In conclusion, I make some remarks of a more general application which 
I realize may be controversial. 
I return to an earlier point and suggest that perhaps half the value of the 
book is lost through the omission of the Gaelic texts behind the translations. 
Very few readers, other than lecturers and teachers, will have ready access to 
all the sources quoted. The enjoyment and challenge of the English transla-
tions, especially of the versified translations, is partly lost if you cannot 
compare them with the originals. Thomson supplies excellent translations, 
some in verse-although he modestly wonders if he is wise to versify. The 
extra effort is well worthwhile. It is no reflection on Thomson to say that 
lain Smith I s verse translations are outstanding, and I wonder whether for the 
next edition we could have parallel Gaelic-English texts along with a consis-
tent versified translation by Smith-which I suggest would make the work 
.. definitive" for generations to come. 
Another conclusion is that the book is something more than what the title 
claims-it is a social history of Gaelic-speaking Scotland. Thomson is not 
only a Gaelic scholar but a very competent historian. For most readers this 
double qualification doubles the value of the work and their fascination with 
it. I wonder, in passing, if the section dealing with his own poetry would be 
more manifestly objective if it had been prepared by an independent contrib-
utor. One occasionally hears complaints of the self-perpetuating, hierarchical 
"establishment" of Gaelic poets by means of which a "closed shop" impres-
sion is created. This impression may be mostly only an impression, but it 
can be a very damaging and stultifying one as far as the general reading pub-
lic (and "inferior" poets not admitted into the magic circle) are concerned. A 
great deal of comment is made throughout the book on such criteria as tex-
ture, economy, and linguistic virtuosity, and these criteria are important. 
But very little, if anything, is said of the negative esoteric outpourings of 
self-appointed dogmatists who are completely out of touch with ordinary 
people. On page 118 the author exalts the fact that he has established an 
"undogmatic" critical stance and left room for some proper flexi-
bility-something to which his contemporaries might pay greater heed. 
The author has also mentioned esotericism in his first chapter, saying 
that poetry is perennially saved from it by the need for a public, only the 
size, or extent, of this public being in question. I suggest this is only par-
tially true, unless you can grace the inner circle of your own clique with the 
name "public." I clearly detect in some poetic circles what I can regrettably 
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only regard as disdain for the public-and this manifests itself in varied 
forms. Should not the poet-public relationship be a form of genuine 
"consultation"--or at least genuine responsive reaction? 
I entirely agree with the author in his dismissal of the meretricious su-
perficial froth which is so often offered as poetry, but I equally disagree with 
the assumption that anything which has a moral content, no matter how skil-
fully conveyed, is to be ruled out of court as "didactic. II After all, some of 
the world I s greatest works of art, and that includes poetry and music, are re-
ligious works which have survived the test of centuries-some even of mil-
lennia-and will be loved and treasured by humankind long after our trendy 
"secular" innovations have become the chaff of history. 
None of this, needless to say, is any reflection on myoid classmate and 
friend, Derick, and, as you will have gathered from my "running commen-
tary," I warmly commend this book on its second appearance. I trust that its 
third appearance, whenever that may be, will be even more satisfying, in-
deed-may I use the word?-epoch-making. 
RODERICK MACDONALD 
Insch 
Brian Filling and Susan Stuart, eds. The End of a Regime? An Anthology: 
Scottish-South African Writing Against Apanheid. Aberdeen: Aberdeen 
University Press. 1991. xxvi + 300 pp. 
Current political changes in South Africa must give some degree of satis-
faction to Anti-Apartheid movements all over the world. The Scottish 
Committee has been tireless in its activities and has celebrated progress in an 
eclectic anthology of Scottish-South African writing bearing historical, liter-
ary and political perspectives and under a guardedly optimistic title. 
It is a brave and sincere book. Its Scottish contributors are not only 
from Scotland but also from the United States, Australia and England! It 
records the achievements of the Scottish in African progress over the cen-
turies. Thomas Pringle, a relatively unknown liberal in the 1820s, finds a 
place, and David Livingstone, the famous anti-slavery missionary doctor, 
explorer and writer in the mid-nineteenth century, is justly represented at 
some length. His influence in opening up Central and Southern Africa was 
remarkable. 
In modern times the seminal speech of Prime Minister Harold Macmillan 
is included. He was the great-grandson of a Scottish crofter and his predic-
tion in South Africa of the "wind of change blowing through the continent" 
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in 1960 heralded a period of decolonization and anti-apartheid activity. It 
was part of an era which reached its crescendo with sustained demonstrations 
and demands for the release and honoring of Nelson Mandela mounted by 
Brian Filling and his colleagues in Scotland and graphically described by him 
in a fmal chapter. 
On the African side, Professor Lalage Brown of Glasgow University in-
troduces Pixley Isaka Ka Seme, an Oxford-educated African lawyer who 
gave a prize-winning oration at Columbia University in 1905. He was an 
eloquent speaker and one of the founders of the African National Congress. 
The eighty-year-old Govan Mbeki, a leading ANC member imprisoned 
for twenty-three years by the white South African government, gives an im-
pressive and scholarly account of culture in the struggle for a new South 
Africa. 
John Hargreaves, a leading historian, in his chapter on radicals and 
South Africa at the tum of the century, helps to explain the curious ambiva-
lence of the elderly British towards condemning the activities of Afrikaner 
reactionaries and the early manifestations also of an anti-apartheid spirit in 
Aberdeen. 
The literary portion of the anthology could have been longer. Mongane 
Wally Serote, an outstanding contemporary poet now living in London and 
the subject of critical and favorable reviews in literary circles, is adequately 
represented in a long and moving poem The Bringing Down o/the New Day. 
Another of his poems "I will wait," put to music by William Sweeney and 
perfonned in Glasgow in 1990, is illustrated with part of its musical 
manuscript. There is a moving patriotic poem "Poem Written on Death 
Row" by Benjamin Moloise, a black activist executed in his twenties by the 
apartheid regime in 1981. Short and effective, it contrasts quite poignantly 
with Ntsikana Gaba a religious Xhosa poet of the eighteenth century in his 
divine hymn of praise. Alex La Guma the noted African writer is portrayed 
and an exceIpt from his fine writing is given. 
Hugh MacDiannid defends commitment in South African poetry in an 
exceIpt from his introduction to an earlier volume of South African writing, 
while Nonnan Easton in an analytical and searching historical essay explores 
previous Scottish attitudes, where, for example, immigrant and sometimes 
enslaved Scotsmen brought to America in the eighteenth century soon be-
came transfonned into white overseers and slave owners. 
One would have liked to have seen other literary exiles represented at the 
expense of some of the historical essays. Peter Abrahams in Jamaica, the 
late Bessie Head and Zek Mphalele, now returned home, are missing. The 
absence of Breytenbach, an imprisoned Afrikaner writer now living in Paris, 
and Nadine Gordimer, a noted white South African novelist, somewhat re-
stricts the collection. 
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The editors have done well in bringing together otherwise inaccessible 
material with some of the best of modern Scottish and South African writing 
in an attractive pot pourri which should attract a wide readership. The intro-
duction by Emeka Anyaoku, Commonwealth Secretary General, might indi-
cate the possible re-entry of a democratic South Africa into that organiza-
tion. 
DAVIDSON NICOL 
Sierra Leone and University of South Carolina 
James Hogg: "Poetic Mirrors." Ed. David Groves. Frankfurt: Peter Lang. 
1990. xxxix + 200 pp. Scottish Studies, Vol. 11. 
The parodist, writes David Bromwich, must be "madly in love with the 
styles that have formed him." 1 This observation is perfectly illustrated by 
Hogg's parodies, which combine a sharp eye for the ludicrous, an arsenal of 
precisely aimed verbal ballistics, and, at their best, the homage--occasion-
ally reluctant but always genuine-which distinguishes the frnest parody. 
This volume reprints Hogg's original Poetic Mirror of 1816 along with a 
series of later parodies published in the Edinburgh Literary Journal in 1829 
and 1830; it thus conveniently assembles important texts until now out of 
print and sometimes exceedingly difficult of access. The poems exemplify a 
significant dimension of Hogg' s multi-faceted talent and, perhaps even more 
noteworthy, they are hilariously funny, a real hoot to read. 
In addition to impeccably edited texts, David Groves provides a wealth 
of apparatus, the best of which by far are the extensive and carefully-re-
searched notes. These identify Hogg's particular target in each poem and 
summarize, when appropriate, its critical reception. They acutely examine 
Hogg's own ambivalent reactions to original author and text and suggest that 
involuntary and subtle collaboration among poet, critic and satirist which en-
ergizes successful parody. The notes usefully elucidate place names, sources 
and verbal echoes. The volume also includes a selected bibliography listing 
original, foreign, and recent Hogg editions and critical studies relevant to 
Hogg the satirist. 
Dr. Groves's introduction is uneven but accomplishes three important 
goals very well indeed. It places the Poetic Mirror(s) in the context of 
Hogg's development as a satirist, commencing with the magic "mirror" of 
1HParody, Pastiche, and ABusion. " in Lyric Poetry: Beyond New Criticism, ed. Cha-
viva Hosek and Patricia Parker. (Ithaca, 1985). p. 328. 
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the Shuffleton Papers n The Spy of 1810. This "Allegorical Survey of the
Scottish Poets of the present day" anticipates several later techniques, in-
cluding the "emblemitic" charatters Hogg will incorporate n trtth The
Queen's Wal<c and Tltc Poetic Minor. Groves persuasively linls these three
texts, a connection by no means heretofore obvious to this reader.
He also demonstrates convincingly that the parodies are not at all
anomalous but that they reflect several of Hogg's most perrrasive continuing
concerns. The editor has written elsewhere on Hogg's concept of poetry as a
"mental journey," and his introduction neatly tailors this idea to the poet's
playful manipulation of extremes of energy and repose. In addition, the later
parodies reaffrrm a core of values central to Hogg's sensibility, "the values
of friendship and local community" as well as a proprietary and protective
concern for Scottish culture. Both Poetic Miror(s), therefore, reflect atti-
tudes and preoccupations which we now r*ogrizn, thanks in large part to the
work of David Groves, as fundamental to Hogg's writing.
The third important contribution comes in the discussion of Hogg's puz-
zling politics. Just as Hogg could harbor "modern liberal values" while
dreading the unknown oonsequences of Reform, so he could appreciate the
diversity of his fellow poets even while mocking their pomposity and self-ab-
sorption. This is a suggestive parallel between Hogg's parodies and his poli-
tics, both ofwhich are Janus-faced and thrive on apparent paradox. Parody,
after all, demolishes only to rebuild and consciously constructs its own poetic
edifice upon the cherished debris of what it has fragmented. This provoca-
tive analogy between poetical and political evolution merits more qpeculative
attention than Groves has chosen to grant.
In a few other places, speculation might be preferable to a degree of
certainty which occasionally verges on the dogmatic. Particularty in the dis-
cussion of Hogg's self-parody 'The Gude Greye Katt," Groves relies rather
too heavily on "tongue-in-cheek allegory," wherein we are told that the cat
"symbolizes" this and the bishop "represents" that, and the Lainl "might rep-
resent" Hogg and the seven daughters "probably represent" his poetry. Iater
the "evil, inquisitorial, narrow-minded bishop" becomes, not just "a narrow-
minded reader or critic" but, most specifically, Francis'Jeffrey, a supposition
apparently based on the presence of both himself and Hogg at the same
crowded Edinburgh banquet in late 1814.
David Groves's extensive scholarship has been instnrmental in dissemi-
nating knowledge of Hogg's work. Every unfairly neglected literary figure
deserves, but alas does not receive, the kind of learned dedication Groves has
lavished upon the Ettrick Shepherd. Particularly in his relations with pub-
lishers, critics and other writers, however, we cannot always unquestioningly
accept Hogg's account of events. The familiar defensiveness, the relish in
portraying himself as a victim, may well have colored his recollection of the
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genesis of The Poertc Mirror, which Groves presents for the most part
unskeptically. However, that small caveat should not in any sense diminish
the importance and achievement of this volume. It brings Hogg's brilliant
parodies to a considerably wider readership than has thus far been possible,




Scotichronicon byWalterBower, Vol.8, ed. D. E. R. Watt, 1987, xxxii +
410 pp; Yol. 2, ed. John and Winifred MacQueen, 1989, xxx + 528 pp1'
Vol. 5, ed. Simon Taylor and D. E. R. Watt, 1990, xxx + 520 pp; Vol. 6,
ed. Norman F. Shead, Wendy B. Stevenson and D. E. R. Watt, 1991, xxxiv
+ 506 pp; Aberdeen: Aberdeen University Press.
The editing of Walter Bower's Scortchronicon is, 4fter the DOST, the
most imaginative publishing project in Scottish medieval studies since the
origination of the Scottish Text Society. This ambitious enterprise is now
approaching its half-way stage, with four of the intended eight volumes of
text published; those eight will be complemented by one further volume of
critical studies and general indexes.
The format of the series is excellently conceived. The volumes, each
containing two Books of the chronicle, are a good usable size (royal) and are
well laid out with Latin text and facing English translation. Textual points
are recorded at the foot of the Iatin text, and editorial and interpretative
notes follow each Book. The text of each volume is prefaced by a,detailed
introduction on matters of textual and source interest. At their current price
of f,35 these good{ooking and highly useful books are a real investment.
Until the appearance of this edition the Scotichronicon was to be con-
sulted either in Walter Goodall's two-volume edition of l759-majestic
looking, but an umeliable text and little in the way of commentary<r in its
various and far-flung manuscripts. The new edition takes Corpus Christi MS
171 @roduced during the 1zt40s), with emendation, where necessary, from
other MSS, eqpecially the Donibristle (1,471-2). Many readers may feel that
the translation of the Scortchronicon into English represents the major
achievement of this edition, but that would be greatly to diminish the value
of this clear and accurate text of Bower's Latin.
As the volumes of the Scotichronicon gradually appear, and as the work
becomes more accessible through translation and commentary, so its charac-
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ter and importance come far more clearly into focus. That focus remains at 
present an uneven one, since chunks of the text (Books I-II, V-VIII, and 
XIII-XIV) have still to be published, but those that we do have provide easily 
enough material to confirm that a far-reaching reassessment of the 
Scotichronicon is now due. 
If Bower's chronicle has suffered from critical neglect, this has been due 
not only to its relative inaccessibility. Coupled with that, it would appear, 
has been the perception of the Scotichronicon as having the second-division 
significance of a sequel, whose basic material and attitudes are inherited from 
the parent work, Fordun's Chronica Gentis Scotorum. It is noticeable, for 
instance, how relatively little some historians of medieval Scotland (e.g., 
Ranald Nicholson in Scotland, the Laler Middle Ages or Alexander Grant in 
Independence and Nationhood, all of whose references to Bower come, in 
fact, from Nicholson) make of Bower's work, as if it had little to offer in its 
own right, apart from the concluding Books XV-XVI, which deal with the 
period 1390-1437, after the ending of Fordun' s chronicle. What is now ap-
parent is the extent to which Bower was adding to his text of Fordun 
throughout the preceding books, and how after Book VII he regularly departs 
extensively from his basic source. This should not really come as a revela-
tion, since Fordun' s Chronica took Scottish history up to 1153 in detail in its 
five books, and then treated the thirteenth and the fourteenth centuries far 
more sketchily in the Gesla Annalia, which were incomplete at the time of 
his death. But the extent and nature of Bower's expansions and additions has 
not yet been properly appreciated-though exceptional mention must be 
made here of the doctoral thesis by M3.ljorie Drexler, It Attitudes to N ational-
ity in Scottish Historical Writing from Barbour to Boece lt (Edinburgh, 1979), 
to which all those writing seriously on Bower before the publication of this 
new edition will have been indebted. There is certainly much continuity of 
thought between Fordun and Bower, but Bower's shifts of emphasis within 
his inherited schema are revealing ideological markers. And against this 
framework his innovations take a wide range of forms. A new appreciation 
of Bower will acknowledge both the ways in which he builds on Fordun and 
the way he makes many parts of the Scotichronicon into independent con-
structions. 
This mixture of informed imitation and individual initiative is reflected 
in Bower's choice of sources. He shares Fordun's fondness, for instance, for 
Vincent of Beauvais' Speculum historiale. Books ill and IV are representa-
tive in showing him incorporating Fordun's borrowings from Vincent, but 
then adding others from that source in relation to matters which interest him, 
such as the crusades. That both authors should be reading such a world his-
tory makes obvious sense; but the editors of the Scolichronicon seem to have 
missed the fact that Bower's interest in Vincent extended beyond the his-
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torical part of his Speculum nulius. The comparison of a king to a harpist in 
Book IV, for example (which prompted the opening image of the vernacular 
"Harp" poem inserted in the Liter Pluscardensis), is indebted to Book VII of 
Speculum morale (included in the Speculum nulius even if not by Vincent), 
where the attribution of the idea to Plutarch cited by Bower is also found. In 
other words, Bower borrowed Fordun's borrowings from the Speculum histo-
riale and added to them other borrowings from that work, but he also read 
onwards in the rest of Vincent's huge encyclopedia and appropriated things 
from other parts of it. This is a paradigm for Bower's practice as a whole; 
often his reading overlapped with Fordun' s, but this new edition is doing 
much to bring out the range of other resources available to him, suggesting 
that the libraries at St Andrews and Inchcolm to which he had access were 
well stocked, if not unusually distinguished. 
Bower also has a far more marked penchant for exempla than had For-
dun. Books IX and X, for example, offer them in abundance, pointing up 
areas of Bower's recurrent interest, as the editors suggest: his collection of 
anecdotes about corrupt papal legates in Book X is of a piece with his atten-
tion to repeated problems in ecclesiastical politics and indeed to the role of 
the papacy. This is another place where the editors could have pursued 
Bower's sources a bit further: the cardolcardinales play on which the last 
exemplum in chapter 35 works, is a reasonably well documented one-see, 
for instance, Piers Plowman, B. Prol. 102ff. The collection of exempla 
illustrating the good rule of King Philip Augustus of France which run 
through chapters 39-41 of Book IX illustrate another of Bower's preoccupa-
tions: effective kingship. That concern was manifestly there in Fordun 
too-it is to the Chronica Gentis Scotorum, after all, that we owe the memo-
rable scene of mutual testing between Malcolm and MacDuff that finally 
finds its way into Macbeth. But concern with the problem of the correct 
execution of kingly power is writ very large indeed in the Scotichronicon. It 
is not quite enough to say as the editors to Book IX do (taking up a point 
made in other volumes) that passages such as these are produced by Bower 
"probably with an eye to the education of the young King James II in his 
own day" (5, p. xviii). Bower clearly has a lot more than education on his 
mind in his many returns to questions of kingship. Certainly he saw the 
young James as one of the recipients of his chronicle, indeed the references 
to the young monarch in the course of Bower's text reflect his consciousness 
that as the chronicle progressed the minority was wearing on to the point 
where James might be expected to taken an interest in such writings. The 
prologue and conclusion to Book XVI, the final one, address the king more 
explicitly that the prologue and preface to the opening of the whole chroni-
cle. But even at the ending Bower is acknowledging that James is not yet in 
a position to act against those (in his eyes) abusing the running of the coun-
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try: "Longum reputamus adventum tuum, 0 rex, ad etatem virilem" (We 
ponder, sire, on the long time which it will take for you to reach manly es-
tate, 8, 216-7). The Scotichronicon is written from the viewpoint of a sec-
tion of the political community supportive of the Stewart dynasty (of which 
its specific dedicatee, Sir David Stewart of Rosyth, was a member of a cadet 
branch), but with an acute consciousness of the present and potentially future 
disruptiveness of those factions-Livingstons, Douglases, Crich-
tons-holding sway during the minority. The addresses to James II thus ar-
ticulate more than a desire to educate the king. They bespeak a deep-set 
anxiety as to whether his eventual assumption of power would be assertive 
enough to re-establish the kingly dominance that Bower so strongly endorsed. 
Thus it is that so many of his exempla and reflections on kingship cluster 
at points in the narrative that deal with the passing of kings or the intennis-
sion between reigns brought about through minorities. The death of Alexan-
der II and the opening of his son's minority, and the death of Alexander ill, 
for instance, prompt Bower to comments on the practice of royal rule that 
anticipate his final lament on the death of James I (for which the model is 
probably the lengthy eulogy on David I with which Fordun concluded the 
Chronica Gentis Scotorum). 
The most recently published volume of the Scotichronicon (6, Books XI 
and XII) brings these interests in good government and illustrative exempla 
sharply together in sections of narrative which also constitute one of Bower's 
most striking departures from Fordun. The subject of this excursus is 
William Wallace. Fordun had at least included more references to Wallace 
than had Barbour, who did not mention him at all in the Bruce, but his 
treatment in no way prepares for the magnitude of Wallace's stature in the 
Scotichronicon. To say that in his portrayal of Wallace "Bower must have 
had available collections of traditional tales which Fordun had not chosen to 
mention" (p. xvi) is to beg a number of questions. That assertion not only 
avoids consideration of why Fordun might have chosen to eschew such mate-
rial (a point of relevance in clarifying Bower's position), but also works on 
the assumption, obviously inherited by the editors from M. P. McDiannid's 
edition of Hary's Wallace, that a large number of "traditional tales" (a phrase 
repeated innumerable times in this volume's notes) about Wallace were in 
ready circulation in the mid-fifteenth century. While there is evidence for 
some of this in the presence of Wallace stories in Wyntoun's Chronicle (the 
various editors of these four volumes seem, incidentally, not quite able to 
agree as to the extent of Bower's acquaintance with this work) recourse to the 
"traditional tales" theory does not do enough to sort out the various types of 
Wallace material which Bower is using. The editors of Volume 6 signal 
some sense of this in their comments on the contents of chapters 29-30, 
where they attempt to distinguish between Latin verses from an "unknown 
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source," narrative probably from lOa lost chronicle" and matter of a 
"traditional tale" type. But the usefulness of the last description is limited if 
it blocks off the notion that Bower might actually have invented or dramati-
cally adapted some of this material for himself. 
The extraordinary and highly-charged exchange across a ravine between 
Wallace in Bruce in Book XI, which Hary was so memorably to expand in 
the Wallace, is claimed in the notes to "have the appearance of a traditional 
tale" (6, p. 241), but its drama and economy suggest, if this is so, that it has 
been highly reworked in order to fits its context. To attribute Bower with 
powers of great invention in scenes such as this is hardly to weaken the status 
of the Scotichronicon. His adaptation in Book xn of the e.xemplum of a 
hermit's vision of Wallace's death from earlier versions featuring figures 
such as Richard I is good testimony to his powers of transmutation; and the 
possibility that he himself was responsible for putting some Wallace "tales" 
into circulation for the first time should surely be countenanced. 
This is a conclusion worth drawing not least because of the patterning of 
interest apparent in Bower's handling of his Wallace passages. Why, after 
all, did Wallace exert such a powerful attraction for Bower? One obvious 
explanation is that he encapsulated that spirit of nationalism, the country's 
will to maintain its independence that is stated in the Declaration of Ar-
broath-which Bower included in Book XllI. And indeed previous studies 
of Bower have often stressed the particularly fervent quality of his national-
ism. But Wallace's role in the Scotichronicon is more complex still than 
this. For he also acts as a focus for those same concerns over the execution 
of strong kingship which we have seen to be such a prominent part of 
Bower's project in his chronicle. 
Wallace's paradox-his tragedy, even, in the Scotichronicon-is that he 
has the qualities of good rulership without being a king. The editors of Vol-
ume 6 note the dependence of the description of Wallace in Book XI, chapter 
28, on pseudo-Turpin's description of Charlemagne quoted in Book ill, and 
comparison reveals that Bower's portrayal of Wallace exceeds the esteem as-
signed to that kingly leader even as it imitates it. Yet while Wallace's kingly 
characteristics are not in doubt, neither is the fact that he cannot be a Scottish 
king. He is a "mighty arm" (6, p. 93) to the headless kingdom. Wallace, in 
other words, functions as part of Bower's preoccupation with the need for an 
assertive ruler during a period when the country is effectively without one. 
This habit of reading the past into the present is a marked one in the 
Scotichronicon. But it is significant, too, that Wallace's qualities are ulti-
mately surpassed or subsumed by the apotheosis of Robert the Bruce (in 
Book XllI, as yet unpublished in this edition) who is capable in Bower's 
chronicle of the full transformation into prudent and forceful monarch which 
Hary's Wallace-a text approaching these questions from a very different 
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angle-denies him. The use of Wallace in the Scotichronicon serves in fact 
fmally to confmn the conservatism of Bower's political sentiments. But his 
narrative still ends in a state of anticipation rather than absolute assurance. 
From this sort of reading Bower's Scotichronicon begins to emerge as an in-
dependent and suggestive document that reveals much about political thinking 
in mid-fIfteenth century Scotland and demands examination as much from 
this point of view as for what it can offer us in terms of historical "fact." 
The editing of Bower, presided over with great foresight and skill by 
Professor Watt, is manifestly extremely demanding, and the number of edi-
tors or associates connected with each volume has increased as the series has 
been coming into print. Professor Watt had sole editorial authority for the 
fIrst volume to appear (8). The most recent (6) has three editors and four 
associates. But in general more editors does not mean better editing, and the 
latest volume falls a little behind the very high standards of translation, 
commentary and proof-reading of its three predecessors. Some reservations 
about the notes are registered above. The translation also lacks some of the 
fluency achieved in earlier volumes, and is occasionally misleading. When 
Wallace accuses Bruce of effeminate inaction in Falkirk, it makes little sense 
to translate the fIrst accusation as "Robert, Robert, it is your inactivity and 
womanish cowardice that spur me to set authority free in your native land" 
(Tua, 0 Roberte, Roberte, inhercia et effeminata ignavia me stimulant ad tui 
juris patrie liberacionem, 6, pp. 94-5); surely what is intended is the more 
emotionally provocative "that spur me to the liberation of the native land that 
is legally yours." (For another attempt at this passage, see James Goldstein 
in SSL, 25 (1990), 77.) Wallace goes on "Sed et nunc semivir," a clear con-
tinuation of the theme of effeminacy that is not helped by the translation as 
an adversative "But it is an effeminate man"; the idea here can acceptably be 
rendered "And indeed it is an effeminate man. . . ." An ugly translation is 
one thing; a less than meaningful one is another. 
These are not, as the reviewing cliche goes, quibbles. But they do as-
sume a justly diminished signifIcance when the full achievement of these vol-
umes is surveyed. It takes great breadth of vision as well as considerable 
courage to bring off a project such as this at such an elevated level of suc-
cess. Like that other great Scottish publishing work in progress, the DOST, 
the Scotichronicon is well worth waiting for as it emerges, looking sumptu-
ous, reading-generally-well, and bearing its great load of editorial learn-
ing with admirable lightness. The implications of this massive achievement 
for Scottish cultural history will take many years fully to be realized. 
SALLY MAPSTONE 
St. Hilda's College, Oxford 
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Roderick Macdonald, trans. Bardachd Raibein Burns an Gaidhlig [Roben 
Burns's Works in Gaelic]. Insch, Aberdeenshire: Roderick Macdonald. 
1992. 615 pp. 
This is a remarkable work by any standard: nothing less than a transla-
tion of the entire canon of Robert Burns according to the Complete Works 
authorized by the Burns Federation in 1986. Indeed, the translator has even 
managed to retain the pagination of that volume throughout to make cross-
reference easier. Although Burns has been translated into more than forty 
languages, this is the first time that anyone bas attempted to translate the 
complete oeuvre. 
The Rev. Roderick Macdonald brings impeccable credentials to this 
work. His father hailed from Berneray (Harris) and his mother from North 
Vist and he himself began his schooling at Bayhead in the latter island under 
the redoubtable Donald Macdougal-Domhnall 'Ain Duinn-from whom an 
early love of Gaelic poetry was inculcated. He finished his education at the 
Nicolson Institution in Stornoway and graduated from Glasgow University. 
After completing his theological studies at Trinity College he became a 
chaplain with the British Army and served in France and Germany during the 
Second World War. In the postwar period he served as minister at St. 
Columba I s church in Stornoway, and later in parishes in Inverness and Ab-
erdeenshire. In 1977 he was crowned Bard at the National Mod and has had 
several volumes of Gaelic poetry published since then-Leth-Cheud Bliadhna 
(Fifty Years) by Gairm (1978), Laoidhean Moklidh (Songs of Praise) by 
CriIisgean (1983), Seinn an Duan Seo (Sing this Song) by the Stomoway 
Gazette (1990) and Traoghadh is Lionadh (Ebb and Flow) (1991). A prolific 
prose writer, he has long been a regular columnist with the Gazette and Na 
Duilleagan Gaidhlig in Gaelic and a contributor to Scottish Language in En-
glish. 
He is that rarity, a man who is perfectly at home in Scots and English as 
well as his native Gaelic. To trilingualism add considerable poetic abilities 
and an unusual motivation. I say this advisedly for interest in the songs and 
poems of Robert Bums north and west of the Highland Line has been per-
functory at best. The reason is not hard to seek. Gaelic speakers are, for the 
most part, bilingual in Gaelic and English and have not, in their education or 
upbringing, been exposed to the Scots language. Because English is not their 
primary language they tend to speak it with greater care and formality, hence 
the traditional view that the purest English was (and to a large extent still is) 
spoken in Dublin and Inverness. Gaels have a long and wide-ranging poetic 
tradition of their own and are rightly proud of their own ancient language. 
Macdonald himself admits that while Gaelic speakers are too polite to disdain 
or disparage Scots, Doric or Lallans, in making comparisons they tend to re-
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gard these as dialects, whereas their own tongue is incontrovertibly a lan-
guage. 
One of the few people who has successfully bridged the gap between the 
two indigenous languages of Scotland, Roderick Macdonald had long felt the 
want of a good translation of Bums in Gaelic. To be sure, various poets 
have made tentative essays in this by translating individual poems such as 
"Tam 0' Shanter," and in 1911 Charles Macphater produced Dain is 
Luinneagan Robert Bums (Poems and Songs). This was a creditable work 
for its time, the text apparently based on Henley and Henderson (1896). In-
evitably this left out many works which were admitted to the canon by Kins-
ley and including, of course, the bawdy poems and songs which, though 
known to exist through the medium of The Merry Muses and the poet's 
correspondence, were omitted from the standard editions until 1968. 
Macphater made the cardinal mistake of trying to produce a rhyming 
translation. Considering that English and Gaelic are poles apart-not only 
are the words quite different in shape, stress and number of syllables, but the 
structure and word order are totally at variance-an adherence to Gaelic 
rhyme proved far too constrictive with the result that the meter often suf-
fered. Indeed, some lines took on a rather Macgonagallesque appearance, 
the feet being blithely disregarded so long as the crucial rhymes were main-
tained. More importantly, the sense of lines was often distorted and Bums's 
words quietly jettisoned to fit the procrustean bed of rhyme. Macphater set 
out to emulate Bums's style as closely as possible, but he was unequal to the 
task and the results often fell far short of this ideal. 
Macdonald, like several Gaelic poets before him, originally tried his 
hand at a translation of "Tam 0' Shanter." Bums's masterpiece has the ad-
vantage over many of the poems in that its purely Lowland Scottish content 
is moderate and none of the Lallans words, phrases and usages present any 
problem to the translator. This and a Gaelic version of "To a Haggis" were 
published in Leth-cheud Bliadhna and were very favorably received at the 
time. Thus encouraged, Macdonald began to take a closer look at Bums and 
his works and from this emerged Ceud Oran Ie Raibeart Bums, a hundred of 
the best-known songs published by CriJisgean in 1990. A cassette providing 
a selection of these songs was published the following year. 
Macdonald's approach differs radically from Macphater. Textual faith-
fulness is paramount, the rhythm, cadence and meter must be flawless, and 
the idiosyncratic structure of the original (notably Bums's penchant for Stan-
dard Habbie) is beautifully preserved. Rhyme works reasonably well in 
many cases but if something has to be sacrificed, then Macdonald is quite 
happy to let it go. The present translator has stated his guiding principles 
succinctly; he has tried to imagine, to visualize, to "auralize" what Bums 
would have written if he had been writing in Gaelic instead of Scots or En-
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glish. "One tries, of course, to be as faithful to the original as possible, and 
one has to strike a balance between literalness and essential authenticity as 
poetry. But when it comes to the impasse where a choice has to be made, 
literalness must give way to poetry. " 
Robert Peel, writing on "Bums into Gaelic" (Burns Chronicle, 1990), 
said "Poetry in translation is never really satisfying if it can be read in the 
original . . . but it does have its interest." Macdonald strongly disagrees 
with this view, maintaining that poetry in translation can be as effective as, 
and on rare occasions more effective than, the original. In fact, what Mac-
donald has now given us stands as a major contribution to Gaelic poetry, re-
gardless of the Bumsian context. 
An excellent example from the complete works in translation is provided 
by the very last page which gives the text of "The Witch of Dundrum" (not 
in Kinsley): 
Hae ye heard 0 the Witch 0 Dundrum 
When she to Scotland did come, 
'Twas Ireland's lament 
And Scotland's content 
Hurrah for the Witch of Dundrum! 
Ye ken what she's done for us a', 
What enchantment she's used and a'. 
How she's simply loved us and a', 
God bless the Witch of Dundrum! 
And her at the tail 0 the year, 
Well of this let us have little fear, 
All of us can truthfully cheer, 
Hurroo! for the Witch of Dundrum. 
In Gaelic this appears as: 
Co chuala mu Bhriosag Dbun-Druim 
A thainig do dh' Albainn bhig ghrinn? 
Bba Eireann fo bbronn, 
Agus Alba na gloir; 
Cuiribh faille air Briosag Dbun-Druim. 
Tha flos mar a chuidich i leinn 
Le geasaibh is cleasaibb nan draoi, 
An grildh is an gaol thug i dhuinn: 
Mo bheannacbd air Briosag Dbitn-Druim. 
Is an uair thig a' bbliadhna gu ceann 
Eagal neo flamh CM bhi ann, 
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Is togaidb gach aon againn fonn: 
Ar failte air Briosag Dhun-Druim! 
This is a good example of how closely Macdonald has succeeded in adhering 
to the original, yet has actually improved on it. The main thing is that the 
translation retains the sense of the original and even has the identical lilt or 
cadence-far more important in the case of a song than rhyme, although this 
is reasonably accurate as well, and actually sounds in Gaelic better than the 
visual appearance of the words on the printed page might suggest. 
One thing which gradually emerged as Macdonald progressed with the 
work was that the problem of translating the Scots of Bums's songs into 
Gaelic was not as difficult as he had originally envisaged. He soon became 
aware of a certain compatibility between the eighteenth-century Lallans of 
Bums and the Gaelic of the present day-more so, he ventures to suggest, 
than is the case with present-day Scots which has moved farther away from 
its Gaelic roots. Macdonald, now an ardent Bumsian, has, on more than one 
occasion, heard speakers at Bums suppers addressing the haggis with more 
enthusiasm than accuracy: 
Auld Scotland wants nae stinking ware 
That jumps in luggies. 
and is understandably proud of the correctness of his translation: 
Chan iarradh Alba lurgann chaol, 
Neo eanraich thana. 
Literally, this translates as "Scotland wants no skimpy mutton-shin, Nor thin 
broth." Here Macdonald concentrates on the key word "skinking" which has 
two separate meanings in Scots: a) pertaining to the shank or shin of the 
sheep, and b) an adjective meaning watery or diluted-the sense used by 
Bums. The pithy phrase "that jaups in luggies" (splashes in bowls) has had 
to go, but the Gaelic retains and enhances the key elements. The sense of the 
original is retained. 
Macdonald, in fact, confesses to fewer problems in translating the Scots 
songs of Bums into Gaelic than his English poems. The reason for this is not 
hard to discover. Many of the melodies to which Bums fitted words were 
Highland airs. It was the mark of his genius that he combined a mastery of 
language with an unerring ear for the lilt of the music to produce such 
seemingly artless lyrics. In his own day Bums was aware that this rare skill 
was little reckoned by the general public. To James Hoy he wrote, "Those 
who think that composing a Scotch song is a trifling business-let them try. " 
In a sense, Bums has made Macdonald's task that bit lighter; his translations 
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are at their most successful in the songs, such as "Canst thou leave me thus, 
my Katie?" and "Lassie wi the Lint-white Locks," which were married to 
Gaelic melodies. 
Conversely, Macdonald experienced the greatest difficulties with those 
songs which are best known and loved. The reason for this is that we have 
come to associate tremendous emotions with phrases which are really, in 
themselves, meaningless. "A man's a man for a' that" has come to have a 
profound, even spiritual meaning-but these seven words themselves tell us 
nothing at all. Much of the impact of this song comes from the repetition of 
the phrase "for a' that" and Macdonald has been at great pains to replicate 
the cadence of these three little words in air sgiith sin where two short sylla-
bles flank a longer one. 
It is only when faced with the daunting task of translating the words 
"Scots wha hae" that, says Macdonald, one realizes that these three words by 
themselves are ridiculously meaningless. Quite so, but in the context of the 
line whence they come their meaning is perfect, an invocation to Scots who 
have bled with Wallace in the struggles of the late thirteenth century to re-
gain independence. In fact, Macdonald's translation: 
Albannaich a shU ur fuil 
Le Ualas 
is quite literally, "Scots who shed your blood with Wallace." The important 
point to note, however, is that Gaelic lacks a perfect tense; there is no 
distinction between the past bled and the perfect have bled. Thus the empha-
sis in the Scots title "Scots Wha Rae" is lost in the Gaelic. This is a minor 
point which does not materially alter the sense of Bruce's address to his men 
and the Gaelic loses very little in the translation, and nothing of any real 
importance. It affects the title, of course, as the Gaelic version requires the 
full line to make any sense. 
In translating poetry it is not sufficient to understand the meaning of 
words as mere words alone, but vital to get inside the mind of the poet. 
What precisely did Bums mean in a particular context? In many poems there 
are layers of meaning, the subtlety of which may be lost if the translator has 
to choose between them. To be fair to Macdonald, he has agonized over this 
problem. A prime example occurs in "The Rights of Woman." Never hav-
ing had to translate this poem, I have always given Bums the benefit of the 
doubt and regarded it as an early instance of an awareness in him that women 
should have the same rights and freedoms as men and should be regarded as 
individuals. This runs counter to the poet's own treatment of the women in 
his life and Macdonald suspects that Robert's tongue was well and truly in 
his cheek. Indeed it is fairly obvious that he was sending up Tom Paine's re-
cently published Rights oj Man. This interpretation colors Macdonald's 
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translation of the poem which subtly and deftly conveys an underlying ele-
ment of insincerity. 
Macdonald has handled two of the more controversial aspects of Burns's 
poetry competently. The political ballads deal with matters which, on one 
level, are far removed from our own times; and yet, in translating them, 
Macdonald has been struck by the irony of remarks which have a particular 
relevance to the political situation of the present day. I was acutely aware of 
this, reading the poems in translation at a time when the United Kingdom 
was in the throes of the 1992 General Election and the United States was en-
during the presidential primaries. The ballads, especially those pertaining to 
the election of 1795, are ephemeral in character and allude to personalities 
who would otherwise have been long forgotten. Here Burns worked in a 
number of innuendoes and sly allusions which would have amused those who 
knew the individuals being satirized at the time. Comparing the translations 
of Macphater and Macdonald, the shortcomings of the former become all too 
apparent. In fairness to Macphater, he did not have the admirable commen-
taries of Kinsley to guide him, or prevent him from falling into innumerable 
pitfalls. 
Macdonald has tackled the religious satires with gusto and sympathy, 
echoing the view that Burns was not irreligious, but hostile to the pharisaical 
attitudes of the ultra-Calvinists of his time. It is perhaps a timely reminder 
that men of the cloth, such as Blacklock, Blair and Lawrie, helped promote 
the poet's career, just as others after his death, from Hamilton Paul to J. B. 
Reid, played a disproportionately large part in the compilation of editions of 
Burns, in biographies of the poet and in the production of the concordance 
and volumes of literary criticism. Burns in his own lifetime was the darling 
of the New Lichts just as much as he was hated and reviled by their fanatical 
opponents. 
In translating the works of Burns, Macdonald has been struck by the in-
cidence of words of Gaelic derivation which were familiar in the dialect of 
southwest Scotland in the eighteenth century. After all, it was not so very 
long since Gaelic had ceased to be spoken in Galloway, and it was still the 
principal language of Arran and Kintyre across the Firth of Clyde from Ayr-
shire. Highland migration was already under way in the 1780s and Burns's 
"Highland Mary" was not untypical of countless Gaels who sought employ-
ment in the Lowlands as farm laborers and domestic servants. At the present 
day it is not always easy to determine which Lallans words are derived from 
Gaelic and vice versa, but in the foreword Macdonald enumerates almost a 
hundred Lallans words which have close Gaelic counterparts. This list is by 
no means exhaustive as it ignores such words as trencher, where the Gaelic 
trinnsear is a borrowing from English. Even where words have become an-
glicized, such as whisky, Lallans retained usquebae which was much closer 
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to its Gaelic origins in uisge beatha (literally "water of life"). Words which 
are pure Gaelic include bard and duall, the latter a conscious borrowing by 
Bums from Macpherson's Ossian. There are many more words which are 
virtually unchanged, such as spleuchan (spliuchan) , brae (braigh) , glaive 
(claidheamh) and iar-oe (iar-ogha) , and others which have been subtly al-
tered though retaining their phonetic pronunciation, such as crummock 
(cromag), preen (priona) and smoor (smur). 
Crannreuch is an interesting word, occurring in "To a Mouse": 
To thole the winter's sleety dribble, 
An crannreuch cauld! 
Glossaries give the meaning as hoar-frost. Its derivation is Gaelic, although 
it is not a Gaelic word as such. Macphater translated the lines by simply re-
taining them unchanged: 
A dh'fhuiling nimh 'nam frasan sneachd 
Is crannreuch filar. 
Macdonald, a stickler for the non-adulteration of the language, in Ceud Oran 
originally translated the lines as: 
Le fuachd is crannadh cruaidh nan sian 
A' sior theachd oirnn. 
This, literally, means "with coldness and shrivelling enduring the storm, 
Continually coming upon us." Macdonald was unhappy with this, having 
been forced into a departure from his normally strict adherence to Bums's 
words by having to incorporate that keyword crannreuch. In his new trans-
lation, however, he amended this couplet to retain the sense of the original: 
A dh'fhulang flin a' gheamhraidh chiar, 
'S crann-reothadh fuar. 
In so doing, however, he has introduced a neologism. In conversation re-
cently I raised this point. Macdonald denies inventing the neologism, but 
Prof. William Gillies of Edinburgh maintains that crann-reothadh is an arti-
ficial hybrid. Reothadh (freezing or frost) is a perfectly acceptable Gaelic 
word; so also is crann, a verb meaning to wither or shrivel. It is also a 
noun, however, meaning a tree or timber and appears as a preflX in many 
compound words, invariably with the sense of something wooden. Crann-
reothadh is here meant to be an exception to this rule, with the literal sense 
of shrunk frost. It seems to me more likely that Lallans crannreuch was de-
rived from Gaelic cranndaidh (shrunken, shrivelled, withered) and reothadh. 
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At any rate, it is a curious example of a Lallans word, obviously derived 
from Gaelic, yet without any clear Gaelic counterpart. The translator is con-
fronted by a dilemma, but by taking minor liberties with Gaelic (poetic 
license indeed) he has restored the sense of the original. Incidentally, that 
splendid word "hougbmagandie" (fornication) sounds as though it might be 
Gaelic, but its etymology is unknown and may be a nonsense word that dates 
back no farther than the late seventeenth century. There is, however, the 
Gaelic Horogheallaidh which Roderick observes with a twinkle in his eye as 
covering a multitude of sins! 
Oddly enough, Macdonald observed very few instances of Gaelic gram-
matical constructions rmding an equivalent in Lallans. The notable excep-
tions are those phrases "Deil a," "Deil na" and "fient a" which have their ex-
act parallel in the Gaelic use of Diabhal and deamhain to express strong neg-
atives. 
Inevitably one will disagree occasionally with the translator in the pre-
cise choice of words. One of the few occasions when I was slightly puzzled 
by Macdonald's choice occurs in that cloaciniad "There was Two Wives." 
The second stanza begins: 
She farted by the byre-en' • 
She farted by the stable; 
which Macdonald renders as: 
Aig ceann na bathaich. is maraon 
Leig gaoth aig ceann an stabaill; 
By introducing is maraon (and also) unnecessarily Macdonald loses the em-
phasis created by Burns in the repetition of the verb. In Gaelic this could 
have appeared as: 
Leig gaoth aig ceann na bathaich. 
Leig gaoth aig ceann an stabaill; 
which is more polite than Burns (literally "she broke wind ... ") but other-
wise follows his structure closely. Incidentally, the punch-line in this poem 
provides a rare example of the Gaelic visually resembling the Scots, so that 
translation is rendered virtually superfluous-It And she cackit a' her stock-
ins" becoming "Is chac i air a stocainn." 
To say that this is a major contribution to Gaelic poetry is an under-
statement; it should also go a long way to making Burns more truly the na-
tional bard of Scotland by bridging the linguistic gap. To his skill as a 
translator and talents as a poet one should add Macdonald's courage in tack-
ling such an immense project with little assistance. Photocopies have been 
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made from typescript and the resulting edition runs to no more than flfty 
copies, most of which are destined for the major libraries. A commercial 
edition may become a viable proposition some day; in the meantime the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh has taken over the project and entered it into their Eth-




The Tale oj Ralph the Collier: An Alliterative Romance. Ed. Elizabeth 
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Rob Stene's Dream. Ed. David Reid. Stirling: University of Stirling Bibli-
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Society Occasional Papers, 8. 
Both of these new editions are welcome, making available as they do 
two poems of some wit and skill which had previously been accessible only 
in dated and relatively rare editions (although Rauj Coilyear is included in 
the Bawcutt-Riddy anthology, Longer Scottish Poems). For those who teach 
flfteenth- and sixteenth-century Scottish poetry, these editions will prove to 
be particularly useful since neither is likely to intimidate the beginning stu-
dent, and both do at least an adequate job of placing their respective poems 
within their historical and literary contexts. 
Walsh's edition of The TaW oj RaLif Coil year is based on Lekpreuik's 
black letter edition of 1572. Punctuation has been modernized, and depar-
tures from previous editions are explained in the notes. There are relatively 
few textual notes, however, most of the notes being explanatory and ap-
pearing to be directed primarily at the neophyte. For example, the note to 
line 850 begins by telling us that "Mahoun" is "a shortened form of Ma-
homet (Mohammed)," and goes on to add that "in Middle English and Old 
French he was conceived of as a false god, pagan idol or devil worshipped 
by Saracens and heathens." Although there are a few places where notes 
might have been added (e.g., l. 4, noting that in romances adventures fre-
quently take place during the Christmas season, 1. 765, noting that the ex-
pression "to win one's shoes" is analogous to "to win one's spurs"), only one 
note seems egregiously wrong, the citation at I. 957 of a "striking" parallel to 
Sir Gowther which is really not very close at all. Similarly, the glossary 
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tends to be directive, a useful feature for students, informing us, for exam-
ple, that "ordanit" means "prepared" at I. 323 but "appointed, ordained" at I. 
329. Text, notes, and glossary are generally clear and easy to use. 
Walsh's introduction includes sections on the motif of the king in dis-
guise, on "Oral and Literary Tradition" (including the Alliterative Revival 
and the Matter of France), on the poem's language, and on its text. In her 
discussion of the king in disguise, Walsh seems not to know that the fact that 
Rauf and Charles get along so well is reflective of the widely held belief in 
the Middle Ages, found in both political and literary discussions, that king 
and commonalty were natural allies against a rapacious aristocracy. Other-
wise, most of the problems in the introduction occur in the section on "Oral 
and Literary Tradition." First of all, this section is simply too brief to cover 
the subject adequately. Second, and more seriously, Walsh fails to cite sev-
eral of the most significant studies of Middle English formulaic usage. For 
example, Baugh, Waldron, and Teglbjaerg are ignored, as are the less obvi-
ous, but no less significant, sources such as the notes to Zupitza's edition of 
Athelston. 1 Finally, there are some highly questionable assumptions about 
the poem's affinities. For example, comparing Rauf Coilyear and Sir 
Gawain and the Green Knight with regard to a hypothetical "two panel 
structure" (pp. 59-60n) is ludicrous, since in Sir Gawain and the Green 
Knight the temptation scenes are surrounded by the scenes of the beheading 
game and are integrally related to them, whereas in Rauf Coil year Rauf's 
fight with Magog occurs after the main action of the poem has taken place 
and seems therefore little more than an afterthought. As useful as this edi-
tion is then, it is not without its deficiencies. 
Unlike Rauf Coilyear with its folkloristic connections and its romance 
attitudes, Rob Stene IS Dream is highly topical and is full of contemporary 
historical allusions, a kind of poetic roman a clef. It is to David Reid's 
credit that his discussion of events in the last quarter of the sixteenth century 
in Scotland is sufficiently lucid and detailed so as to make the poem intelli-
gible even to those readers not already conversant with the political rivalries 
of the time. However, because Reid is understandably concerned primarily 
with explaining the poem's political context, he says less than he might about 
its literary characteristics (his discussion of these matters is, for the most 
IA. C. Baugh, "Improvisation in the Middle English Romance," PAPS, 103 (1959), 
418-54; R. A. Waldron, ·Oral-Formulaic Technique and Middle English Alliterative Po-
etry,« Speculum, 32 (1957), 792-804; L. S. Teglbjaerg, "Oral-Formulaic Theories and their 
Application to Middle English Poetry," Language and Literature, 1 (1972), 69-91; Athel-
ston, ed. Julius ZUpitza, Englische Studien, 13 (1889), 343-414. See also Walter Scheps, 
"Middle English Poetic Usage and Blind Harry's Wallace," Chaucer Review, 4 (1970),291-
302. 
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part, limited to a brief section on the poem as dream vision, fable, and satire 
and to the discussion of Montgomery's possible authorship in the intro-
duction and to the citation of parallels in the notes). As Reid points out, Rob 
Stene's Dream contains numerous references to and echoes of previous liter-
ature, especially the Bible, Henry son 's Fables, and various accounts of Ae-
neas. The poet, whether Sempill, as Reid suggests, or someone else, pos-
sesses considerable technical skill (the handling of the verse, for example, is 
often quite adept, especially in the use of feminine rhyme) and we find the 
kind of understated humor typical of Henryson, especially in the Fables. 
Reid's notes are helpful, especially those on specific political references, and 
the glossary, though somewhat spare, is adequate. 
W ALTER SCHEPS 
SUNY Stony Brook 
Emma Letley. From Galt to Douglas Brown. Nineteenth Century Fiction 
and Scots Language. Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press. 1988. xiv + 
351 pp. 
Emma Letley felicitously combines the tools of linguistics, literary his-
tory and criticism to provide an important study. Concentrating on the 
"linguistic plot" created by the uses of Scots and by the modulations between 
Scots and Standard English, she makes a convincing case that "the multiple 
meanings which accrue to the regional language give it the literary status of 
an image, a sign whose presence in the text gener.:ltes meanings beyond those 
which the words alone convey." Placed within context of the "dialectal prej-
udice" which informed fiction unquestioned until Scott, the progressive dis-
solution of the unchallenged hegemony of Standard English throughout the 
nineteenth century assumes something of heroic stature. There is a pleasing 
sense of historical inevitability in Dr. Letley's account of this revolution. 
The resistance begins, of course, with the Author of Waverley, but Let-
ley offers a somewhat equivocal assessment of his role. Scott defies the tra-
ditional link between dialect and ridicule, effectively dismissing, in char-
acters such as Jeanie Deans and Evan Dhu, the fmnly entrenched association 
between dialect and moral or physical defect. In addition, Scott deals with 
problems of accessibility by way of parenthetical or contextual translation, 
and he does not flinch from directly confronting the subject of dialectal prej-
udice. Ultimately, however, Scott's contribution is limited. He retains a 
bias toward Standard English as the appropriate language of serious subjects 
and dignified discourse, and in "talking about the language rather than using 
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it and letting it speak for itself," Scott retreats from a true linguistic plot. The 
operative contrast here is Hogg's Confessions, where linguistic divisions im-
plicitly reinforce the ambiguities and uncertainties of interpretation funda-
mental to the novel. 
Letley begins her chapter on Galt and all subsequent ones with an en-
lightening summary of the writer's attitude toward Scots and of the critical 
reception of his work. In the case of Galt, this account conveys a clear sense 
of the daunting pressures he faced from both publishers' and reviewers' re-
sistance to Scots. Galt's developing use of Scots in the "imaginary autobi-
ographies II for characterization and as an index of social change reaches its 
most skillful realization in The Entail, where linguistic plot becomes indistin-
guishable from main plot, and subtle variations in the nature of the Scots 
convey the tragedy of the Walkinshaws in a fashion that English could not 
possibly manage. In Watty we see the beginning of an association between 
Scots and the unimpaired integrity of a childlike spirit which will continue 
throughout the century. Galt's illustration of the inadequacy of English to 
represent certain kinds of complexities-in this case, emotional ones-will 
be expanded by later writers to theological, moral and supernatural matters. 
In its discussion of the minor Victorians, this volume is somewhat disap-
pointing. While Letley does a good job of demonstrating the importance of 
George MacDonald and William Alexander in transfornling the uses of di-
alect, she is (understandably) somewhat less convincing on the literary merit 
of their novels. They emerge as Victorian curiosities, and one is left won-
dering if there is any other reason to read them apart from their historical 
importance in terms of dialect. MacDonald's linguistic plot associates Scots 
with his highest ideals, regarding it as an essential component of heroism and 
the authentic language of prayer and endowing dialect with the redemptive 
function of benign theology. Thus Scots becomes a sort of moral litmus test 
and the outward manifestation of that childhood vitality which must continue 
to reside within the adult spirit. In the case of Alexander, Letley argues that 
Johnny Gibb of Gushetneuk offers considerably more than an exercise in 
preservation of Aberdeenshire Scots, but the exposition wants conviction and 
one is left rather grateful not to have this novel on one's bedside table. 
The chapter on Stevenson has quite the opposite effect, leaving this 
reader resolved not only to reread but to teach The Master of Ballantrae. 
Letley's analysis of Stevenson's complex and sophisticated use of dialect re-
soundingly proves that the Scottish novelist must use Scots to attain the 
fullest range of expression. Stevenson amplifies his nineteenth century pre-
decessors in employing Scots as the language of affection and emotional agi-
tation and as the voice of individual protest against the stifling hegemony of 
law. But he goes far beyond them. In "Tod Lapraik" Scots serves as the 
only possible vehicle for exploration of the "uncoil-the supernatural, the 
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uncanny, that undeniable evil which Standard English cannot encompass. 
Stevenson extends this usage in "Thrawn Janet" and expands it brilliantly in 
The Master, where Scots becomes both the instrument of "linguistic dissim-
ulation" for the evil James Durie and fmally the one mode of discourse that 
alone can render his murder morally acceptable to the reader. Letley is at 
her best here where the material amply justifies sophisticated literary exege-
sis. 
The fiction of the Kailyard writers (J. M. Barrie, S. R. Crockett, and 
Ian LacLaren) poses a strange paradox: although by the nineties reviewers 
had, for the most part, dropped their objections to dialect, these writers not 
only failed to take advantage of the more liberalized climate but actually re-
gressed in their use of Scots. They associated it with quaint parochialism and 
the prefabricated emotion of sentimentality; they used Scots as "linguistic lo-
cal colour" to add a flavor of foreignness to their fiction, and they indulged 
themselves in blatant authorial support for (as well as expository and paren-
thetical explanation of) Scots vocabulary. The Kailyard writers withdrew 
from the complexities of the linguistic plot, so that Barrie's narrators employ 
English as a convenience, while Crockett uses it as the language of romance, 
thereby eliminating dialect from the most important part of his novels. In re-
action, George Douglas Brown's The House with the Green Shutters parodies 
the "couthy" themes of the Kailyard, but Letley argues that its relationship to 
this school in terms of language is considerably more problematic. While 
Douglas Brown does enlist Scots to undermine the smug sentimentality and 
benign wisdom of the Kailyard, he also continues certain of their dialectal 
usages, although in considerably darkened form. 
This volume is eminently accessible to the North American or English 
reader who may still, on occasion, fmd written Scots baffling and spoken 
Scots opaque. The author appends a glossary of "words quoted but not ex-
plained in the text" and, with no compromise of scholarly rigor, magnani-
mously remembers throughout the book that her reader may be less than 
completely fluent. Letley is strongest on those books she most considers 
worth reading. While the value judgments are neither intrusive nor overt, 
they do come across unambiguously. This is, perhaps, inevitable and quite 
possibly not a shortcoming at all. Nevertheless, the lesser works unavoid-
ably take on the role of supporting documents, interesting primarily as his-
torical curiosities. On balance, however, this is a provocative and informa-
tive study of an important subject well worth the attention of any student of 
nineteenth century fiction. 
JILL RUBENSTEIN 
University of Cincinnati 
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Beat Witschi. Glasgow Urban Writing and Postmodemism. Frankfurt: 
Peter Lang. 1991. vii + 254 pp. 
The cultural revival in the West of Scotland over the last two decades is 
something that cannot escape even the most casual observer of contemporary 
Britain. Writers like William McIlvanney, James Kelman or Alasdair Gray 
have made more impact on the British book market than any other compara-
ble group of Scottish writers at least since the Scottish Renaissance writers of 
the Thirties, and perhaps even since the immensely popular Kailyarders of 
the late nineteenth century. The fact that McIlvanney' s Docherty won the 
Whitbread Award for the best fiction of 1975 and that Kelman's A Disaffec-
tion was recently shortlisted for the Booker Prize gives some measure of how 
seriously they are now being taken by the all-British critical estabUshment. 
If only for these reasons of popular and critical acclaim. their Uterary pro-
duction deserves a full-length study. Beat Witschi's Glasgow Urban Writing 
and Postmodemism attempts just this. 
Another aspect of the contemporary Scottish literary scene that Witschi's 
title rightly stresses is the growing diversity of style and narrative technique 
among the new generation of writers. Although many of the novelists are 
preoccupied with representing the life of the Scottish urban working/workless 
class (perhaps a Scottish particularity on the present European cultural 
scene?), most have broken with the ideology of social realism inherited from 
the late nineteenth century and reinforced by the sociaUst realist tradition of 
the Thirties onwards. Gone are the positive heroes and the manichean vision 
of class struggle, gone also the forced optimism; the didactic representation 
of working people as the victims of social circumstances and the possible ini-
tiators of a new social and political order has also taken a severe knock. 
There is a "postmodern" refusal of teleology in the (hi)stories the novels 
trace; this is true as much of McIlvanney, the maverick in this band of self-
conscious experimenters, as of Kelman, Gray, or more recently lain Banks 
and Janice Galloway. 
This is, in fact, the substance of the Trrst criticism I would like to ad-
dress to Witschi's work. His presentation of the modern Scottish literary 
scene in the Trrst Ttfty-odd pages of his study, focussing on Edwin Muir, 
George Blake, Edward Gaitens and Archie Hind, with only a scant mention 
of other writers, is reductionist and often unfairly dismissive (as if Witschi, 
as an outsider, had already become contaminated by the Scottish disease of 
"inferiorism" denounced by Beveridge and Turnbull). 1 Of course there are 
Ie. Beveridge, and R. Turnbull. The Eclipse of Scottish Culture (Edinburgh. 1989). 
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weaknesses in the tradition of urban writing in Scotland, and at its worst such 
writing can be very stodgy indeed, but I do feel that Witschi only skims the 
surface in his discussion of the four novels that he presents as "exemplary" of 
the Scottish urban "school of crisis": Poor Tom, The Shipbuilders, Dance of 
the Apprentices and The Dear Green Place. Witschi is understandably un-
happy with the "preaching" tone of these novels, but then the Thirties, when 
two of these novels were written, was a "preaching" decade, and this is 
therefore a characteristic that the novels share with Aragon' s Les Cloches de 
Blile or Orwell's Down and Out in Paris and London, to mention only two of 
the salient productions of the period. To discuss the four novels together, 
without examining the historical conditions of their production, is bound to 
be a source of misunderstanding. 
The contention that the authors of these novels were inward-looking and 
unaffected by what was happening on the literary scene elsewhere in Europe 
and North America is weakened by the inclusion of Muir, who could legiti-
mately be described as an "inward-looking" writer, but only inasmuch as he 
was at the forefront of the introduction of modem European notions of 
psychoanalysis into his literary investigation of the social realities of Scotland 
of the early twentieth century. 
The corpus that Witschi has chosen to prove his point about the 
parochiality and lack of literary experimentation in the Scottish urban novel 
is itself questionable. Why, for example, discuss only the polemical writing 
of Lewis Grassic Gibbon on Glasgow, and avoid the discussion of the same 
author's experimental urban novel, Grey Granite, with its Dos Passos-like 
use of fragmented points of view and its very modem refusal of the break 
between dialogue and narrative (which James Kelman has since developed in 
his own way)? If the critic believes that the Scottish urban novel is so 
inward-looking, why not give at least some mention of the anti-conformist 
Scottish cosmopolitan-and contemporary of Archie Hind-Alexander Troc-
chi, and his powerful, minimalist representation of the modem urban mal de 
vivre in Cain's Book and Young Adam? 
But then the short introduction to the Scottish urban novel in the early 
pages of the study is very much of a pretext of the author to go on to develop 
his central arguments, i.e., that Scottish urban writing had fallen into a rut of 
undistinguished literary backwardness until the arrival on the cultural scene 
of A1asdair Gray. Despite its title, Witschi's study is mainly, one would be 
tempted to say exclusively, about Gray, and although Witschi explicitly re-
jects the idea that Gray is the "master novelist" that Scottish literature has 
been waiting for (p. 237), the whole thrust of his argument is in this di-
rection. 
A1asdair Gray's work is singled out for critical praise not only because 
he has broken with the stultifying constraints of the "school of crisis" writ-
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ing-what Witschi describes as its "extreme traditionalism"-but above all 
because he has introduced the "postmodern" qualities of self-conscious nar-
ration and irony into his representation of the city and its inhabitants. It 
might be said in passing that it comes as a bit of a sutprise to find a critic so 
evidently at one with the postmodernist approach to literary creation and yet 
so vehemently hierarchical in his presentation of works of literature: it is 
difficult to deny Gray's place as a distinguished contemporary writer, but can 
it seriously be argued that he is the only one on the Scottish scene to be doing 
anything of lasting interest? This, I suspect, may be a ricochet from the in-
fighting among creative writers that continues to dog the Scottish cultural 
scene; the critic would do well to avoid this, inasmuch as it is possible, if 
he/she is not to become a mere echo-chamber of one faction or another. 
Even among the self-consciously experimental writers who had emerged be-
fore Witschi produced his study, Kelman or Banks, for example, deserve 
more than (respectively) a passing mention or silence. 
This being said, the body of the study on Alasdair Gray's writing, which 
concentrates on his most "difficult" texts, Lanark, the "Axletree" and 
"Logopandocy" stories and 1982 Janine, does give some interesting insights 
into the intellectual and literary-historical influences on Gray. There is a 
useful discussion, encouraged by the "Index of Plagiarisms" in Gray's La-
nark, of the proto-postmodernism (the term is used by Witschi) of the works 
of Sir Thomas Urquart, William Blake and Thomas Carlyle, and the ways in 
which Gray has critically assimilated this into his own writing. 
Above all, Witschi is particularly interested in how Gray's writing actu-
ally functions as self-conscious narration. There can be no doubt that Gray's 
narrative technique is effective in undermining traditional perceptions of the 
social realities that he is attempting to represent, and that the distanciation he 
achieves does save even the most socially radical of the texts from the accu-
sation of didacticism, and the most sexually explicit from the accusation of 
anti-feminine pornography. This is the case, as Witschi persuasively argues, 
in the dual representation of GlasgowlUnthank in Lanark. It is perhaps par-
ticularly so in his 1982 Janine, which ventures into dangerous territory for a 
writer of the nineteen-eighties, by representing the sadistic sexual fantasies of 
the central character, Jock. Gray must have been aware when he set out on 
this venture that he was liable to upset not only the puritans in the Scottish 
literary critical and journalistic establishments (no skin off his nose), but also 
some of his progressive feminist allies. As he unravels Gray's narrative 
strategies for us, Witschi takes the wind out of any moralistic approach to the 
novel, and reveals the novel' s powerful evocation of sexual tension and un-
fulftlment, and the underlying sadness of Jock's "pornographic" imagination. 
In conclusion, I have to mention some of the quite avoidable flaws of 
this study. There are clear signs that it was not properly re-read before going 
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to press, and the innumerable spelling and grammar mistakes, understandable 
as they may be in a long piece written by a non-English speaker-do spoil 
the overall impression. The combination of erratic English and the jargon of 
postmodernism (Gray is said to "foreground" and "textualise" a little too of-
ten) sometimes makes for unpalatable reading. This is not helped either by 
the caprices of the computer that has suppressed all accented letters (clich in-
stead of cliche, cafinstead of cafe, dja vu instead of deja vu, etc.). I would 
have thought that the postmodernist, with his/her insistence on the preemi-
nent significance of form, should have been particularly attentive to just such 
errors. 
KEITH DIXON 
University of Grenoble 
Angus Calder, ed. Byron and Scotland. Radical or Dandy? Edinburgh: 
Edinburgh University Press. 1989. xviii + 163 pp. 
Byron and Scotland. Radical or Dandy? starts off badly with a title that 
bears no relation to the subtitle. The questioning and questionable Radical or 
Dandy? introduces a false opposition and one in any case left unexplored; 
Byron I s radicalism gets some attention here, but his dandiacal qualities get 
none at all. The question mark more properly belongs after Scotland. 
Against the acknowledged legitimacy that Scottish studies have achieved in 
the past quarter-century and the growing European and American interest in 
exploring Scottish literature within an international perspective, a jingoistic 
book like Byron and Scotland strikes a decidedly false note. It will only em-
barrass the many able scholars working in Scottish studies. It is equally an 
embarrassment to Byron scholarship. 
Byron and Scotland exhibits an English Bard, and Scotch Reviewer-crit-
ics, or rather, an English Bard whom Scottish enthusiasts would prefer were 
a Scottish Bard. The volume got whelped by a symposium in Glasgow that 
formed part of the 1988 bicentennial celebrations of Byron's birth. Given 
the astonishing like-mindedness and self-congratulatory tone of most of these 
essays, the participants must have had a grand time of it. The result, alas, 
reveals more about them-and about the current pitch of Scottish nationalism 
in academic circles-than it does about Byron. Collections of conference 
papers make for chancy volumes, and they become chancier still when the 
papers in question appear to have been neither edited nor revised nor fleshed 
out for publication. 
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Angus Calder, the editor of this singular tome, proudly points out that 
all but one of the contributors are Scots. "I don't myself care very much," 
he declares in his introduction, "whether Englishpersons or other foreigners 
choose to regard Byron as a Scottish writer." Byron for the churlish Calder 
and for most of the other contributors is a Scot. That is the most important 
thing about him. Understandably, no "Englishpersons" pollute the pages of 
Byron and Scotland. (The single "foreigner" allowed in-a Welshman, pre-
sumably acceptable because he is a fellow Celt-gets three of the volume's 
163 pages.) The result is predictable: much breast-beating nationalism; 
sloppy or non-existent scholarship; frequent dollops of reminiscence and 
blarney; and, throughout, a thoroughly provincial point of view. Most sym-
posium participants appear to relish such a perspective, but it will strike non-
Scots interested in Byron as unduly limiting. Byron took Johnson's "high 
road to England" and though he occasionally looked back to Scotland he 
never went back. Unfortunately for Calder et al., Byron viewed himself as a 
poet "of no nation." This declaration, understandably, does not find its way 
into any of the essays. 
The Preface by Norman Buchan, MP for Paisley South, proclaims Byron 
a "great Scottish genius." It sets the tone for much of the foolishness that 
follows. For David Craig, on Byron's radicalism, Byron is "our poet." One 
expects more from the author of Scottish Literature and the Scottish People 
1680-1830 than the casual obiter dicta found here. William J. Donnelly's 
tired little piece on "Byron and Catholicism" advances understanding of its 
subject (as Donnelly himself concludes) not one whit. Andrew Noble's 
"Byron: Radical, Scottish Aristocrat" is largely a tissue of unexamined quo-
tations. At one point he refers to T. S. Eliot's 1937 essay on Byron as 
"arguably still the fmest contribution to an understanding of Byron 1 s poetry. " 
A glance at his notes substantiates one's suspicion that Noble has not be-
stirred himself greatly in looking at Byron criticism subsequent to Eliot. 
Few of the other contributors seem to have bestirred themselves either. Ref-
erences to scholarship are minimal or outdated or in several cases totally ab-
sent. No essayist seems aware of the Byron Journal, in existence now nearly 
twenty years and, for half that period, with a Scottish editor to boot. The 
contributors appear to have suffered from a collective amnesia regarding non-
Scottish studies. To insularity of mindset, one can reasonably add sloth. 
Most essays mention Walter Scott, but only P. H. Scott devotes an entire 
study to the intensely interesting subject of Scott and Byron. Among other 
brilliant insights, P. H. argues for the influence of the Scottish Enlighten-
ment upon Byron before he left Scotland at age ten. His essay is utterly in-
nocent of all the considerable scholarship on the Byron-Scott relationship 
(except for the above-mentioned by T. S. Eliot), a phenomenon that prompts 
Angus Calder, in the most gratuitous of the volume I s many gratuitous acts of 
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back-slapping, to praise it as a "very thorough investigation." Margery 
McCulloch, on John Galt and Byron, a subject less worked-over, similarly 
ignores the most detailed previous consideration of the Galt-Byron relation-
ship, that by Doris Langley Moore in The Late Lord Byron. Footnotes are a 
superfluity for Douglas Dunn, who, in "Lord Byron and Lord Elgin," also 
neatly manages to avoid the standard study of his subject, William S1. Clair's 
Lord Elgin and the Marbles. For the tolerant Dunn, Byron is "a bi-sexual 
amorist" of astounding "depravity." 
Jon Curt's "Byron, or an Edinburgh-Re-Review" has a too-cute title that 
obscures his topic, i.e., what eminent Scots in Edinburgh had to say about 
Byron. Whatever one thinks of the value of Curt's subject qua subject, he 
does take up essays by Brougham and Jeffrey, who wrote about Byron with a 
wit and grace notably lacking in the contributors to this volume. Curt moves 
on to George Saintsb\lry, Herbert Grierson, and even brings in W. W. Rob-
son, who, though hardly a Scot, published in 1957 a splendid essay on By-
ron. Nor, for that matter, was Saintsbury a Scot. No problem, apparently, 
for if "Englishpersons and other foreigners" sojourn north of the Tweed, they 
may become honorary Scots. In any event, both Saintsbury and Robson get 
enlisted for the cause and are indeed needed to fill out what turns out to be a 
rather slim tradition. "There has always been," concludes Curt lamely, "and 
will always be, an Edinburgh view of Byron." On the basis of what is of-
fered, one's expectations cannot be great. 
The last two full-length essays-by J. Drummond Bone and the 
editor-are the strongest. After a perfunctory bow in Scott's direction (a 
frequent tactic in these essays, as if one can only consider Byron after saying 
a few words about, then dropping, Scott), Bone in "Byron, Scott, and Nos-
talgia" offers intelligent discussion of several passages in Don Juan. When 
(as here) he can be weaned away from his theoretical sidekicks, he is a close 
and careful reader of verse, even though I fail to see a relationship between 
his topic and the volume's announced theme, unless it is claimed (Bone does 
not claim) that nostalgia can only be truly experienced in Scotland. Angus 
Calder in '" The Island': Scotland, Greece, and Romantic Savagery" exam-
ines Captain Bligh's 1790 account, an 1816 work by John Martin on the 
Tonga islands, and Byron's increasing involvement in 1823 with the struggle 
for Greek liberation as they are relevant to the poet's last romance. Asking 
interesting questions, Calder's essay is infonned by non-Scots Byron scholar-
ship and often well-phrased-"curiously viable" is just right, for example, 
for Byron's lyric, "I would I were a careless child." 
The volume closes with three brief pieces. Michael Rees (the tolerated 
Welshman) contributes a solid note on George Sanders' painting of Byron 
landing from a boat. For Sheena Blackball, in "On Singing 'Dark Lochna-
gar, '" all mountains pale before her very own Lochnagar. Speaking straight 
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from the heart, she makes impassioned claims for the importance of place, 
and her singing of "Dark Lochnagar" must easily have been the symposium's 
high point. I would love to have heard it. Splendidly vituperative, she com-
pares Switzerland's paltry Eiger to "crude Kentucky moonshine." Moon-
shine, alas, must have been the preferred beverage at this symposium. Fi-
nally, the ubiquitous and often-amusing Bone provides a sobering 
"Afterword" (that should have been a "Foreword") of "gentle Byronic scepti-
cism. " The symposium contributions, the dubious Bone notes, were sup-
posed "to characterise Byron's Scottishness," but he "rather wonder[s] if in 
the event [the volume in question] they even try to do that in any very seri-
ous way." Ah! A moment of truth. Bone closes with a plea that, if 
"we"-presumably he means his fellow Scots-"love him, we should let him 
be." Too late! Margery McCulloch offers the volume's other moment of 
truth: "In general, Byron's links with the Scottish tradition seem to be more 
implicit, related to sensibility and cast of mind, rather than overtly literary in 
nature." If the symposium organizers could have ingested these insights be-
fore beginning, Byron scholarship might have been spared its least significant 
tome in some years. 
Byron and Scotland bears alarming similarities to a previous, also largely 
Scottish, production, one whose scholarship is of a comparably dismal qual-
ity, namely, Byron: Wrath and Rhyme (1983), edited by Alan Bold. A 
number of the contributors overlap, and Byron: Wrath and Rhyme looms 
large in the documentational miasma of Byron and Scotland. Neither is quite 
as dreadful a performance as their common ancestor, Nannie Katharin Wells' 
George Gordon, Lord Byron: A Scottish Genius (1960), but each has its 
moments. The nadir of Wrath and Rhyme is Tom Scott's preposterous 
"Byron as a Scottish Poet," understandably, the essay from Wrath and Rhyme 
most frequently cited in Byron and Scotland. 
Certain Scottish academics, it seems, are compelled to make periodic 
attempts to force Byron back into the fold. They are uneasy about him (thus 
perhaps the strident, overstated tone of most of the essays), feel (not neces-
sarily think) he should be one of them, and hope that, maybe, if they keep 
trying he will be. Of the many celebrations of the poet's bicentennial, this 
narrowly-conceived and self-serving production-at once a perversion and a 
parody of scholarship--does him least honor. How the Edinburgh University 
Press got conned into publishing it must make an interesting story. 
JOHN CLUBBE 
University of Kentucky 
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Maureen Townley, ed. The Best and Fynest Lawers and Other Raire Books. 
Afacsimile of the earliest list of books in the Advocates' Library, Edinburgh, 
with an introduction and modem catalogue. Edinburgh: Edinburgh 
Bibliographical Society in association with the National Library of Scotland. 
1990. 163 pp., including 21 pp. of facsimile. 
On the cover of this handsomely-produced book a quartet of figures in 
wigs and breeches is discoursing learnedly in a library stocked with legal 
texts. They evoke the library of the Faculty of Advocates in the Edinburgh 
of the 1680s, which is the subject of this volume. For its centenary in 1990 
the Edinburgh Bibliographical Society has issued a facsimile of a catalogue of 
the Advocates' Library compiled in 1683, with a transcription, modern cata-
logue and copious indexes prepared by Maureen Townley. 
The library owes its origins to a decision by the advocates (Anglice bar-
risters) in 1680 to use the fees paid by entrants to their faculty to buy "the 
best and fynest lawers and other raire books." The earliest extant catalogue 
dates from 1683 and therefore represents a snapshot of a specialist library in 
its infancy. The main features which were to distinguish it are discernible 
from the outset, namely the concentration on Roman civil law and its later 
commentators, especially the Dutch jurists of the seventeenth century such as 
Hugo Grotius, whose influence on Scottish jurisprudence was profound. 
Of the 481 items listed in the 1683 catalogue, only 16 works (some 
3.3 %) were historical, classical or other texts, which may reflect the w ish of 
the Dean of Faculty, Sir George Mackenzie of Rosehaugh, that the library be 
kept "chastely devoid of works dealing with irrelevant subjects." Fortunately 
for other advocates then, and for all users of their library since, a broader 
view soon prevailed. Thus the first published catalogue of 1692 lists law 
books as approximately 56% of the total, historical works 17%, miscellan-
eous works 19 %, and theology 8 % . Some of the miscellaneous literature, 
including authors such as Moliere and Boccaccio, was being purchased on the 
continent by the faculty's agents and, to a lesser extent, donated by the advo-
cates themselves, though their generosity seems to have tailed off quickly. 
The Library grew over the decade 1683-1692 by an impressive 2,000 vol-
umes, 900 of which may have been purchased in 1683 alone. 
One striking feature of the first catalogue is that it lists only one volume 
of Scots law (Regiam Majestatem). The continental origin of most of the 
collection can be traced in precise and satisfying detail in this edition, not 
only in each catalogue entry, which expands the cryptic original, but also in 
the helpful indexes of authors, compilers. anonymous titles, printers and 
publishers arranged by place, imprint dates and donors. Townley has identi-
fied most of the 481 items as still surviving in the Advocates' Library or in 
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the National Library of Scotland, which traces its descent from the Advo-
cates' collection. The donor lists and owners' inscriptions fill out our 
knowledge of seventeenth century book ownership and the book trade. As a 
precise and thorough bibliographical analysis of the core collection of one of 
Europe's fmest libraries, The Best and Fynes! Lawers can therefore be highly 
recommended. 
The context of the library's formation lends this edition further interest. 
Sir George Mackenzie, under whose patronage it came about, was a leading 
figure in the literary and intellectual life of Restoration Scotland. The 
growth of "curious learning" was evident in medicine, natural philosophy, 
natural history, geography, mathematics and other fields, including law, 
which was dominated by the publication of James Dalrymple Viscount Stair's 
classic Institutions of the Laws of Scotland in 1681. With what Roger Emer-
son has called "scholarly, improving, moral and even godly aims," virtuosi 
like Sir Robert Sibbald sought to establish patronal institutions to encourage 
and perpetuate new learning. The foundation of the College of Physicians in 
1681 was the concrete expression of moves to create a learned body like the 
Royal Society in London. 
The important collections of the Physic Garden, which were intended not 
only for medicinal supplies but for teaching purposes, were described in the 
catalogue published in 1682. A common vision of practical learning lay be-
hind the College, the Physic Garden and the Advocates' Library. If the vari-
ety of the plants placed the Garden on a level with European ones, the Advo-
cates' more recently-created plots were tended with a similar zeal. However, 
whereas the Garden's contribution to Edinburgh's subsequent medical pre-
eminence is relatively clear, it might not be unfair to ask how far the original 
Advocates' collection contributed to the "incalculable influence" on learning 
in Scotland which H. W. Meikle attributed to the Library. This fme cata-
logue will provide an invaluable tool for all further investigations. 
TRISTRAM CLARKE 
Edinburgh 
Gillian Hughes, ed. Studies in Hogg and his World. Stirling: James Hogg 
Society, University of Stirling. No. I. 1990. 160 pp. 
Shrewd in his melancholy, the Glasgow schoolteacher protagonist of 
James Kelman's A Disaffection (1989) observes "a certain look" on the face 
of one of his colleagues, "as of a person secretly enjoying the havoc slhe is 
wreaking." He adds: "It was a bit reminiscent of Wringhim in old Hogg's 
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novel. .. The Private Memoirs and Confessions of a Justified Sinner has evi-
dently secured its place in the literary canon of a post-industrial (if not quite 
yet post-British) Scotland, just as James Hogg, deracinated shepherd and ir-
repressible outcast, has come to seem a more representative figure of national 
author than his patron, the all-too-illustrious Sir Walter Scott. The last cou-
ple of decades have seen a lively re-evaluation of Hogg's work on the part of 
Scottish literary scholars, with the result that the author's reputation is higher 
today than at any time since his death-indeed, professional critics take 
Hogg more seriously now than they ever did while he was alive. Until re-
cently it seemed as though the history of Hogg's reputation was condemned 
to reiterate the theme of doubled identity familiar from the Justified Sinner: 
Hogg was either the nineteenth century's Ettrick Shepherd, singer of quaint 
dialect ballads and clown of the convivial dialogues in Blackwood's Maga-
zine, or the diabolically-inspired prophet in secret of Modernist textual 
strategies revived by Andre Gide. But the publication of modern editions of 
some of Hogg's other writings and the pioneering attention paid by a few 
critics to his entire oeuvre are restoring a more substantial and complex 
achievement to public visibility. Hogg's "originality" is turning out to mean 
a far more thoroughgoing and strategic quality than the warbling of a few 
native woodnotes wild, or the accidental and scarcely voluntary concep-
tion-as if indeed in a fit of demonic possession-{)f the Justified Sinner. 
Readers owe a debt to the scholars who have initiated this work of recovery, 
notably Douglas Mack, Douglas Gifford, David Groves, and Gillian Hughes. 
An important stage will be completed with the appearance of the forthcoming 
Stirling-South Carolina Edition of Hogg' s works, under the general editor-
ship of Dr. Mack. The community of scholars in the field is currently repre-
sented by the James Hogg Society, which is to be thanked for its emphasis on 
work of historical and textual restoration rather than on cultic celebration 
(unlike many societies devoted to single authors, particularly those on the 
margins of official canons). 
Handsome and meticulously edited, Studies in Hogg and his World is the 
first volume of an annual series to be produced by the Society, consisting of 
scholarly articles and critical essays, reviews, notes on current research top-
ics, and newly-edited texts by Hogg himself that are otherwise unavailable 
(in this case, "Odd Characters" from Hogg's late collection of tales and 
sketches The Shepherd's Calendar). Much of the present volume is occupied 
with papers from the Society's 1987 conference. If these express a common 
concern, it is with defining specific cultural and intertextual situations for 
Hogg's work. Elaine Petrie provides a useful account, at once detailed and 
comprehensive, of Hogg's activity as a songwriter. I should welcome further 
discussion of Hogg's theoretical positioning of his own entexprise in relation 
to modern traditions of lyric and ballad revival, in particular to the powerful 
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examples of Burns and Scott. Gillian Hughes looks at an episode from one 
of the most interesting stages of Hogg's career, his participation in a literary 
debating society in the years when he was ftrst struggling to establish himself 
in Edinburgh. The essay gives us an intriguing glimpse into an important in-
stitution of popular improvement or self-help in a period when the political 
control of cultural institutions was an issue of fterce contention. One of the 
most powerful of those cultural institutions, then in a critical phase of its 
formation, was authorship itself; if Scott, Wordsworth and Byron came to 
represent canonical versions of the author for modern literary culture, Hogg 
is something of a disruptive counter-example-the "naive poet" (to use 
Schiller's typology) whose case exposes the strategies of an offtcial 
"sentimentalism." In her acute discussion of Hogg's self-fashioning as poet 
and author, Silvia Mergenthal rightly emphasizes the complicated artiftce of 
"natural genius" as a rhetorical ftgure. 
Elsewhere in the volume, Jill Rubenstein describes a striking set of cor-
respondences between the Justified Sinner and another strange, strong, but 
neglected novel, Harold Frederic's The Damnation of Theron Ware (1896). 
Her essay questions the received wisdom that Hogg's masterpiece lay in ob-
scurity until its twentieth-century resurrection. Hans de Groot brings so-
phisticated theoretical questions about genre and the encoding of the reader to 
bear on Hogg's extraordinary version of medieval border romance The Three 
Perils of Man, one of the works that has recently enjoyed a successful re-
vival. Its successor The Three Perils of Woman, never republished since its 
ftrst edition of 1823, has become something of a touchstone for current Hogg 
scholarship, as Douglas Mack observes in his introductory essay here. He 
claims that The Three Perils of Woman is a masterpiece of a high order. 
Mack's argument that Hogg's novel involves a parodic refutation of the sen-
timentalist aesthetic of John Wilson's Lights and Shadows oj Scottish Life is 
developed by Antony Hasler in one of the best essays in the present volume. 
Hasler's elegant deployment of current critical methods demonstrates that this 
author is as rhetorically sophisticated as any of them. The greatest peril for 
the reader of Hogg (to paraphrase Hans de Groot's argument) may be the 
ftction of a naive text. 
Studies in Hogg and his World consists of detailed interventions and re-
ports of work in progress rather than generalist essays, and as such it will 
provide a valuable account of the current state of Hogg scholarship. The 
common reader awaits the kind of authoritative synthetic study-
biographical, critical, cultural-historical-which will illuminate "Hogg and 
his world[s]" for the larger public imagination. Meanwhile, the present 
volume defmes several major topics, in particular Hogg's relation to the 
cultural traditions, institutions and conventions of his place and time, and the 
history of his reception and reputation. The Stirling-South Carolina Edition 
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promises to make Hogg's achievement visible beyond the boundaries of 
Scotland and Scottish studies, and only then, as Douglas Mack remarks, will 
we be able to understand and judge it for ourselves. 
IAN DUNCAN 
Yale University 
Kenneth MacKinnon. Gaelic: A Past and Future Prospect. Edinburgh: 
The Sal tire Society. 1991. 205 pp. 
I once attended a meeting when a representative of the Wycliffe Bible 
Translators was asked if it wouldn't be more expedient to teach Spanish to 
remote tribes of Indians in Ecuador than to expend countless hours translat-
ing the New Testament into languages spoken by peoples numbering in the 
hundreds. Her reply: "Doesn't God speak their language, too?" 
It is a similar motivation-to preserve a language for purposes other than 
expediency-that inspires Kenneth MacKinnon I s timely book on the survival 
and revival of Scottish Gaelic. Timely, because all over Europe in recent 
months, with the disappearance of large political states, we have seen small 
ethnic groups asserting their cultural and political identity. Comparing this 
modem phenomenon to the Scottish experience for the last 500 years, what 
we might fear as disintegration is in part a normal process, as people redis-
cover the voices best able to express their culture. It is not Babel, but Pente-
cost. 
The purpose of MacKinnon's book is fIrst to show how the term 
"Scottish" came to refer not to Gaelic, but to Lowland Scots (in contrast to 
Irish Gaelic, which enjoys a national identity); and secondly to study the so-
ciology and social history of the language. His goal is not to see Gaelic sim-
ply revived but to see it flourish. 
Part I of the book traces the history of Gaelic from its Irish roots through 
the modem period, marking the eleventh century as the point where it begins 
to lose its dominance as the language of Northern Britain. MacKinnon lists 
fIve reasons for this shift: the influence of the English in the court of Mal-
colm Canmore and his English queen, Margaret; the advance of feudalism; 
the rise of a merchant class eager to trade with their southern neighbors; the 
relocation of the royal court to the Lothians, a seat of Anglian influence; and 
the influx of English refugees from the recent invasion by the Normans. So 
greatly did Gaelic become alienated from the royal court and the Lowland 
centers of economic and political power that it was called "Irish." 
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A series of later events further hammered away at the already declining 
Gaelic influence, either directly or indirectly: the fall of the Kingdom of the 
Western Isles in the late 1400s; the Reformation, which essentially elimi-
nated the Bardic schools; the rise of a money economy; the Highland Clear-
ances; and the Education Act of 1872. Even when Gaelic was permitted or 
encouraged, as in church services, MacKinnon contends that it was used as a 
tool of Lowland or English power to "teach" the Gael into submission. De-
spite these obstacles, Gaelic hung on with a tenacity that MacKinnon argues 
cannot be attributable simply to "cultural lag," so that, while now showing 
dramatic increases in the number of speakers, the language is no longer in 
decline. The high Gaelic culture of the early Middle Ages was translated 
into a popular culture that has had tremendous sticking power. 
Part II looks at the issues in the survival of Gaelic. Part of the struggle 
has been to overcome a tendency on the part of the British government to 
claim that the language has always had official status and therefore needs no 
legislation for its survival. But, according to Martin MacDonald's report, 
Cor na Gaidhlig (1982), language concerns have been isolated from other 
concerns of the community. Gaels who speak Gaelic at home and church 
and English at school and in the workplace suffer from a linguistic 
schizophrenia, with neither language satisfying the profound needs of a cul-
ture to find adequate linguistic expression. MacKinnon argues that only by 
deliberately invading the domains of film, television, the arts, and publish-
ing-the normal means of cultural transmission-and by making Gaelic a 
more normal part of a child's surroundings, either as a primary language or a 
secondary language on an equal status with other modern European lan-
guages, can Gaelic speakers expect their language to flourish. Though slow 
on all counts, progress in these areas can be measured. 
As to the prospects for the language, the subject of Part III, MacKinnon 
is optimistic. The language is stabilizing and is stronger amongst the young, 
those capable of sustaining the language, despite economic pressures to leave 
Gaelic-speaking centers. The primary danger is dispersal of speakers to ar-
eas where their numbers are too small to allow for more than artificial usage. 
The book is attractive and, especially in the opening chapters, highly 
readable. The reading slows down, perhaps unnecessarily so, in parts II and 
III, where MacKinnon frequently cites the details of surveys and studies. 
Because of the tone of the earlier part, such details might have been more 
successfully relegated to charts (as on pp. 93 and 94) or to footnotes, with 
documentation to locate specific sources. As it stands, the book sometimes 
falls between the academic and the popular. The occasional error detracts 
from the presentation (e.g., "Mds," p. 76, and "rles," p. 120; and, more 
seriously, the transposition or omission of material on p. 124). Still, Mr. 
MacKinnon's book is a valuable contribution, both to Gaelic studies and, 
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more generally, to the sociology of a minority culture's struggle to survive in 
the shadow of a culture, like English, so dominant that its impact is felt uni-
versally, not just locally. 
CRAIG McDoNALD 
King College, Bristol, TN 
Peter Zenzinger, ed. Scotland: Literature, Culture, Politics. (Anglistik & 
Englischunterricht, 38/39) Heidelberg: Winter. 1990. 358 pp .. 
Alasdair Gray enjoins his fellow Scots to "Work as if you were living in 
the early days of a better nation." The fIrst essay in this collection, by 
Christopher Harvie, refers to another injunction by Gray "to his colleagues to 
write 'as if you were already in a free nation. "' The leap of faith-or, 
rather, of imagination-that is clearly of such prime importance to Alasdair 
Gray is one that pervades this whole book. Allan Macartney, in his essay 
here on contemporary Scottish politics, cites the fIndings of the Royal Com-
mission on the Constitution of 1969-73; "[t]he existence of a Scottish nation 
was generally assumed to be subjectively true," "the Scots think they are a 
nation therefore they must be one." The subjective truth of the Scottish na-
tion in the late 1980s is what this book sets out to explore, while the readily 
apparent restrictions on style and content imposed by its intended readership 
(foreign, predominantly German, students and teachers with a limited knowl-
edge of Scotland) dictate an often welcome focus on the basics of each sub--
ject and ensure that the authors take nothing at all for granted. If the case of 
a 'subjectively true' Scottish nation has to be made, it is perhaps worthwhile 
that it be made to a relatively innocent and non-partisan audience, for then 
neither complacency nor parochialism, so often the boorish gatecrashers of 
Scottish cultural discourse, are likely to be able to creep in unnoticed. 
In format this is essentially a double-volume edition of anglistik & en-
glischunterricht, a German journal that provides an overview for both stu-
dents and school teachers of selected areas of "English Studies." Along with 
the ten essays on Scottish matters, then, there are another four pieces of more 
general interest included. These, however, are set apart under a separate 
heading and, unlike the essays on Scotland, are written in German. They 
cover the disparate subjects of the hidden powers of the British monarchy, 
the reading of video clips, twentieth-century Irish drama, and the grammati-
cal complexities of English verbs. It should be clear, then, that the essays in 
German are as distinct thematically as they are linguistically from the main 
body of the book and it would be an unwise and chastisement-seeking reader 
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who would venture forth past Peter Zenzinger's piece on contemporary Scot-
tish fiction, armed only with a smattering of German and a thick dictionary, 
in search of further elucidation of Scottish literature, culture or politics. 
This book, however, has only one real flaw. Time and time again, the 
more informed reader will encounter a measure of frustration at the datedness 
of some of these essays. It may well be argued that this need be no major 
handicap for those at whom the book is principally aimed, but the impression 
nonetheless persists that certain essays in particular remain stunted, not fully 
developed, by their focus on a contemporary Scotland that is already several 
years out of date. This, of course, is no fault of the authors themselves and 
is, rather, the inevitable result of the book's contemporary (in 1989) empha-
sis. For that very reason, those essays most affected are perhaps already best 
seen as snapshots of the political and cultural state of Scotland at a particular 
juncture. 
Allan Macartney's essay "Recent and Current Developments in Scottish 
Politics" is a particularly good example. Read now, much of the essay's in-
terest lies in how its author's arguments and conclusions measure up to the 
actual events of the General Election that took place two to three years later. 
It is therefore unfortunate that the essay stops where it does, as it is only 
now, after a fourth successive Conservative Party victory in Britain overall 
and a further rise to 21 % (from 14%) in support for the SNP, that the politi-
cal frustration in Scotland which Macartney identifies may possibly be 
reaching some sort of critical mass. The most fascinating manifestation of 
this crisis has been the development of extra-parliamentary groups such as 
Scotland United, Democracy for Scotland, and Common Cause. It would, 
then, have been interesting to see how such developments might have been 
integrated into what is, as it stands, an acute and comprehensive survey. 
As its title suggests, one of the book's most signiticant features is the 
prominence afforded to the interrelation of the cultural and the political. 
Three essays in particular-those by Christopher Harvie ("Nationalism and 
the Politics of Culture in Scotland, 1900-1960"), Randall Stevenson ("Recent 
Scottish Theatre: Dramatic Developments?") and Peter Zenzinger 
{"Contemporary Scottish Fiction")-insist repeatedly on the political role of 
Scottish literature. They are also, it should be said, among the most success-
ful in the collection. Christopher Harvie manages, rather impressively, to 
assemble a vast array of literary-historical data and then to present it in a 
clear, concise manner that is both readily accessible to those unused to the 
subject matter and yet subtle and persuasive enough to retain the interest of 
those for whom a bare account of the cultural events of the time would yield 
few sUIprises. He achieves this principally through his adoption of a Grams-
cian framework, which he uses to identify and to analyze the political role 
played by the intellectual and artistic community in Scotland during the first 
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sixty years of the twentieth century. The conclusions to which his analysis 
leads are convincing and, for those in favor of a more politically aware and 
politically independent Scotland, extremely encouraging. 
In the contributions of Randall Stevenson and Peter Zenzinger the em-
phasis is on more contemporary matters. Stevenson's essay is lucid, infor-
mative and, given the necessary restrictions imposed by its proposed reader-
ship, could hardly be improved. Moreover, the case he makes for the recent 
achievements of Scottish theatre has been well supported by subsequent 
events: it is a satisfying irony that one of the biggest successes of the 1992 
Edinburgh Fringe Festival was a production at the new, purpose-built Tra-
verse Theatre of a (Glaswegian-accented) Scots translation of Edmond Ros-
tand's Cyrano de Bergerac, written by the same Edwin Morgan whom 
Stevenson quotes lamenting in 1967 the "slow, broken and disturbed" devel-
opment of drama in Scotland. Peter Zenzinger's essay is similarly well-in-
formed. Although it may at times have a tendency to look like degenerating 
into a list of books, it is structured in such a way that the masses of titles to 
which it makes reference are firmly tied to specific themes identified as char-
acteristic of Scottish fiction. In this way, Zenzinger achieves the maximum 
number of references with a minimum of confusion. In Roderick Watson's 
"Landscape in Mind: Images of the Natural World in Modern Scottish Po-
etry" most of the major modern Scottish poets are likewise very competently 
presented, with frequent examples of their work included. Watson's struc-
tural strategy is similar to Zenzinger's, grouping the poets around each of 
what he calls the "Pastoral," "Cultural" and "Metaphysical" approaches. 
Among the other contributions, Cordelia Oliver's "Art in Scotland" 
stands out as an excellent example of how clarity of style and purpose can be 
made to transmit both breadth of knowledge and depth of enthusiasm with 
surprising immediacy. The remaining pieces, too, provide more than ade-
quate surveys of Scottish education, media, music and language. There are, 
of course, some minor points that could easily be disputed (e.g. the increase 
in the number of pupils who remain in secondary education past the age of 
16 is perhaps more the result of mass unemployment than of changes to the 
curriculum) and a few disappointing lapses (such as the absence of any refer-
ence to either Bill Douglas or Ian Sellars in the short discussion of Scottish 
ftlm), but it would be wrong to adopt too harsh a tone. Peter Zenzinger's 
collection is an admirable and almost-unfailingly successful attempt to con-
vey to a largely innocent audience the characteristic and distinct features of 
Scottish cultural and political life. The narrator of Salman Rushdie's Mid-
night's Children writes of India as "a mythical land, a country which would 
never exist except by the efforts of a phenomenal collective will-except in 
a dream we all agreed to dream." In the endeavor to justify a "subjectively 
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true" Scottish nation, those sympathetic to Alasdair Gray's imaginative leap 
should be glad of the assistance that they are receiving from abroad. 
STEPHEN BAKER 
University of Edinburgh 
Johannes de Irlandia, The Meroure of W)'ssdome, Composed for the Use of 
James IV, King of Scots, A.D. 1490. Books VI and VII. Ed. Craig McDon-
ald. Scottish Text Society, 4th series, 19, 1990. 
Sixty-four years-and three editors-after the appearance of Books I and 
II, the STS edition of John of Irlande's Meroure of W)'ssdome is finally com-
plete. Charles Macpherson's edition of the first two books (STS 2nd series, 
19, 1926) was itself delayed by the first world war, so this edition has been 
more than seventy years in the making. McDonald informs us (p. lix) that 
he essentially follows the editorial policy established in F. Quinn's edition of 
Books ill-V (STS 4th series, 2, 1965); thus, he does not include a discussion 
of the manuscript, the author's life, or other works by Irlande, all of which 
are treated by one or both of the earlier editors. Instead, his Introduction is 
concerned primarily with the content of Book VI, the sources of Book VII, 
and the work as a whole as a regimen principum, or as the title itself sug-
gests, a speculum regis. Considering the fact that the manuscript may be in 
Irlande's own hand, and that it may be the copy which was actually presented 
to James IV, one would like to have McDonald's view on these and related 
matters, but one imagines that his silence indicates that he has nothing to add 
to earlier discussions of these issues. 
Writing in the CHEf... in 1908, G. Gregory Smith finds the Opera Theo-
/ogica, the designation given to Irlande's works as a whole in the manuscript 
and the title by which the Meroure was known prior to Macpherson's edition 
of Books I and II, to be "the earliest extant example of original Scots prose 
of a literary cast" (p. 94). A similar point is made by R. D. S. Jack in the 
first volume of the Aberdeen History of Scottish Literature (1988): "The 
Meroure of W)'sdome is the first substantially original work of Scots prose, 
and its scope and manner are, despite the rather forbiddingly technical nature 
of some of its theology, not unimpressive" (p. 172). Thus, the Meroure's 
place in literary history is assured. Its critical reception, however, is another 
matter. In the past forty years or so scattered studies have appeared dealing 
with Irlande's life, his theology, his politics, his prose style in comparison to 
that of other fifteenth-century prose works, and the relationship between 
Book VII and both Chaucer's Tale of Melibee and The Thre Prestis of Peblis 
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(see McDonald, p. ix). Obviously, each of these matters could benefit from 
further examination. For example, although it seems reasonable to attribute 
much of what gives the Meroure its "literary cast" to Irlande's training in 
Latin, his inclusion in Book II of both a metrical prayer to the Virgin 
(erroneously attributed to Chaucer) and a protracted allegorical dispute on 
man's redemption suggests a broader, and more elaborate, literary connec-
tion for the Meroure than can be accounted for by Irlande's competency as a 
Latinist lone. 
McDonald's edition of Books VI and VII seems, on the whole, entirely 
satisfactory. The Introduction is clear and concise although, as noted above, 
it is largely, and justifiably, limited to a discussion of these two books. The 
text seems carefully edited with scribal repetitions indicated in the textual 
notes. The critical notes are a bit skimpy (the various lists of heroes in Book 
VII, for example, should be compared to the "nine worthies," a popular mo-
tif in fifteenth-century Scottish literature), but the glossary is comprehensive, 
although for some unaccountable reason McDonald seems not to have con-
sulted MED (see p. 198). And since the glossary is for Books VI and VII 
only, we do not have in anyone place a glossary for the Meroure as a whole. 
Nevertheless, one must conclude that on the five-hundredth anniversary of 
the composition of Meroure of Wyssdome, Irlande is well served by this edi-
tion. 
WALTER SCHEPS 
SUNY Stony Brook 
John Dwyer and Richard B. Sher, eds. Sociability and Society in Eighteenth-
Century Scotlmul. Eighteenth Century Life, XV, Nos. 1-2 (1991). xi + 252 
pp. 
Thomas Reid's condemnation of David Hume's Treatise of Human Na-
ture as a work probably "not written in company" is revealing. The notion 
that philosophical inquiry was intrinsic to social interaction was a prerequisite 
for thinkers of the Scottish Enlightenment. By the time he wrote the Dia-
logues concerning Natural Religion, Hume had socialized himself sufficiently 
enough to be able to imagine the "company" even though it may not have 
been actualized. Indeed, the effectiveness of the Dialogues was achieved 
precisely because it was written as a conversation between real friends. 
The strength of this collection of essays, a special edition of Eighteenth 
Century Life, is derived from conveying that same sense of dialogue and de-
bate. "Sociability and Society in Eighteenth-Century Scotland" represents 
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more than the transactions of an eighteenth-century Scottish Studies Society 
conference, since the forum itself appears to have endorsed some of the so-
cial values it set out to explore. It may be overly optimistic to claim that an 
academic conference could ever be described as a "conversation between real 
friends," but here one does get a sense of an empathy and mutual sympathies 
which are in keeping with the best spirit of the Enlightenment. 
What might be construed to be self-reflexive and referential is also not 
unproblematic. Ambiguity and ambivalence seem to have set the tone for 
this conference, arising in the first instance from the obvious tensions ex-
isting within the Scottish Enlightenment, mainly in regard to England. 
Richard Sher suggests that the Anglo-Scottish combination may be a Jekyll-
Hyde dualism. This image, however irresistible, is also alarmist, but in be-
ing so it does convey the urgency with which Scottish writers and philoso-
phers sought to address problems relating to sociability. Conflicts ranged 
from those between polite society and rural community as shown by John 
Dwyer, to the tensions underpinning Evangelicalism and Enlightenment as 
revealed by Ned C. Landsman. Yet the matrix of ambiguity lies in Scot-
land's relationship to England and Englishness. 
Like Sher, Benjamin Franklin saw this relationship in graphic terms 
when he had cause to make the following stem admonishment to England: 
Remember, you courted Scotland for one hundred years, and would fain have had 
your wicked will of her. She virtuously resisted all your importunities, but at 
length kindly consented to become your lawful wife. You then solemnly promised 
to love, cherish and honour her. as long as you both should live; and yet you have 
ever since treated her with the utmost contumely, which you now begin to extend 
to your common children. 
Seeing Scotland as the abandoned wife and England as a negligent husband 
evokes a more startling set of images than does the more traditional and 
waggish dubbing of the English, John Bull, and the Scots, Sister Peg. For 
many Scottish literati their loyalties were divided between the estranged cou-
ple in this failed marriage. As James G. Basker shows, Scottish writers were 
caught in a sense of cultural ambivalence which was marginalized from the 
dominant English culture. This took the form of purging Scotticisms from 
their writing which philosophers like Hume tended to perceive as 
"impurities" and "incorrectness." This was philological warfare. When in 
London society, Boswell was wary that he should not be identified as an 
"enemy" by opening his mouth and releasing a Scotticism. Basker tells us 
that the only time that he was able to surmount his aversion to the Scottish 
dialect was when he needed the "charms of Venus." He wrote, "Love recon-
ciles me to the Scots accent, which from the mouth of a pretty woman is 
simply and sweetly melodious" (p. 86). 
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Burns needed no such inducement since he had always been ready to 
embrace both women and the Scots dialect, often simultaneously. Kenneth 
Simpson points out, however, that Burns's situation was replete with para-
dox. His polyvalency is iconic, particularly in the linguistic dualities he 
could encompass. From peasant poet to Edinburgh drawing room wit, he 
could give voice to both Ayrshire oral traditions and Augustan verse. But 
the cost of this compromise led to inner alienation and personal suffering. 
The pain that Burns might have caused others is glossed over in John Ash-
mead and John Davison's account of "Words, Music and Emotion in the 
Love Songs of Robert Burns." The merging of musicology and literary criti-
cism produces an interesting analysis, particularly in showing how Burns 
married the folk-song to the classical lieder. Once again, the paradigm of 
ambiguity which surfaces throughout the essays is iliustrated. What remains 
neglected, nonetheless, is the discrepancy between the objects of Burns's love 
poems and their subjects. His sentiments are ambiguous in that the integrity 
and fidelity they express are scarcely lived out off the page. In their appreci-
ation of Burns's love lyrics and passionate affairs there is no critiquing of the 
way in which he treated the women in his verse and throughout his life. 
They valorize the Don Juan myth with which Burns himself had colluded. 
We are left with images of bed-breaking love-making and Burns's own pic-
ture of Jean Amour as Ita certain clean-limbed, handsome bewitching young 
Hussy. " 
The role and representation of women is neglected in this collection. 
Socializing in Scotland seems to have been an impeccably male affair, apart 
from the occasional observation that certain virtues like humanity were 
sometimes feminized. This may not be surprising when we consider that out 
of the thirteen contributors only three are women. One of these, Deirdre 
Dawson, does succeed in bringing women into the purview of eighteenth-
century Scottish society even though her discussion focuses upon two French 
women living in France. This does not detract, however, from her fascinat-
ing account of Adam Smith's intellectual exchanges with Marie Riccoboni 
and Sophie de Grouchy, Madame de Condorcet, while he was in France. 
Making inroads into other cultures was more characteristic of the Scot-
tish cosmopolitan outlook than it was of the English. Apart from the French, 
that the Scots had affmities with Americans is evident from David Daiches's 
account of the influence of Scottish Rhetoric on America. Both cultures rec-
ognized the importance of rhetoric in relation to civic virtue and also as a 
means of forging political and social change. On a less positive note, John 
Dwyer shows that English rhetoric negated traditional Scottish culture but 
that this was counter-balanced by the Celtic revival. In addition to these es-
says, Peter J. Diamond also addresses the importance of rhetoric in his essay 
on Thomas Reid. Though rhetoric tends to be included among classical con-
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cerns, the way in which these blend with polite or enlightened characteristics 
is indicated by Dwyer in his survey of sentimental philosophy and literature. 
This is one of a number of essays investigating the relationship between 
civic virtue and sentimentalism from various perspectives. Another is by 
Barbara M. Benedict who looks at sentiment for sale in connection with 
William Creech who, in the pursuit of virtue, was torn between the demands 
of book-selling and anxieties about consumerism. Following Dwyer's intro-
duction, Susan M. Purviance starts most appropriately with "Intersubjectivity 
and Social Relations in the Philosophy of Francis Hutcheson" in her discus-
sion of sentimentalism. This was the designation for Hutcheson's moral 
sense theory. It proved to be the dynamo which provided the critical impetus 
to the Scottish Enlightenment. Hutcheson has been regarded as the father of 
the movement and as Jeffrey R. Smitten explains, one of his most famous 
"sons" developed his moral epistemology further. In the Dialogues, Hume 
shows how the generative nature of discursive practice is a means towards 
the acquisition of knowledge. Such an interpretation has only been possible 
since Hume has been seen as having distanced himself from the speakers in 
his dialogue in order to communicate patterns of exchange in operation. 
The exchange of communications on discourse, rhetoric, sentimentalism 
and sociability seemed to be very much in operation at Virginia Beach, Vir-
ginia, in 1988 where this conference took place. Readers should not share 
the regret expressed by one of the editors that the volume is not accompanied 
by a cassette of Shoshana Shay singing Burns's love songs. They should be 
reassured that this is not necessary since the essays themselves capture the 
vigor and vitality of the occasion. Considering what a range of papers must 
have been presented at this conference, the published collection has turned 
out to be fairty coherent. But maybe one should not be looking for unifor-
mity but rather applauding the editors on its diversity. It would be salutary if 
instead of a cassette the volume could have been marketed with a video of 
the participants, including Ian Simpson Ross and David Daiches, dancing 
Scottish reels, if only to demonstrate quite rightly that not all scholars of 
eighteenth-century Scotland dance to the self-same tune! 
MARIE MULVEY ROBERTS 
University of the West of England 
Robert Irwin Hillier. The South Seas Fiction of Roben Louis Stevenson. 
New York: Peter Lang. 1989. 229 pp. 
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In his famous essay "The Storyteller" Walter Benjamin noted that the 
rise of the novel, the narrative genre of modernity, print culture and individ-
ualism, marked the decline of an oral and communal art of taletelling. Yet 
Benjamin's exemplary storyteller, Leskov, was at work a generation after the 
classical heyday (Scott to Dostoevsky) of the nineteenth-century novel, on 
the very verge of the epoch of Modernism. For a supremely literary 
mimicry of taletelling, as a seamless performance-----a self-effacing consum-
mation-of style, becomes a characteristic strategy of jin-de-siecle fiction (all 
the more so in its antithetical or deconstructive versions). Tusitala, the 
taleteller, was the title his Polynesian neighbors conferred upon Robert Louis 
Stevenson. Even as New Arabian Niglus had marked the beginning of his ca-
reer as a fiction writer, so the set of Island Nights' Entenainments announced 
its South Pacific terminus. Readers may be familiar with Stevenson's liter-
ary imitation of South-sea islander fabulation in liThe Isle of Voices" and 
"The Bottle Imp" (published simultaneously in Samoan and English, trans-
lated into Hawaiian). In the oral traditions of the South Pacific Stevenson 
found narrative in its wild state of pristine tale, unsophisticated by canons of 
morality or rational probability. Stevenson himself, in a passage from In the 
South Seas quoted in the book under review, identified what was at stake for 
him: 
When I desired any detail of savage custom, or of superstitious belief, I cast back 
in tbe story of my fathers and fished for what I wanted with some equal trait of 
barbarism: Michael Scott, Lord Derwenwater's bead, the second-sight, the Water 
Kelpie-each of these I found to be a killing bait; the black bull's head of Stirling 
procured me the legend of Rahero and wbat I knew of the Cluny Macphersons, or 
the Appin Stewarts, enabled me to learn ... about the Tevas of Tahiti. The na-
tive was no longer ashamed, his sense of kinship grew warmer, and his lips were 
opened (pp. 57-g). 
The Pacific is a site of Miirchen (Stevenson's term), or what Northrop 
Frye would call "naive romance," the imaginary forms of a universal, primi-
tive (patrilineal) human kinship. As Stevenson recognizes, the modern liter-
ary tradition of his native Scotland is founded in romance revival, the redis-
covery and reinvention of oral vernacular fictions. The great authors of the 
romance revival-Burns, Scott, Hogg-posed the major challenge to Steven-
son's own identity as a Scottish writer, in that they had pre-empted that 
Scottish ground. Significantly, it was also in his years of migration that 
Stevenson wrote his most intensely "Scottish" tales, in which he came to 
terms with the tensions and contradictions of a Scots cultural identity and its 
heritage of tropes. In The Master of Ballantrae (composed in upstate New 
York) and Weir of Hermiston (Samoa) Stevenson at last turned upon his 
tremendous literary father, Scott. One looks for an account of these late in-
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flections of Scottish historical romance that would consider them alongside 
the contemporary South Seas fiction, which charts a new, indeed Modernist 
terrain of moral, political and economic subject-matter in the The Wrecker, 
The Ebb-Tide and The Beach of Falesa. 
It would be unfair to upbraid Robert Irwin Hillier's The South Seas Fic-
tion of Robert Louis Stevenson for a failure to perform what it never 
promised. Unfortunately, the book never comes to grips with any of the fas-
cinating issues that it does intermittently defme. Hillier's third chapter pro-
poses, indeed, the fruitful topic of Stevenson's artistic negotiation between 
Polynesian oral traditions and his own Scottish heritage. After noting some 
interesting thematic similarities with the Scottish ballads, however, the dis-
cussion gets diverted into tedious plot-summary and an irrelevant concern 
with implausibilities. As it turns out, Hillier provides no sustained argument 
or shaping thematic concern of any sort. We are told on the first page that 
the South Pacific constitutes "an archetype which pervades our individual 
dreams and our collective thought giving us our clearest vision of paradise"; 
but even this blandly tendentious claim (who is this individual and collective 
"we"?) has little if any hold upon the chapters that follow. 
To his credit, Hillier manages (on the whole) to steer past biographical 
reduction (the Charybdis of Stevenson criticism), delivers a quantity of useful 
information, and draws our attention to neglected works. Hillier cites 
Stevenson's vast but nebulous ambition for that extraordinary compilation of 
genres, In the South Seas: 
If I can execute what is designed, then there are few better books now extant on 
this globe, bar the epics, and the big tragedies, and histories, and the choice lyric 
poetics, and a novel or so (p.35). 
As if his work is to be none of these but will somehow contain and ex-
ceed all of them. Stevenson's account of "a no man's land of the ages, a 
stir-about of epochs and races, barbarisms and civilizations, virtues and 
crimes" (p. 38) suggests not so much a failure of "the archetypal," as Hillier 
would have it, as a recognition of the impossibility or factitiousness of a 
formal synthesis. Here too the argument becomes distracted from a close 
engagement with the terms of Stevenson's project, this time into familiar 
speculation about the author's marriage problems (Charybdis after all). 
Typically, Hillier identifies important questions (heterogeneity of form, the 
relation of island oral tradition to a "white oral tradition of sea yams," p. 55) 
but takes them no further than an irresolution of his own about the status of 
the work at hand. "Read together with Stevenson' s South Seas fiction In the 
South Seas becomes as valuable to the reader as a well-written guidebook to 
a tourist embarking into unfamiliar territory" (p. 56); a limp conclusion. 
The treatment of the fiction is just as feeble, lapsing from a suggestive 
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identification of problems of genre (sea-yams, allegory) into, once again, 
plot summary and thematic catalogue. Criticism of such blandness and inco-
herence can communicate nothing of the exuberant weirdness of The Wrecker 
(an attempt to map the "world system" of imperial capitalism with the con-
ventions of the mystery novel and the sea story) or the sinister brilliance of 
The Ebb-Tide. The latter, as has been recognized, is an important prototype 
of Heart of Darkness: its Kurtz figure, the missionary Attwater, is a rather 
more subtle and original study than Conrad's most grandiose of hollow men. 
Oddly, while Hillier raises the name of Conrad in his singularly inconclusive 
conclusion, he does not put these two tales together. "While Conrad's pes-
simism makes each of his books seem more serious than Stevenson's ulti-
mately optimistic novels, neither approach is intrinsically more valid"; I 
should prefer to argue that the "ultimate optimism" of The Ebb-Tide (a ludi-
crously inadequate description) rankles more queasily than does the sumptu-
ous Conradian Weltschmerz. 
As the examples I have quoted make only too clear, Hillier's book is as 
clumsily written ("for most readers limited appeal undercuts the appeal of 
these works") as it is disorganized. That Stevenson himself perfected a re-
lentless and subtle dandyism of style makes the fault more drastic in his 
critic. A wonderful book is waiting to be written about the last phase of this 
scandalously underrated author's literary career. 
IAN DUNcAN 
Yale University 
Priscilla Bawcutt. Dunbar the Makar. Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1992. 
xiii + 396 pp. 
William Dunbar, Scotland's great poet who wrote during the reign of 
James IV, has proved a difficult subject for twentieth-century critics. In-
deed, only a few have undertaken book-length studies of his poetry, and none 
of these has received particularly favorable response. Now, after more than 
a decade since the last Dunbar book, Oxford University Press has released 
Dunbar the Makar by Priscilla Bawcutt. In my opinion, it is the critical 
study that Dunbar enthusiasts have long awaited and no doubt will become 
the essential critical book on Dunbar during the next several years. 
Bawcutt, author of Gavin Douglas: A Critical Study (1976) and numer-
ous scholarly articles, co-editor of Longer Scottish Poems: Volume One 
1375-1650, editor of The Shorter Poems of Gavin Douglas (1967) and of a 
forthcoming edition of Dunbar's poetry, has proved herself an outstanding 
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scholar of Middle Scots literature many times. Now she has succeeded in 
writing a scholarly book worthy of Scotland's very great poet. Bawcutt has 
been more successful than her predecessors for two reasons: thorough schol-
arship and fidelity to Dunbar's poetry. She has refused to emphasize Dun-
bar's virtuosity at the expense of substance or to categorize Dunbar's poetry 
simplistically, such as asserting that it is all in some way moral poetry. In-
deed, she fmds fault with earlier studies that have taken simplistic and what 
she calls "eccentric" approaches. 
As the work Makar in her title suggests, Bawcutt emphasizes Dunbar's 
talent for diversity-in meter, diction, poetic form, and subject matter. In 
her Introduction, she outlines her approach to Dunbar's poetry with the fol-
lowing observation: 
The 'real' Dunbar is ultimately unknowable. Yet we can distinguish between 
Dunbar's orthodox and public voice, and a more private and intimate-sounding 
voice. The petitionary poems, for instance, are firmly rooted in actuality, and are 
charged with powerful feeling, although the exact degree of self-expression in 
them will always be debatable. Dunbar clearly takes great delight in the formal 
aspects of poetry; he would perhaps have found congenial one of Auden's obiter 
dicta: 'if one plays a game, one needs rules, otherwise there is no fun'. This 
'game' element is very important in Dunbar: he plays with words, metres, and 
literary conventions, just as he plays with his audience, and their expectations. 
But his finest poems have something distinctive to say, and cannot be paralleled in 
any other poet. He is the most accomplished, not simply 'the most representa-
tive', of early Scottish poets (p. 5). 
Bawcutt most carefully examines the context for Dunbar's poetry-the 
literary and humanistic along with the religious, historical, and sociopolitical. 
This is the primary focus of her second chapter, "Dunbar's World," but her 
readings of individual poems in successive chapters also include a variety of 
contextual details. In fact, at times her approach is encyclopedic. Nearly 
every chapter contains 100 or more footnotes, and in Chapter 3, there are 
162. Yet, for all its erudition, her text remains quite readable and, I believe, 
accessible to general readers. 
In her Preface, Bawcutt indicates the focus of her study of individual 
poems: "Although I do not neglect much-discussed poems, such as The Gol-
dyn Targe, I have given particular attention to the comic poems, the peti-
tions, and other works that seem, by comparison, critically neglected and un-
dervalued" (p. vii). In discussing previous scholarship in her Introduction, 
she observes that the most prevalent view of Dunbar today is that he was 
essentially a brilliant craftsman, but then adds: "Although there has been 
much critical praise of Dunbar's 'craft' and the 'energy' of his language, 
here too there has been surprisingly little analysis of the way Dunbar's poems 
are put together, or of their verbal texture" (p. 3). In Chapters 3-9, she sets 
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out to correct this omission. Here she studies individual poems and also 
evaluates much contemporary criticism, explaining not only how Dunbar puts 
his poems together but why he so often succeeds in creating complex verbal 
textures. The way she has categorized individual poems for study can be 
seen in the respective titles of Chapters 3-8: "Court Poems: Praise and Pe-
tition," "'Moralitee and Hoolynesse, '" '" Sportis and Jocositeis, '" "Flyting, " 
'''Eirich Fantasyis, '" "'Ladeis Bewtie ... Luiffis Blys. If' 
In the most committed scholarly fashion, Bawcutt has consulted all of 
the major manuscripts of Dunbar's poetry along with the Chepman and Myl-
lar prints (and she uses the title page of Dunbar's The Goldyn Targe from 
these for her jacket illustration). Consequently, it is hardly surprising that 
she sometimes disagrees with the edited versions of particular poems found 
in recent editions. For example, in discussing the poem beginning This nycht 
in my sleip I wes agasl, she points out that this poem "exists in two strikingly 
different versions" in Maitland and Bannatyne, and then theorizes: "it seems 
likely that neither text represents Dunbar's original very faithfully" (pp. 267-
9). Such textual comments not only enrich her interpretations but should 
prove valuable to future scholars and editors. Bawcutt adds new infonnation 
in her criticism of particular poems, and she refers to French and Latin me-
dieval texts as well as texts written in English and Middle Scots. She also 
gives much attention to Dunbar's vocabulary, often citing the OED and the 
DOST, and in her ninth and concluding chapter, "Language at Large, II she 
presents perhaps the most thorough study of Dunbar's use of language in 
print. Here she examines ways that Dunbar is able to produce "an effect of 
colloquial, even demotic speech" (p. 364) including his use of "near syn-
onyms" and "compounding" (pp. 364-6). She explains that "one of the most 
powerful yet undervalued influences upon Dunbar" was "the tradition of al-
literative poetry" and then observes: "Almost all Dunbar's poems are char-
acterized by the light ornamental alliteration then favoured by most Scottish 
poets" (p. 370). In referring to the alliterative language of The Too Mariit 
Wemen and the Wedo, she comments: "Dunbar shows an awareness of the 
different social functions of language, particularly of its power to wound oth-
ers, to release painful inhibitions, and-a major theme of the poem-to trick 
and dissemble" (p. 378). 
It is difficult to single out particular studies of individual poems since 
there are so many of excellence. Bawcutt provides a most sensitive reading 
of Into thir dirk and drubUe dayis (commonly known as Dunbar's 
"Meditation in Winter") which challenges at least one published study (pp. 
158-61). Her readings of Dunbar's religious poems, such as Done is a bal-
tell on the dragon blak, are also memorable as is her insight into their back-
grounds. She observes that the "dragon" poem does not exist "in splendid 
isolation" but that Dunbar and other poets who depict Christ as champion 
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"were profoundly influenced by the great Latin hymns and sequences of the 
medieval Church ... " (pp. 182-3). One of her longest critical discussions is 
that of The Flyting of Dunbar and Kennedie in Chapter 6. Here Bawcutt 
provides not only a detailed and highly persuasive explication of the poem 
but offers as well a useful historical definition of the literary genre. She 
traces the origins of the word jlyting in the OED along with early uses of it 
as a term designating a literary genre. She suggests that the Dunbar-Kennedy 
Flyting "may well have introduced the term into the vocabulary of literary 
criticism" and notes that James VI "seems the first to speak of it unambigu-
ously as a literary kind" (pp. 222-3). Bawcutt investigates the probable con-
nection of the literary genre to the real world by providing an interesting dis-
cussion of historical and legal attitudes toward noisy and public quarrels in 
late medieval Scotland and England; here she argues that "it is important to 
be aware of the real-life context of literary flyting" for "poets drew some of 
their verba injuriosa from what they heard around them, perhaps to a greater 
extent than we now realize" (p. 224). She also speculates as to the pUIIJoSe 
for Dunbar's Flyting and the extent to which it was court entertainment or 
public performance: 
The Flyting between Dunbar and Kennedy is likely to have originated as separate 
invectives that circulated in manuscript among a small group of their intimates but 
undoubtedly reached a wider audience by some of the means just mentioned. Per-
haps it may also, 'at least in its final form, have been recited before the king as a 
stylized duel in verse' ... Yet the fact that The Flyting reached print in Dunbar's 
lifetime suggests that its appeal was not confined to courtiers or clerics (p. 234). 
She then offers a lengthy study of the poem itself, emphasizing in particular 
its "quasi-dramatic" qualities. Such careful historical-critical research per-
meates the entire book. Elsewhere Bawcutt provides insightful general 
statements about medieval comedy, parody, and irony. 
There is little to fault in this book. It would be useful to future scholars 
to have a convenient listing of the manuscripts of Dunbar's poetry (these she 
lists in "Texts and Abbreviations" and refers to in many footnotes) along 
with their locations, such as the list provided by Tom Scott and others in 
earlier books on Dunbar. But perhaps Bawcutt intends to provide such a list 
in her forthcoming edition of the poems. She does point out the problem of 
"titles" for Dunbar's poems and chooses to refer to individual poems by first 
lines. However, in places where she makes general reference to a group of 
several poems, she simply lists them by the numbers assigned to them in the 
Kinsley edition. For readers who do not have access to that edition, this can 
create confusion. I suspect it to become more of a problem when Bawcutt's 
own edition of Dunbar's poetry appears. 
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The last critical book on Dunbar to be published was William Dunbar by 
Ian Simpson Ross (1981), and it was reviewed by Priscilla Bawcutt (SLJ, 
1983). In that review she comments, "Professor Ross sometimes seems al-
most too kindly and humane a man to enjoy Dunbar." In light of that state-
ment, I conclude this review as Dunbar concluded The Thrissill and the Rois, 
"halflingis in affrey. It For I fmd Priscilla Bawcutt in Dunbar the Makar to 
display a knowledge and enjoyment of Dunbar's poetry exhibited by few 
twentieth-century scholars. Moreover, I feel confident in predicting that her 
excellent book will assist readers of the twenty-first century as they endeavor 
to understand and ultimately to enjoy Dunbar's poetry. 
DEANNA DELMAR EVANS 
Bemidji State University 
William Donaldson, ed. The Language of the People: Scots Prose from the 
Victorian Revival. Aberdeen: Aberdeen University Press, 1989. x + 241 
pp. 
It is no mere hyperbole to assert that William Donaldson, over the past 
few years, has singlehandedly turned upside down the long-conventional ac-
count of nineteenth-century Scottish literature. By examining the dusty ftles 
of old Scottish newspapers, he has brought to critical attention, for the first 
time, the sheer wealth of late Victorian writing in Scots. Four of his previ-
ous publications-his ground-breaking book, Popular Literature in Victorian 
Scotland, his important essay on "The Vernacular Revival" in the History of 
Scottish Literature (Volume 3) and his editions of late Victorian fiction by 
William Alexander and poems by David Rorie-bave together served to re-
vitalize and reorient interest in what had been an almost-unexamined Black 
Hole in Scottish literary history. Donaldson's Preface to this latest book in-
timates that this will be his final fusillade in his private revolution ("as I've 
got sundry ither little bits 0' jobs I wad like to accomplish afore I gang 
hence," p. 14), but his recent publications, as a group, have already perma-
nently changed the cultural landscape for everyone who reads or teaches 
Scottish Victorian literature. 
The present volume is in many ways the most useful and the most con-
vincing of the series. In the nature of such research, Donaldson has often 
been making strong evaluative claims for writers and writing that no other 
scholar could conveniently read-the material was simply unavailable for 
anybody else's scrutiny. This book gives a sampling from the shorter jour-
nalistic writings that he has reclaimed and so allows serious critical debate to 
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begin. The paperback will also make a good teaching text for those prepared 
to squeeze space out of the traditional canon. What Donaldson has selected 
for reprinting offers impressive, but not unqualified, evidence for his general 
thesis. 
The book presents some twenty-one vernacular prose selections, dating 
from the eighteen-fifties to the early nineteen-hundreds, and varying in 
length from a thousand to over twenty thousand words. As one might antici-
pate from his earlier book major space is allotted to William Latto's 
"Tammas Bodkin" papers from the People's Journal, chiefly in the 1860s 
and 1870s, and to James Leatham's "Airchie Tait" series from the Peterhead 
Sentinel just before the Liberal landslide of 1906. Headnotes provide useful 
introductions to individual authors and orient the reader to major themes or 
topics in each selection (often quite informally, as, for example, "a spot of 
first hand reporting on Scottish slum life-language, prostitution, drink, 
degradation, and so forth," p. 56). Topics discussed in the volume include 
politics, class, religion, education, family life, leisure, and women's rights. 
Both the general introduction and headnotes stress the significance of the 
material's newspaper genesis, with useful comment on the readership and 
politics of the various papers, which include the Aberdeen Weekly Press, 
Glasgow Weekly Mail, the Nonhem Figaro, Shetland Times, and others. 
Like Scottish voters, Scottish papers were primarily Liberal in politics, but 
Donaldson's selection includes some Conservative journals; his introduction 
lists well over a hundred Scottish newspapers that he sampled in the prelimi-
nary research. Far from repressing or Anglicizing Scottish culture, Donald-
son argues, Victorian developments in printing and newspaper production 
made possible a richly decentralized, pluralized, and vernacular-based Scot-
tish communal discourse. Sometimes one feels that the very process of xe-
roxing these writings, taking them out of their originary newspaper context 
and transposing them into an academic edition, subjects the writings to a kind 
of critical scrutiny that is willful misreading. Yet Donaldson is surely cor-
rect in the basic insight that locally-based newspaper publication had the ef-
fect of liberating cultural self-expression, even if the cultural empowerment 
was within circumscribed or licensed discourse boundaries. 
The basis for Donaldson's high evaluation of this newspaper writing is 
given in his title, The Language o/the People. In effect, this counterblast to 
earlier negative evaluations of Victorian Scottish writing, as David Craig's 
Scottish Literature and the Scottish People (1961), works by introducing new 
evidence, not by questioning the politico-linguistic criteria on which Craig 
and others based their condemnations. In language terms, Donaldson has 
certainly been able to widen our appreciation of the period. There are some 
wonderful Scots voices in this selection, as when the Nonh Briton complains 
in 1858 about the royal family's spending, that ordinary people's "hard-won 
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money" goes "to keep up a wheen beggarly Gennans" (po 29), or when the 
Glasgow Evening Mail analyzes the political party battles of 1876, "a rare 
job a' thegither-a never ending game 0' shuttlecock an' battledore; a playin' 
at heezy hozy; this yin up the day, the other yin doun the mom" (p. 116). 
There are striking political statements, too, as in a People's Joul7Ull article 
on working-class housing conditions (pp. 34-6) or in the Caithness Courier's 
1890 attack on the Tory budget: "if the time ere comes 'whan man to man 
the world o'er will brithers be for a' that,' it'll no be unner Tory rool" (po 
149). But the spelling of "rule" as "rool" points to one of the weaknesses in 
Donaldson's politico-linguistic purism-that much of the more political ma-
terial is less strongly vernacular than the typography might suggest, and 
sometimes even the typographic veneer gets thin. A late William Latto piece 
from the 1878 Perthshire election, for instance, about the Balkan atrocities, 
comments that "the question to be decided is not merely whether a Tory or 
Liberal shall represent that great coonty in Parliament, but whether we are to 
hae peace or war" (p. 64); the byline and typography might be that of Tam-
mas Bodkin, but the voice is surely the voice of an unvemacular standard-
English election address. 
But Donaldson's selection invites examination also by quite different 
criteria. Though it is certainly impressive that so much of the writing deals 
directly with contemporary issues, it is also notable that most of the opinion 
is presented dramatically, framed off or distanced by attribution to an osten-
tatiously fictionalized voice. Moreover, some of the best pieces are those 
which are short, pseudo-autobiographical sketches, such as Latto' s Bodkin 
pieces on seaside bathing (pp. 52-6), or his skating adventures (pp. 60-3), or 
his struggle to carry home a live lobster (pp. 70-8). Humorous pieces like 
these are closer to the middle-class humor of Dickens, Victorian Punch, or 
such post-Blackwoodian Scots as W. E. Aytoun, than to any repressed de-
motic voice. Similarly, for all Donaldson's inclusion of commentary on 
women's suffrage, Bodkin's recurrent glee at his wife's repeated discomfi-
ture (even physical pain) is hardly proto-feminist, rather a rein scription as 
comedy of sharp and long-lasting gender-role conflicts within upwardly-mo-
bile Victorian Scotland. When the Bodkins visit downtown Glasgow with a 
friendly police sergeant, they are revealingly censorious about proletarian 
mores ("a seethin' sea 0' raggit an' rascally humanity ... a congregation 0' 
rogues an' vagabonds 0' baith sexes," p. 58), and Bodkin condemns the real 
language of real people as "swearin' like Pagan heathens" (p. 60). The ma-
terial Donaldson has republished may be more various and problematic than 
his own thesis about it, and its complex interplay of repression and disrup-
tion, of cultural echo, parody and self-parody, now deserves less program-
matic analysis. 
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The importance of Donaldson's achievement in these books is indeed, 
not so much undercut, as underscored by recognizing that he has not said the 
last word on "his" area, but rather has opened up a whole new area for criti-
cal inquiry. In an understandable desire to separate his rediscoveries from 
the taint of Kailyardism, Donaldson perhaps overemphasizes their "sinewy 
and sardonic intellectualism" (p. 10) and correspondingly underestimates just 
how complex in rhetorical effect was their choice of Scots for nineteenth-
century journalism. The danger is that this exciting new material will be 
simply subsumed under existing ideas of Scottish literary history, as a minor 
expansion or enrichment to the conventional academic story. It is far more 
interesting, and significant than that. Certainly, we all owe Dr. Donaldson 
an enormous debt for bringing these writings to the critical agenda and for 
making these texts accessible in so well-edited a modern selection. 
PATRlCK SCOTT 
University of South Carolina 
Dieter A. Berger. Die Parodie in der Dichtung der englischen Romantik. 
Tiibingen: Francke Verlag. 1990. 410 pp. 
The purpose of Professor Berger's study is to modify the one-sided view 
of English Romanticism, a period "above all associated with sublime and vi-
sionary poetry," by presenting it to the reader as "the first golden age of En-
gJish parody" (p. 371). "English" here, of course, means British, since the 
book includes chapters on Byron and Scott and also discusses the role of 
Hogg as a parodist; moreover, it assesses the contributions to the tradition of 
Romantic parody made by The Edinburgh Review, Blackwood's Magazine, 
Fraser's Magazine and other Scottish journals. Berger's definition of parody 
includes literary burlesque, serious imitations of style and subject matter, 
continuations of individual works, polemics against other authors, and even 
caricatures by painters; the study considers parodies both on and by Scottish 
writers. 
In his theory of the parody, Berger underlines the mutual influence of 
literary, psychological and social forces. He draws close parallels between 
literary parody and literary criticism, quoting with approval Francis Jeffrey, 
who thought that parody was a means of "fixing the taste and judgment of 
the public" (p. 68). However, the crucial aspect of Berger's theory is that of 
"productive reception"; since the appropriation of a text by the parodist is the 
starting point for a new creative act, parody appears as an important aspect 
of reception aesthetic as defined by Hans Robert Jauss. The reader's 
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"horizon of expectation" largely determines the new literary production (pp. 
88-9). While the Romantic poets were still much in favor with the reading 
public, the prevailing type of parody expressed admiration for the original 
work. In the pastiche or "alienated imitation" (verfremdete Nachahmung), 
which includes the bulk of Romantic parody production, the dominant trait 
was mild ridicule aiming at sympathetic laughter. Crude denigration was 
relatively rare, although Byron's lifestyle provoked some satirical comment 
and English prejudice against Scottish culture added a spiteful note to several 
parodies of Scott's verse romances. 
Berger examines twenty-nine parodies on Sir Walter Scott and fifty on 
Lord Byron; along with Wordsworth, these two were the Romantics most 
often parodied. Scott's verse romances were initially considered sublime 
heroic epics before they sank to the status of children's literature; this change 
in their reputation is also mirrored in their parodies. Shortly after their pub-
lication, both The Lay of the Last Minstrel and Marmion, for example, were 
mimicked in a great number of pastiches that testify to the high renown these 
works were enjoying. In these pastiches, Scott's verses are followed very 
closely, so that the reader is in fact invited to undertake a line-by-line com-
parison with the original text, which is sometimes even supplied in the foot-
notes. Hogg's example shows that a major incentive to write such parodies 
was the wish to emulate the original achievement of the renowned poet. 
Some parodists also succeeded in participating in Scott's financial success. A 
notable example is John Roby, of whose long poem Jokeby: A Burlesque on 
Rokeby (224 pages) eight editions were sold in 1813 alone. 
The American parody The Lay of the Scottish Fiddle, generally attributed 
to James Kirke Paulding, strikes a new note in that it uses Scott's Last Min-
strel as the basis for a mock-heroic treatment of the war of 1812. An En-
glish edition appeared in 1814, one year after the American edition. Berger 
quotes Paulding's poem as an illuminating example of how the critical recep-
tion of Walter Scott in the United States influenced, via the parody, the 
British reputation of the Scottish poet. 
As Scott's verse romances were becoming increasingly stereotyped, the 
number of parodies that ridiculed the poet's style, his love of epic catalogues, 
the interchangeable landscape descriptions and other striking features of his 
works was growing rapidly. But not always did the parodists limit them-
selves to literary aspects; some of them also used their verses as a platform to 
gibe at Scotland and the Scots and to disparage the author. Berger's exam-
ples include The Lady of the Wreck (1812) by the Englishman George Col-
man, the only parody of The Lady of the Lake to appear during Scott's life 
(pp. 272-7). Inspired by Coleridge's negative criticism of Scott's best-selling 
poem, Colman tops his stylistic burlesque by invectives against the "wild 
Caledonians" (and the equally "wild" Irish), mocking their vernacular, in-
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eluding obscene puns and relying on other coarse effects, all in the guise of 
ridiculing Scott's attempt at creating local color. The chauvinist element is 
even cruder in "A Border Ballad," published in T. L. Peacock's Paper 
Money Lyrics (1825-6), a parody that exploits the stereotype of the Scots as 
cattle thieves, poachers, and cunning tricksters (pp. 304-5). Occasionally, 
Scott is attacked as a prolific scribbler who markets his talent for lucre (p. 
299). The parodies published in The Satirist, in particular, express a keen 
anti-Scottish attitude (pp. 30, 58, 284). These examples, however, are fairly 
rare exceptions: on the whole, warm appreciation and good-humored criti-
cism prevail in the parodies of Scott's poetry. 
Byron is a more complicated case, and Berger again stresses the impor-
tance of viewing the parodies in the global context of his critical reception. 
With Childe Harold (1812) Byron had replaced Scott as the most popular 
poet of his time; his notorious private life further enhanced his attraction for 
parodists. As a general rule, they repeated the stereotyped image of Byron 
that had been developed in periodicals and magazines, i.e., that of a poetic 
genius tom between Weltschmerz and rebelliousness, a demagogue, a blas-
phemous atheist, and an amoral monster. 
The majority of the Childe Harold and Don Juan parodies draw their 
best effects from simplified cliches of style and subject matter. There are 
only a few examples, however, that can be classed as parodies in the stricter 
sense of the word (such as Peacock's "A Song from Mr. Cypress," Maginn's 
"Childe Paddy's Banishment to New Holland," Deacon's Warreniana, or the 
anonymous "Longinus O'er a Bottle," pp. 328-35, 348-50). As in the case 
of Scott, many pieces that Berger examines are homages to the genius of the 
poet, brilliant imitations that avoid ridiculous incongruities, comic defrac-
tions, or satirical attacks, so that it is not always easy to distinguish between 
parody, pastiche, or continuation of a work. Some of them are so close to 
the original poems that Berger speaks of "downright attempts to deceive the 
reader" (p. 344). Consequently, he avoids the term "parody" in the title of 
his subchapter on Don Juan, replacing it by "parodistischer Nachhall" 
("parodistic echoes"). 
As a parodist himself Byron showed his indebtedness to the eighteenth-
century traditions of imitation and satire, but also his ironically qualified 
commitment to the Romantic cause. Unfortunately, his own pieces are not 
treated in a coherent chapter but are discussed at various points in the book; 
on the other hand, they are probably among the better-known examples of 
the whole period and therefore require less systematic coverage. Berger re-
minds the reader that Byron's parodies of Wordsworth and Southey (in his 
"Epilogue" to Peter Bell, English Bards and Scotch Reviewers, and The Vi-
sion of Judgment) aim at both literary and political issues: they ridicule the 
early Romantics' cult of simplicity and denounce their renegade attitudes. 
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Particularly the attacks against Southey, who had disparaged Byron as a 
member of the "Satanic" school of poetry, transgress the limits of parody and 
should, as Berger admits, more properly be classed as satire (p. 250). All in 
all, Byron's concept of parody is more traditional than that of his contempo-
raries. 
There is no separate chapter on James Hogg, since the structure of 
Berger's study gives preference to the poets that are parodied over the paro-
dists. Still, Hogg's Poetic Mirror is given extensive coverage and is repeat-
edly praised as one of the great masterpieces of Romantic parody. Berger 
quotes Hogg as a major victim of "regional stereotype," with most of the 
English and even many of the Scottish men of letters looking down upon the 
Ettrick Shepherd as the typical example of the poor, wild and sly Scotsman. 
In "The Gude Greye Katt" Hogg takes up the anti-Scottish cliche and "hurls 
it back at its authors" (pp. 57-8, 262-4). "The would-be songster of the 
Scottish hills, / In dialect most uncouth and language rude" makes fun as 
much of himself as of his fellow poets on either side of Hadrian's Wall. In 
his parodies of The Excursion ("The Stranger," "The Flying Taylor," "James 
Riggtl), Hogg ridicules both Wordsworth's vanity and his long-winded philo-
sophical reflections and mystic adulation of nature; Berger hails these poems 
as landmarks in the art of parody, even though they reflect Hogg' s hurt pride 
at the Lake Poet's aloofness during his 1814 tour through Scotland (pp. 84-5, 
111-18). Hogg's "Isabelle," based on Coleridge's "Christobel," is "among 
the best Romantic parody had to offer" (pp. 177-81); in his Coleridge pas-
tiche "The Cherub" Hogg gives proof again of his "amazing insight" into the 
peculiarities of the style and subject matter of other poets (p. 196). The par-
odies of Southey in The Poetic Mirror reveal the Scotsman's love of mali-
cious fun and must also be counted among Hogg's most successful parodies 
(pp. 225, 232-6): in "The Curse of the Laureate," quoted extensively on p. 
234, Hogg is obviously inspired by the old Scottish flyting tradition, a fact 
that remains unacknowledged by Berger. "Wat 0' the Cleuch" imitates the 
style of The Lay oj the Last Minstrel and Marmion; the imitation is so suc-
cessful that Hogg's poem was occasionally ascribed to Scott himself (pp. 
270-1). Likewise, when Hogg fIrst read his imitation of Ghilde Harold, 
"The Guerilla," to some of his friends, "all pronounced it Byron's" (p. 326). 
The Ettrick Shepherd is said to have been extremely pleased by this reaction: 
patronized or even despised by the literary establishment, he had proved to 
himself that he was able to write verses as perfect as those of any of his 
renowned contemporaries (p. 326). 
The scope of Berger's study, then, goes far beyond classical parody in 
its extensive coverage of all kinds of imitative works and adaptations. Con-
sequently, its value lies less in its contribution to the theory of parody than in 
the new aspects it reveals of the reception history of Romantic poetry. The 
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intercultural relationship between England and Scotland in the early nine-
teenth century receives a lot of attention and distinguishes this study from the 
bulk of analyses of that period; in spite of their close connections with the 
mainstream of English Romanticism, Scott, Byron and Hogg emerge quite 
palpably as Scottish poets, even if their Scottishness appears in very different 
guises. 
In writing his study, Berger obviously had in mind the reader who would 
tum to individual chapters rather than peruse the whole book. This accounts 
for innumerable repetitions and the somewhat dreary presentation of nearly 
all the material that falls within the wide scope of Romantic "parody," re-
gardless of its innovative and aesthetic qualities. The dual aspect of critical 
reception and new literary creation that was announced to be the guideline of 
this study in the introductory chapter gets somewhat lost in the course of the 
book because of the emphasis on the reception side mirrored in the book's 
structure; as the remarks on the parodies and imitations by Byron and Hogg 
have shown, the reader must put in some effort to establish for himself a co-
herent pattern in the productive response to earlier works; in this, however, 
he is greatly aided by a reliable index and an extensive bibliography. 
PETER ZEN ZINGER 
Technische Universitiit Berlin 
L. A. J. R. Houwen, ed. The Sex Werkdays and Agis: An Edition of a Late 
Medieval Scots Universal History from the Asloan Manuscript. Groningen: 
Egbert Forsten. 1990. 132 pp. 
This work may be found in Craigie's transcription of the Asloan 
Manuscript (STS, NS, 14 [1923]), but Houwen's book is the ftrst critical 
edition, with modem accidentals except for the original spelling. The value 
of this short piece, some 950 lines of prose, lies in the fact that "it epitomizes 
medieval thought with respect to universal histories and typological works" 
(p. 5). Houwen rightly fmds it remarkable for cramming seven hundred 
proper names into a short space and for bringing to universal history, in the 
scheme of the six ages, an emphasis on types and typology. 
The editor accepts DOSTs dating of 1495 for SWA. Its author is un-
known, but he was certainly learned. His unengaging style has numerous 
unique loan words from Latin (e.g., "ambitudes," "induracounlf) , and he 
seems to have had specific knowledge of the Low Countries and northern 
Germany. Houwen proposes, not unreasonably, that he may have been one 
of the numerous Scottish students at Cologne, which had a special bond with 
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Scotland in the fifteenth century. The original audience is likewise a matter 
for guesswork; in our day, the work has been almost completely ignored. 
SWA harmonizes the six days of creation with the six ages of the world, 
also the Old Testament with the New. It employs the typology and number 
symbolism that always went along with such correlations, and thereby 
demonstrates the unity of salvation history. In that respect it is unremarkably 
medieval, but the straightforward treatment of world geography is another 
matter, as it displays first-hand knowledge of Europe by author or (unknown) 
source. 
The description of Britain is noteworthy: " ... pe braid yland of Bret-
tane, contenying pe kingdomes of Scotland, Wales, and Cornwale with 
... cites as Edinburgh, Sanct Andris, Aberdene, Londone, 30rke, and 
Canterbery" (ll. 291-5)-an interesting omission among the kingdoms, and 
an interesting ordering of towns. But England is Gust) mentioned when the 
author introduces the still-viable .legend of London's Trojan founding three 
hundred years before Rome (ll. 575-9). 
One detects in him a nostalgic if politically incorrect ethnocentrism, 
comparable to Malory! s and perhaps occasioned by the same dismal historical 
circumstances. In the discussion of Noe's bequest of the three continents to 
his sons, Asia, locale of Eden and the Holy Land, is perforce the best, while 
Africa, given to the accursed Cam, is the worst. From Cam arose "churllis 
and foull pepill as bla men" (t. 305). Iaphet got Europe, and from his seed 
came "chevalrus men as knychthed ffor )e sall fynd in cronikles and scrip-
turis pat euir pe floure of chevalry restit most in Ewrope" (ll. 307-9). This 
he documents with a long roll call. Chivalry was dead everywhere but in the 
books. 
In this Columbian Year it must be noted that word of recent discoveries, 
including the "new fund Yle" that William Dunbar was the first British 
writer to mention, had evidently not reached the author of SWA. Or did he 
think these lands merely part of Asia? 
Houwen's introductory matter is concise and judicious; it makes no 
unsupported claims. The commentary in the notes is twice as long as the 
text, but this is justified by the multitude of personal and place names. They 
are traced to various authorities, adding to the book's value as a vademecum 
for typological historiography. An ample bibliography is provided as well. 
Some may regret that, "[s]ince the text presents few linguistic problems and 
introductions to Middle Scots are readily available" (p. 5), there is no spe-
cific chapter on language. However, the notes are filled with lexical and 
other linguistic information, often mentioning when a word is the earliest oc-
currence cited in DOST, or when its meaning is not cited there. Houwen is 
the fIrst to notice that the alliterative phrase "fyry fornace," used to describe 
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the object in Daniel 3:15, is the earliest known instance in English (p. 
89n687). A glossary is supplied. 
Houwen might be accused of over-editing in a few instances. The au-
thor's style is sometimes elliptical, so one cannot always assume scribal re-
sponsibility for missing words (e.g., the editor's bracketed insertions in ll. 
42-4 despite the fragmentary curtness in ll. 25-7, 39). Other elements of 
style could explain apparent omissions, such as when an imitation of an ab-
lative absolute might have caused words to be deliberately left out (p. 
68nI90). Aside from these instances, the text is handsomely presented, with 
just a small handful of inconsequential typographical errors. (It was not pos-
sible to check for errors of transcription.) 
The encyclopedic qualities of SWA make it valuable for any student of 
the late Middle Ages, and Houwen brought formidable talents to bear on 
transforming it into a readable text. One wishes that he would tum next to 




Joanna Baillie. A Series of Plays 1798. Oxford and New York: Woodstock 
Books. Ed. by Jonathan Wordsworth. VI + 411 pp. 
A Series of Plays 1798 is a facsimile of Joanna Baillie's first volume of 
plays that appeared anonymously in 1798. A collection of two tragedies and 
a comedy, its original title was A Series of Plays in Which it is Attempted to 
Delineate the Stronger Passions of the Mind. Each Passion Being the Sub-
ject of a Tragedy and a Comedy. This collection of plays was important, not 
so much for the plays themselves, but for what they revealed about the au-
thor's role in the development of the Romantic movement. 
Today, the name of Joanna Baillie is relatively unknown. In literary 
circles her name appears in the ranks of the minor poets in the English Ro-
mantic period. Yet, during a prolific literary career that extended over half a 
century, this Scottish writer was a well-known poet and playwright, the 
leading dramatist of the Romantic period. In all, she wrote twenty-seven 
plays; seven of these have been performed on stage. On stage her plays 
gained broad popUlarity, but especially received the acclaim of reading cir-
cles. 
Joanna Baillie exerted great influence upon the writers of the literary pe-
riod who were responsible for the direction of English theater in the nine-
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teenth century. Her importance lay in her innovative subject matter and style 
of writing, and her emphasis on the psychological. She rejected the stringent 
regulations of Neo-Classicism and showed a preference for a simpler, freer 
form of expression. This collection of plays, written in blank verse, used a 
simpler, more natural language than that used in the premeditated and care-
fully-structured works in the Neo-Classical style. In these early plays all of 
the action revolved around simply-constructed plots without sub-plots. She 
concentrated her dramatic efforts on the central character and the struggle 
with passion. The tragedies Basil and De Monfort studied the destructive 
nature of an excessive passion and its negative influence on the protagonist's 
life: the subject in Basil was love; that of De Monfort was hatred. The 
Tryal, a comedy, was a companion study about love that showed the value of 
restraining one's passion. 
Set against the historical backdrop of the Battle of Pavia in the sixteenth 
century, Count Basil is a tragedy about a brilliant and well-respected young 
military commander who falls victim to obsessive love. The play opens with 
Count Basil and his men on their way to Pavia in order to join Emperor 
Charles V in an impending battle against Francis I. The emperor is waiting 
for reinforcements before rejoining battle against the Franks. Marching 
through the town of Mantua, Basil and his troops are forced to stop and make 
way for a long, slow procession of State by Mantua's Princess Victoria and 
her attendants. Delayed by this procession and a hasty promise given at a 
second encounter with the coquettish princess at court, Basil decides to give 
his troops a much-needed night's rest in Mantua. At the same time, he be-
gins to fall in love with the princess. In the throes of this new passion, he 
forgets his duty to his country and to his men. The Duke of Mantua ap-
proves for, though publicly an ally of Charles V, he secretly supports the 
Franks. He knows that the battle is about to begin. 
This play is fairly well-balanced in terms of dramatic technique. Joanna 
Baillie has carefully constructed her plot and developed it in steps. Because 
the action is a bit slow at times, the author has attempted to alter the pace by 
introducing large gatherings into the action. The play begins and ends with a 
procession; a parade and a masquerade ball also perform this service. There 
are some long speeches in this play, not all of them necessary or convincing. 
Yet several of the monologues, particularly those of Basil, are quite poignant 
and intense. 
Despite the technical balance of Basil, there are some problems with the 
story. Suspension of disbelief is hard to achieve sometimes. The characters' 
actions are not always believable. This is true especially in the case of Basil. 
Part of this is due to the fact that the characters are not fully human. They 
are one-sided and do not express a full range of emotions. In spite of all 
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this, Joanna Baillie does achieve her objective of examining an emotion by 
tracing it back to its source. 
The Tryal also examines the topic of love. It is a witty and lively com-
edy that moves rapidly. In it two young girls accompany their uncle, Mr. 
Withrington, to Bath. Agnes, a plain-looking girl, is an heiress. Her cousin, 
Mariane, is a poor, but beautiful girl who, unknown to her uncle, has a rich 
fiance. Agnes is looking for a husband and is determined to meet someone 
who will love her and not her money. As the girls are new in town, Agnes 
convinces Mariane to switch identities with her so that she will have an op-
portunity to meet a sensible man who is not after her fortune. Mariane 
agrees because she would like to have her revenge on several young men 
who have ignored and insulted her in the past. 
Of course the cousins convince the uncle to go along with them, and 
both girls get their wishes. Mariane makes a fool of Sir Loftus Prettyman 
and a couple of other insolent young gentlemen. Agnes falls in love with a 
less than wealthy gentleman who is captivated by her vivacious personality. 
This sparkling comedy ends more conventionally by showing the moral value 
of reining in an excessive passion. It is a lively drama that is clever and bit-
ing at intervals as it pokes fun at the haughty gentlemen who are the best 
" catches" in society. 
The third play in this collection is De Monfon. This play opens with the 
Marquis De Monfort's arrival at his favorite guest house in Amsberg, Ger-
many. De Monfort has fled his home and sister, unable to spend another day 
in the same town with his hated rival, the Marquis Rezenvelt. He has come 
to this country village to seek relief for his tortured soul. His efforts, how-
ever, are to no avail. Rezenvelt has also come to the place that De Monfort 
has chosen as his refuge, but De Monfort refuses to leave town. Each en-
counter between the two men intensifies De Monfort's hatred and suffering. 
In the Marquis De Monfort, Joanna Baillie has created a truly Romantic 
figure. He is a melancholic and moody character who struggles with his ha-
tred of a childhood rival. A man of excess passion, De Monfort has too 
much love for his sister and too much hatred for his enemy. Yet, De Mon-
fort does not shoulder all the blame for his feelings towards the other man. 
RezenveIt is portrayed as a man who is aware of De Monfort's true feelings 
and does what he can to heighten the man's antagonism. 
De Monfon is the best of the three works. It is a powerful play with 
sustaining emotion. The situation and its tragic overtones are the most be-
lievable of this collection. Joanna Baillie has constructed her characters with 
care and has succeeded in examining fully this particular passion and its in-
sidious growth and is especially adept in her depiction of De Monfort. Sev-
eral of the monologues that she has written for this character are powerful 
and dramatic. Unfortunately, the playwright has not been consistent in the 
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quality of the development of her other characters and their speeches, which 
limits the impact of this drama. 
Taken as a whole, the dramas in A Series of Plays have some eloquent 
passages that make great moments in theater. Yet, these same plays have 
problem areas where the dramatic interest lags. This weakness in Joanna 
Baillie's drama might be attributed to two things: the general characteristics 
of the Romantic period, and the playwright's inexperience in life with its 
vices. Concerning the latter, Joanna Baillie invariably apologized for her 
self-perceived deficiencies in education and knowledge in the introductions to 
her volumes of poetry and drama. It seems, however, that the major weak-
ness of her drama may be connected with the English Romantic period, be-
cause the movement's main characteristics do not lend themselves to strong 
drama. One of the common points of criticism directed against Joanna Bail-
lie's plays has been a "lack of event." This, though, is not so odd for a ro-
mantic writer who has turned inward to find the truth about life. 
Whatever the cause for the inconsistent quality of her drama, it should 
be noted that when Joanna Baillie's Series of Plays first appeared it created a 
furor. The public clamored to learn the author's identity and it surprised 
people when her identity was revealed. Almost everyone guessed the author 
to be a man; most thought it was Walter Scott. Lord Byron said that 
"woman could not write, excepted Miss Baillie." Sir Walter Scott praised 
her highly and paid tribute to her in his poem, "Marmion," and it was said 
that her tragedies were probably the best ever written by a woman. 
In A Series of Plays there is something of even greater value than these 
plays. Preceding them is a long introduction in which Joanna Baillie sought 
to explain her dramatic theory and to justify her choice of subject matter. 
The playwright believed that the motif of passion was a realistic setting in 
which to examine the human psyche and sought to show that the balance, or 
imbalance, of passion influenced heavily a person's life. Furthermore, she 
made observations about the deficiencies of the established trends in literature 
and offered corresponding suggestions for improvement. This approach 
grew out of the playwright's own fascination with the subject of passions. 
She chose to pursue this study in her drama which created problems for her-
self, because of her decision to study only one passion in a play presented 
enormous difficulties in maintaining dramatic interest in a stage production. 
The Introductory Discourse is of major literary significance because it 
includes many of the same observations and conclusions which Wordsworth 
made two years later in the Preface to Lyrical Ballads, and yet the Preface 
has been credited with laying the foundation of the Romantic Movement. 
For this reason Joanna Baillie and A Series of Plays should be added to the 
list of contributors to the Romantic movement. It is time for this little-
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remembered Scottish writer to be restored to the ranks of the influential 
authors of the Romantic period. 
PAMELA PEEK 
Charleston Southern University 
Elizabeth Grant, of Rothiemurchus. Memoirs of a Highland Lady. Ed. with 
an Introduction by Andrew Tod. Edinburgh: Canongate Classics. 1992. 
xiii + (2) + 345 pp. 
Elizabeth Grant, of Rothiemurchus. The Highland Lady in Ireland: Jour-
nals ]840-]850. Ed. Patricia Pelly and Andrew Tod; Introduction by An-
drew Tod. Edinburgh: Canongate Classics. 1991. xiii + [2] + 564 pp. 
The most surprising characteristic of Memoirs of a Highland Lady (first 
published in 1898) is its addictive readability. The surprise perhaps says 
more about the prejudices of this twentieth-century reader against books of 
reminiscence than about the book itself, but perhaps it is worth pinpointing 
the causes of such compulsive reading. 
Elizabeth Grant's success with a readership much larger than the chil-
dren and grandchildren for whom her book was originally intended is, I 
think, attributable to three causes. The subject matter is of obvious interest. 
She had access to know ledge of people and events far beyond that of most 
children, and as a young woman she was acquainted with many notable fig-
ures in Scottish history and literature. In Vol. I her discerning child's eye 
view adds a piquancy to the interesting material she has to impart-a kind of 
real-life counterpart to Woolf's Flush; in this case it is the child, not the dog, 
whose point of view is unheeded, a far more dangerous oversight! But the 
best of subject matter is nothing without style, and here the Highland lady 
excels. Perhaps her iconoclastic description of the Great Unknown illustrates 
both style and subversion: 
His family were all inferior. I have often thought this was the reason of the insi-
pidity of his ideal gentlemen and ladies-he knew none better. Lady Scott, a nat-
ural daughter of the Marquis of Downshire, her mother French of low degree, 
herself half educated in Paris, very silly and very foolish. was a most unfortunate 
mate for such a man. (p. 73) 
(This reviewer was chastened to find that the females of the Elphinstone 
family fared little better-Miss Mercer Elphinstone was "a very ugly woman 
and not a clever one and very far from being generally agreeable. ") Eliza-
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beth Grant is usually kinder than this, but her descriptions of personalities are 
always pungent and idiosyncratic. Her vividness of style, often with a nice 
touch of irony to season her liveliness, infuses her material with persuasive 
life. 
Thirdly, the narrative has an air of authenticity that goes far beyond the 
correctness of historical fact. (Though Elizabeth Grant is usually meticulous, 
mistakes are rare, and, although there re occasional errors, it is astonishing 
that she should remember so accurately without the aid of notes or refer-
ences.) She says not what is proper or pleasant, not what social consensus is 
likely to make do with as the truth, but relates with candor what she saw, and 
how it seemed to her. Here is her account of her sister Mary as a baby: 
... Mary was a mere large, white baby, very inanimate, nor anyway engaging to 
anyone but my Mother, who always made the youngest her favourite. (p. 34) 
Such honesty contradicts many misapprehensions. The Highland Lady 
does far more for us than to present us with historical anecdote and local de-
tail. She has an uncanny ability to go straight to the truth of the matter. Her 
account of her early nineteenth-century upbringing is compelling because she 
states a basic paradox of childhood. We are not looking at "the past as an-
other country" through the wrong end of a telescope, we are being forced to 
acknowledge what really happens to children. 
The Highland Lady grew up in an upper-class Scottish family. The 
mixture of privilege and privation is perhaps the essential paradox of an 
upper-class childhood and youth. On the one hand we see children being 
subjected to tortures that would not seem out of place in a dictator's prison. 
She describes the cold baths she and her sister were forced to undergo, and 
how they were forced to take milk, and then punished for the allergic symp-
toms which inevitably followed. Her account of the enforced breaking of her 
fITst engagement is equally harrowing, not least for its sheer injustice. Eliza-
beth and her lover are forced to part because her father and his are incapable 
of seeing beyond a petty quarrel maintained since their college days. 
But the very parents who prescribed such treatment also provided their 
children with all the privileges their world could provide-theaters, outings 
and parties in London, walks, expeditions and full participation in Highland 
life in Scotland, and an extraordinary social life everywhere. As a child, 
Elizabeth Grant met celebrities ranging from Neil Gow in Scotland to the 
Duke of Wellington in London. She travelled widely, and she and Jane were 
as familiar with life in an Oxford College as among the Highlanders of Spey-
side. The cultural variety and intellectual stimulus were enormous, but she 
never denies the undercurrent of pain. Her account of the brutality adminis-
tered to children graphically illustrates the points made by Alice Miller in 
For Your Own Good: Hidden Cruelty in Child-rearing (London, 1983). 
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Elizabeth Grant is remembering her childhood, but we are fully aware of 
the now adult narrator. The mature woman has considered her childhood 
well. This is not a raw or self-indulgent narrative of either privilege or in-
justice. She has thought carefully about education and the care of the young, 
and her conclusions may seem surprisingly modem for the 1850s. She has 
clearly been able to make the most of her own experience. She is fully 
aware that her parents are not entirely estimable, but she is never disloyal. 
Her account of her father's fmancial irresponsibility, the bankruptcy that 
follows, and the subsequent misery endured by his family, is honest but 
never vindictive. Elizabeth Grant was trained in a hard school, and the 
reader can only respect her ability to gain wisdom thereby. Similarly, her 
historical and social analysis is mature and objective. She gives full credit to 
the child she was, never distorting or discounting the child's point of view, 
but the voice that describes the world in which she grew up is a mature and 
reflective one, for all her liveliness and immediacy of style. 
The Highlands in the 1800s were undergoing rapid social change. She 
considers social and economic causes, and goes on to give graphic descrip-
tions of the effects as she experienced them firsthand. She acknowledges her 
debt to Galt's Annals o/the Parish, and indeed we can see it not only in her 
subject matter but in her presentation, in the skilful blend of personal anec-
dote and social comment, both spiced with wit and irony. For example she 
describes the change from subsistence farming to timber export on her fa-
ther's estate, relating it both to economic development in the Highlands, her 
own family history, and the subjective impressions made upon her young 
self. Later on we have a colorful account of the transport of the logs down 
the Spey, with a wealth of dramatic incident and sharply realized character. 
She also shows us, in her account of the ramifications of the Grant fam-
ily, an upper class in process of change, sometimes decline, from Highland 
chieftainship to nineteenth-century squirearchy. Her parents' house is in 
some ways the traditional home of the Highland chieftain: 
We had three harvest homes to keep in Rothiemurchus: a very small affair indeed 
at the Croft; a luncheon in the parlour for us children only, and a view of the barn 
prepared for the dinner and dance to the servants .... There was always broth, 
mutton boiled and roasted, fowls, muirfowl-three or four pair a dish-ll.pple pie 
and rice pudding, such jugs upon jugs of cream ... (p. 260) 
A lively account of the festivities follows. In some of the protocol of visits, 
precedence and so on, the Victorian drawing room is foreshadowed. But the 
Highland Lady, writing in the 1850s, is uninhibited by Victorian ambiguities 
about sexuality. Her straightforward account of irregular relationships, bas-
tard children, and the not always conventional ramifications of a large High-
land family, is Regency rather than Victorian, and Highland rather than En-
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glish. Andrew Tod points out in his Preface how the 1898 edition carefully 
edited this kind of detail, so in fact it is only in this Canongate edition that 
we have full access to Elizabeth Grant's robust honesty about the social and 
sexual behavior of the society to which she belonged. 
She is equally illuminating in her account of society life experienced by 
a young woman in both Edinburgh and London, but perhaps the most fasci-
nating chapters of all are her account of life in British India under George 
IV. Written in 1854, there is no shadow of the Mutiny over this part of the 
book; one wonders what further reflections Elizabeth Grant may have had 
three years later. As it is, her Indian descriptions have an air of period piece 
about them, the wrong end of the telescope: 
With the exception of our large tin cases, we seemed to have left everything we 
generally used behind, for we missed nothing up to the very moment of our de-
parture; yet we must have brought all with us, for I, at least, never asked for a 
single article afterwards that was not forthcoming. They are wonderful managers, 
these Indian Servants (p. 251). 
Sometimes Elizabeth Grant's world is breathtakingly remote. But the 
modern reader has cause for gratitude to Canongate in more ways than one. 
Not only have they made this Scottish classic once more readily available to 
readers, they have also made sure that the MS is restored to its original state, 
with no evasions or bowdlerizations. The useful Preface is followed up by 
an excellent system of footnotes. Occasionally these are questionably neces-
sary (shouldn't a reader be able to define "nonage" without editorial help?), 
but almost always they are an excellent aid in placing incidents in context, or 
in corroborating or contextualizing historical fact. The book itself is well 
produced, with an attractive cover portrait generally supposed to be that of 
Elizabeth Grant herself. 
It is a pleasure to renew one's acquaintance with Elizabeth Grant in The 
Highland Lady in Ireland, an edited selection from her Journals from 1840 to 
1850, here first published. Acquaintance seems the correct term; reading 
this book is like having a witty, observant, sometimes astringent companion 
who is a complete mistress of the art of conversation. She has opinions 
about everything, substantiated by a formidable power of description, and so 
elegantly expressed that the reader is always persuaded of her point of view. 
Elizabeth Grant herself emerges, by ingenuous ironic self-revelation, as the 
heroine of her own account. She is no longer the young woman of The 
Memoirs; in fact she has developed into a sometimes awesome figure, with 
whom the weak would shrink from argument. However, she is never con-
ceited or self-regarding, and she seems unconscious of her own powers, even 
while she reveals them on every page. Her evident delight in finding a pub-
lisher, and her self-mockery on the subject, is typically endearing: "I feel so 
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clever, so grand, 'tis an honour to the family to sit in the room with me!" (p. 
291) and later: 
two tales REJECTED-the Irish sketch and the Highland story. I think the sub-
jects of both may be too delicate. There's a humbling catastrophe! My literary 
honours! Nipt! (p. 229). 
The Highland Lady has grown in stature and humor, and she continues 
to do so throughout the journal. She gives us a vivid picture of life both in 
Ireland and Scotland, but the focal point of both is her own point of view. 
Over the years we see her retrospective longing for Scotland overtaken by 
allegiance to her present home and country, Ireland. At first she is definitely 
a Highland lady still. Ireland is foreign to her, and, insofar as it differs from 
Scotland in culture, religion, economy and landscape, inferior. She has 
much fault to find with the Irish of all classes, and when her antipathy is re-
ciprocated she is shocked and hurt: 
.... it came out that SCOTCH methods, SCOTCH tools, SCOTCH books, and 
alas! the SCOTCH mistress, were the aggravating causes of all this absurdity pro-
ducing the IRISH jealous fear that I wanted to get rid of him to give his place to a 
Scotchman. 
This is my reward to devoting time, thoughts. money, more than I can well spare 
to the improvement, moral, social and intellectual of this STRANGE land, 
wherein my lot late in life has been cast. . . (p. 121). 
But it is one of Elizabeth Grant's strengths that she is able to take criti-
cism, whether it comes from her husband or the estate factor. She goes 
straight on to admit: "probably I may have been teazing poor Tom and oth-
ers with my farming books and cottage economy and value of time." As a 
Protestant stranger in Ireland, the Highland Lady is quick to blame the 
Catholic church and a priest-ridden society for Ireland's social and economic 
ills, and she more than once looks forward with sanguine hope to the day 
when the Irish peasantry reject their backward religion. Yet, when she 
finally returns to Rothiemurchus in August 1846, her loyalties have under-
gone an unacknowledged change. This is as close as she comes to praising 
Ireland, when she is confronted once again with the reality rather than the 
memory of Scotland: 
... the Laird and Lady are really wanted home for nothing can be lower than the 
social morals of their people. Very far are they behind the maligned Irish. It 
must be so wherever Calvinistick tenets prevail (p. 246). 
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The responsibilities of the landed class are a constant preoccupation in the 
journals. Elizabeth Grant was no radical; born into the aftennath of the 
French Revolution, its ideology left her unmoved. In her eyes, it is an act of 
irresponsibility to encourage anyone to be discontented with their station. 
She dismisses the Chartist petition of 1842 as "a mere farce" (p. 104), but 
does not consider it dangerous, since 
... this feeble display by the very lowest orders only more deserves pity than 
even anger for it cannot be denied that very great distress has long existed chiefly 
amongst that class ... though the CAUSE is in themselves ... (p 106). 
"Female Chartists" receive even shorter shrift, as we are told how they "have 
begun to amuse the world with harangues upon the rights of women. " 
Elizabeth Grant's belief in self-help and acceptance of one's station in 
life is enlightening in a different sense. She demonstrates the moral position 
of the benevolent landed proprietor, exhibiting a genuine compassion and 
thoughtful concern for her dependants, within an ethical and economic 
framework that must seem remote now, although the virtues enacted within it 
must still command respect. Elizabeth Grant is an unrepentant Tory. She 
supports Peel: 
the indefatigable industry of the man-the clearness of his head-the depth of his 
caIculations-the general soundness and liberality of his views-his honesty-his 
sincerity-his boldness-his calnmess-are all unrivalled and stamp him the 
greatest statesman this country has ever produced since she gloried in Lord 
Chatham (p. 98). 
She has little time for Melbourne, and still less for the new queen, 
whose visit to Scotland in September 1842 leaves Elizabeth Grant unim-
pressed: "She is the most troublesome little creature that ever there was in 
the world ... " (p. 138). Her disapproval of the young Victoria ("turning 
her Court into a Playhouse" p. 108) reminds the reader that Victoria was a 
true child of the Regency, before Albert had his largely posthumous effect on 
her later reign. 
Elizabeth Grant's views on contemporary politics, culture and literature 
are all original and enlivening. She continued to read widely and critically. 
She condemns Gibbon for his lack of style (p. 92) and Dickens for his im-
morality (p. 21l), but Emma is "admirably true to nature and the moral so 
very good" (p. 101), and she also has praise for the "wonderful power" of 
The Comte of Monte Christo (p. 278). She retains her interest in opera, but 
"plays I have quite outgrown" (p. 107). Sometimes her isolation on an Irish 
estate seems irksome. Although she never explicitly complains, her thoughts 
on leaving Edinburgh after a visit in September 1846 hint at a sense of loss: 
"Another dream for memory. Edinburgh adieu" (p. 256). Nostalgic she 
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may occasionally be, but Elizabeth Grant recognizes her real task in life, that 
of the mistress of a still partly feudal estate, and to it she brings all her en-
ergy and goodwill, in spite of periods of severe ill health. Although conser-
vative politically, and a strong believer in self-help, she responds with gen-
uine concern to the horrific conditions of the Irish peasantry in the 1 840s, 
and recognizes the necessity of economic reform. Her insistence upon the 
importance of individual self-help is not an excuse for laissez-faire, since she 
grounds it firmly in what she perceives as the paramount need for education. 
This for her is the key to reform, not political revolution, as she says: 
As education of the proper kind becomes general. all prejudice must yield to en-
lightenment and the slowness of the process should discourage no one (p. 110). 
Much of the journal is concerned with the practical work of maintaining 
a school for both girls and boys on the estate. The day-to-day running of the 
school, educating the teachers, liaising with the priest, following up truants, 
is very much the lady's business, and her theories are based on years of ac-
tive involvement. Her researches take her further; she knows all too well 
that education is not the root of the problem: "Is there no remedy for such 
utter wretchedness? Education alone won't do, the body must be fed at any 
rate before the mind can act" (p. 128). Her Journal covers the worst years of 
the Irish potato famine, and, although it describes scenes of want and misery 
among the poor, it is actually surprising how muted the horror of the famine 
appears in these pages. Living now in an age when suffering is presented to 
us visually on a huge scale and in graphic detail, the account of the Irish 
famine here seems curiously small-scale. The Lady is concerned primarily 
with her own tenants, whose sufferings are to some extent mitigated by the 
benevolence of their landlord, and, living at Ba1tiboys, she naturally shows 
us the place she knows rather than a panorama of the suffering country as a 
whole. She is inclined to blame the poor for improvidence, and her castiga-
tions of those who dare to get married in spite of their lack of funds seem 
particularly hard. Again and again she repeats the question: "Why will they 
marry on nothing?" (p. 219). Her undoubted happiness with Colonel Smith 
doesn't seem to provide her with an answer. 
But the famine is confronted in the pages of her Journal, and the Lady's 
concern for the people is heartfelt. Her anxiety is already apparent in Octo-
ber 1841, when she laments: 
what will become of the improvident poor of this country, in the Poor House 
some must be driven to take refuge but it won't contain a fourth part of the 
starving population and many will die rather than enter it. .. (p. 80). 
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She describes famine, riots and evictions, and struggles to implement 
improvements, like the cultivation of turnips in spite of much resistance, and 
the salvage of starch from the ruined potatoes. She and her husband import 
consignments of rice themselves, when potatoes and com are no longer 
available. And when there is no more provision to be had in Ireland, she can 
give sympathy, if nothing else, to the emigrants: 
... the Quay was a miserable scene to look at. Tears, sobs, screams even, with 
hystericks and fainting. To their class the parting is final and though utter desola-
tion is left, and hope shines bright before, the moment of separation from kindred 
and country must be painful to agony (p. 521). 
It is her sympathy, which tempers all her opinions and reactions, which 
makes the Lady so persuasive a narrator. Sometimes she seems remote, be-
longing to a Victorian world where kind upper class ladies take their small 
daughters to view dead bodies-although the Highland Lady is pleased to be 
able to show Janey this in a "less than usually disagreeable form" (p. 
2I7)-and allow Papas to beat their sons for being too shy to enter the 
Church (p. 124). But her Journal exhibits the same qualities of narration as 
the Memoirs: humor, aware observation and vivid description, and above 
all, a sometimes painful but always admirable degree of forthright honesty. 
Elizabeth Grant has once again been well served by her editors. Obvi-
ously some cutting was necessary, but even so one is inclined to lament the 
fact that the two years in France, from 1843 to 1845, have had to be omitted. 
The introductory passages for each year help to make the great volume of 
material accessible. Indeed the whole effect of this edition has been to make 
the Journal available to a new generation both in presentation and format, 
and within the context of a short but helpful introduction. 
MARGARET ELPHINSTONE 
University of Strathclyde 
The Scots Musical Museum 1787-1803. Ed. with Introduction by Donald A. 
Low. 2 vols. Aldershot: Scolar Press; Portland, OR: Amadeus Press. 
1991. 
One of the best-known, most frequently quoted and certainly most pre-
scient remarks which Bums ever made about his song-writing appeared in a 
letter to the Editor of The Scots Musical Museum, James Johnson. Less than 
two months before he died, the poet told Johnson that the undertaking was "a 
great one," and went on, "I will venture to prophesy, that to future ages your 
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Publication will be the text book & standard of Scottish Song and Music." 
Considering the number of songs which he had supplied for the work, Bums 
was also assessing his own contribution to it. 
Unfortunately not a great deal is known about Johnson (c. 1750-1811); 
born poor, he never received the credit which was due him, either as a man 
who first thought of collecting and publishing the traditional songs of Scot-
land, or as the man who first roused in Bums the desire to become involved 
in preserving Scotland's musical heritage. 
Johnson was well on his way to completing the first volume of The Scots 
Musical Museum (each of the six volumes contains one hundred songs) when 
he met Bums in Edinburgh. The first letter we know from Bums to Johnson 
is tentatively dated 4 May 1787; in it the poet mentions sending the editor, "a 
Song never before known .... " The following day Bums left Edinburgh, 
unsure at that time whether he would ever return, and from the letter it is 
evident that the two had met only shortly before. Less than a half year later 
we find Bums writing to a friend, James Hoy, that James Beattie, Thomas 
Blacklock and William Tytler, of Woodhouselee, are collaborating with 
Johnson, and that he (Bums) will "to the utmost of his small power, assist in 
collecting the old poetry, or sometimes for a fine air to make a stanza, when 
it has no words." Although no letters from Bums to Johnson written during 
the interval appear to have survived, it is apparent that the poet was by Octo-
ber 1787 deeply involved in supplying Johnson with material for the Mu-
seum. The first volume had appeared in May 1787, and in it we fmd only 
three songs by Bums. By Volume II (1788), however, Bums had really en-
tered into the swing, and there are thirty-two of his songs in that volume. In 
the complete series we count 177 of the 600 songs which are known to be by 
Bums; he may well have written others, and he certainly collected others. 
Exactly which songs Bums wrote is difficult to assess, because not all of the 
Bums-Johnson correspondence appears to have survived. Even Johnson him-
self does not appear always to have known which songs were Bums's and 
which merely collected by him-we see this in the inconsistencies in attribu-
tion in the various states of the Museum. 
James Johnson must have been a very modest man, and once he realized 
the depth of Bums's commitment to the project and his knowledge of the old 
songs of Scotland, he apparently allowed the poet a free hand with what 
songs to include and, more important, which lyrics were to be wedded to 
which airs. Since he accepted Bums's decisions without hesitation, we are 
not made aware of the genius which Bums put to work combining words and 
melodies which go together as splendidly as they do in the Museum. A later 
editor, George Thomson, was often to question Bums's judgment with the 
result that the poet had to defend his decisions. Because most of Bums's let-
ters to Thomson have survived, we can tell which songbooks the poet used in 
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collecting his material, and since he was supplying songs to both Johnson and 
Thomson at the same time (Bums in fact told the latter to take anything of 
his he wished from the Museum) we may assume that he was using the same 
songbooks for collecting materials for Johnson. Among the better-known 
collections used by the poet are Percy's Reliques, David Herd's Ancient and 
Modem Scots Songs, William Thomson's Orpheus Caledonius, and above all 
Allan Ramsay's Tea-Table Miscellany. This last work Bums mined for a 
number of tunes, often suggesting that the words as they appeared could be 
used, as frequently rewriting them. An early version of II Auld Lang Syne" is 
to be found in Ramsay (an even earlier one is to be found in James Watson's 
Choice Collection of 1711), which begins: 
Should auld acquaintance be forgot, 
Tho' they return with scars? 
These are the noble hero's lot, 
Obtain'd in glorious wars: 
and so on, for forty lines. As soon as Bums's version of the song appeared 
(No. 413, Vol. V, 1796) it was accepted as the fmer version, and Ramsay's 
was quietly forgotten. The story of what is probably the world's best-known 
song does not end there, however. The music to which Bums's version was 
set in the Museum, similar to that used for Ramsay's version, is not that 
which is almost universally used today. The tune which we all know was 
ftrst used with Bums's words in George Thomson's Select Collection of 
Original Scotish Airs in 1799. Bums was certainly not wedded to the old 
tune; when he sent the words of "Auld Lang Syne" to Thomson in 1793 he 
wrote, "The air is but mediocre; but the following song, the old Song of the 
olden times, & which has never been in print, nor even in manuscript, untill 
[sic] 1 took it down from an old man's singing, is enough to recommend any 
air." This statement adds yet another complication to the history of the song. 
Scholars today may differ in their interpretations of Bums's reason for con-
cealing his own authorship, but they all agree that he did write the words. 
Thomson himself was not taken in either; in a headnote to the song, after 
quoting the above passage, he added "the Editor cannot help thinking, that 
the song affords evidence of our Bard himself being the author. II There has 
recently been a movement (spearheaded by the late William Dunlop) to re-
establish the old tune from the Museum, but Thomson's version seems now 
to be so fmnly established by popular taste that it will probably remain the 
air to which most people sing Bums's immortal song of parting. 
When 1 use the words "song of parting" with reference to "Auld Lang 
Syne" there is another irony, for Bums himself always thought of the older 
Scots song "Good Night and Joy be wi' You a"' as the appropriate song for 
such an occasion. Writing to Johnson in 1795, Bums said, "Let this be your 
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last song of all in the Collection." He added that Johnson should also include 
the words which he, Burns, had written for the air. The publisher kept faith 
with the poet, and when the final volume of the Museum appeared in 1803, 
the last song in the collection (No. 600) was "Good Night." The poet's 
modesty about his own work had him put a far less well known work in the 
place of honor where anyone else would have used his own rendition of 
"Auld Lang Syne. " 
The steady supply of material from Burns lasted through the fourth vol-
ume of the Museum, published in 1792 which contains no less than forty-
seven songs by Burns. Volume V took four additional years to come out, 
and Burns's contributions dropped to thirty-seven. The reason, at least in 
part, for this substantial drop in the number of songs supplied to Johnson was 
Bums's involvement with another collection. In September 1792, Thomson 
wrote to Burns, who was by then living in Dumfries, proposing that he lend 
his "poetical assistance" in putting together "the most favorite of our national 
melodies for pUblication." Thomson complained that in the collections then 
available, "some charming melodies are united to mere nonsense and doggrel 
[sic], while others are accompanied with rhymes so loose and indelicate, as 
cannot be sung in decent company." This deficiency he proposed setting 
right. Socially Thomson was a much more important figure than Johnson, 
and Bums, perhaps in part seduced by this, readily agreed to the proposal. 
In reply to Thomson's offer to pay "any reasonable price" (Thomson was a 
careful man, to whom Beethoven complained about being undeIpaid for ar-
rangements), Burns replied that his songs would be either "above or below 
price." From Johnson, of course, he had never received any payment either. 
Bums did very well by the publication of his Poems, Chiefly in the Scottish 
Dialect with William Creech in 1787, and through the sale of the copyright 
to him later, but that was the last money he ever received for his poems or 
songs. 
We can trace in the poet's correspondence his increasing involvement 
with Thomson's Select Collection and the fifth volume of the Museum did 
not appear until some months after Burns's death. The final volume took an-
other seven years to appear and it contained only eighteen original songs by 
Bums. Despite all of Thomson's puffery, the Select Collection is an in-
finitely less important work than is the Museum, both as concerns Bums's 
contributions and as a repository of Scottish songs. 
Donald A. Low, Director of the Centre for Scottish Literature and Cul-
ture at the University of Stirling and a leading authority on Burns, has con-
tributed a judicious Introduction to this edition of The Scots Musical Mu-
seum. The Museum has not been readily available for most of the time since 
it was completed in 1803. It was reissued in 1838 and 1853, both times with 
extensive editorial comment, and finally the 1853 edition was reissued in a 
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facsimile in 1962. Even the last of these has been long since unavailable, 
and judging from the infrequency that one sees these sets advertised on the 
second-hand market, the printings of all of these reissues must have been 
small. For this reason alone, therefore, Low's edition is most welcome. 
In the Introduction Low points out that Allan Ramsay's Tea-Table Mis-
cell£Jny (1723-37) is the progenitor of several important collections which 
followed-among them David Herd's Ancient and Modern Scottish Songs, 
Heroic Ballads . .. Collected from Memory, Tradition, and Ancient Authors 
of 1776. Although not mentioned there would also have been Herd I s English 
correspondent Thomas Percy whose Reliques of Ancient English Poetry had 
gone through three editions before the Museum appeared. Low is right when 
he states that by the 1780s most of the traditional material as we now know it 
was already available, not forgetting that in 1788 the fourteenth complete 
edition of The Tea-Table Miscell£Jny itself was published. With one volume 
of one hundred songs out in 1787, the suggestion has been made by David 
Johnson (quoted by Low) that James Johnson probably could not have 
stretched the Museum beyond another volume, whereas with Burns on board 
there were another five yet to come. (I have noted above how the production 
fell off after the poet's death.) 
Whatever Burns set his hand to turned from dross to gold, and Low 
points to specific examples of this. A comparison of the sources Burns used 
for his songs and the finished product leaves the reader astonished at the im-
provement which he made, and the apparent facility with which he accom-
plished these breath-taking revisions. Any reader wanting to be struck with 
wonderment at the achievement of Robert Burns as songsmith should com-
pare these early texts with those in The Scots Musical Museum. (For early 
versions, the best source is the edition of Burns edited by William Ernest 
Henley and Thomas F. Henderson.) 
In addition to the Introduction (28 pp.) there is a Select Bibliography, an 
Index of Songs contributed by Burns to the Museum, and a most useful Ap-
pendix consisting of a facsimile of Notes on Scottish Song by Robert Burns 
Written in an Interleaved Copy of the Scots Musical Museum with Additions 
by Robert Riddell and Others (ed. James C. Dick, 1908, limited to 225 
copies), not mentioned on the title-page of this set, consisting of 81 pages; 
there are a further twenty-one pages of notes on these songs written by 
Davidson Cook, and originally published in the Burns Chronicle in 1922. 
This material is essential to the student of Burns as song writer and adds very 
considerably to the usefulness of the set. 
The producers of this edition of The Scots Musical Museum (Scolar Press 
in England) are to be complimented for having reproduced a very clear fac-
simile, with both text and music which are easily readable, more so, in fact, 
than the original volumes. Clearly this is a work for the Burns or Scottish 
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literature scholar, the student of Scottish music, the folklore specialist or the 
general reader with an interest in Scotland and how the genius of one man 
shaped the course of its culture. 
GRR 
R. L. Stevenson. Two Gothic Tales: Deux Comes noirs. Trans., with 
Introd. and Notes, Jean-Pierre Naugrette. Paris: Livre de Poche. 1992. 
319 pp. Les Langues Modernes I Bilingue. 
In recent years more attention is being paid, and rightly so I believe, to 
Robert Louis Stevenson's shorter fiction. Nothing can detract from Treasure 
Island, Kidnapped, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, but an expanding readership is 
discovering that there are rewards in exploring beyond these perennial 
favorites. "Thrawn Janet," too, has been recognized as an arresting tale of 
the supernatural, but it has only been recently that readers have turned to 
novellas or short stories such as "The Merry Men" and "Olalla." Jean-Piere 
Naugrette has translated these stories which have been published in the series 
Les Langues Modernes/Bilingue, under the general editorship of Pierre Nor-
don. The volume has facing English and French texts, as well as glossarial 
and explanatory footnotes. 
Both of these stories, which Naugrette calls "Gothic Tales/Contes noirs" 
fall into the category of the fantastic which is not indisputably supernatural. 
Unlikely though the plots may be, the events outlined could have occurred; 
there might indeed have been a "great fish" which followed the boat that fer-
ried Charles across to the Island of Aros. Certainly Rorie, the oarsman, be-
lieves; he furthermore believes that the "great feesh" is "waiting for the right 
man," which may also explain why so few who have drowned wash ashore 
on the island. But does Charles believe this? We don't know, nor does 
Charles; at the end of the tale, when his uncle and his "other self" disappear 
into the sea the narrator says, "if ever they came up again, which God alone 
can tell, it would be ten minutes after, at the far end of Aros Roost, where 
the sea-birds hover fishing." Thus Stevenson ends his tale. Perhaps the 
"great feesh" had been waiting on Gordon Darnaway, and finally got him. 
"Olalla" is another matter. Weird the story certainly is, but before we 
reach the end of this tragic tale we are fully informed. Once we accept the 
Dracula-like lust for blood which afflicts the mother of Olalla, and is proba-
bly hereditary, we are not tempted to place a supernatural explanation on the 
behavior of the family. 
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It is the juxtaposition of these two tales, the one with the haunting possi-
bility of the supernatural unexplained, the other with a tragic, but not neces-
sarily demonic, intensity to it, that makes these two stories complement each 
other so well, for they show us Robert Louis Stevenson in two modes as one 
of the greatest spinners of yarns Scotland has produced, a fully worthy suc-
cessor to Scott and Hogg. 
It is no coincidence, I feel, that the more ambiguous tale is the one set in 
the islands of Scotland. From Scotland Stevenson drew upon the long tradi-
tion of folk superstition and belief, a land where in the Highlands and Islands 
every locality has its traditions, believed by many, and at least respected by 
the others. Appropriately the language of "The Merry Men" is Scots, that of 
"Olalla" English. Stevenson had a splendid ear for the dialect of his native 
land, and he shows this to advantage in the Scottish tale. The locale also al-
lows the author to portray those customs, both religious and profane, which 
are so much a part of the Scottish Highlands. 
This idiom is what is so difficult for a translator to capture, and I feel 
that Professor Naugrette has, on the whole, admirably done so. For almost 
two centuries the controversy as to how the translator should render dialect 
has been argued inconclusively. The debate began in earnest about the po-
etry of Robert Burns; Burns himself, it must be remembered, added a glos-
sary to his first edition of poetry (1786) even though his poems were destined 
to a readership not extending far beyond his native Ayrshire. What then 
should Naugrette have done with the Scotticisms of "The Merry Men"? Sen-
sibly, I think, he chose to render his translation in standard French-the 
French-speaking specialist has access to numerous glossaries of Scotticisms 
as well as the Scottish National Dictionary, but the audience for this transla-
tion is, one assumes, the general reading public including university students 
specializing in English, and this audience will be well served by Naugrette's 
translation. Furthermore there are explanatory footnotes for uncommon 
Scotticisms such as when Uncle Gordon says, speaking of an experience on a 
boat, that it "had just begude to draw, when a' at once he gied a skirl" which 
Naugrette glosses thus: begude = began; gied a skid = uttered a scream, a 
shriek. 
There is a problem now and again. Scots is a very nuanced dialect, and 
there are times when it suggests meanings which are not even available to 
English, let alone another language. What is the translator to make of a 
sentence such as Mary uses to Charles, "The poor souls are gone to their ac-
count long syne ... If? Naugrette renders it, perfectly accurately, "Cela fait 
longtemps que les pauvres ames ont rejoint Ie lieu de jugement ... " (p. 81), 
but there is a pathetic ring to the words "long syne" suggesting camaraderie 
and longing for times past (a term made famous by Burns's "Auld Lang 
Syne") which it is probably not possible to capture fully in any other lan-
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guage. I am certainly not faulting the translator here; furthermore this very 
difficulty emphasizes the usefulness of having the English text on the facing 
page. Naugrette footnotes the word, noting also that whereas Mary uses the 
expression "long syne" her father, Uncle Gordon, who uses a much broader 
Scots than either Mary or the narrator, says "lang syne." 
The footnotes are both glossarial and informational, copious and useful. 
Occasionally a word or expression appears to have been neglected. Many 
English readers today would not know exactly what Charles meant when de-
scribing his uncle, who he has just said was "like the Cameronians" (which 
has an explanatory note), when he continues, " ... used to remind me of one 
of the hill-preachers in the killing times before the Revolution." To under-
stand that passage the reader would have to have a good knowledge of the 
twisted religious history of Scotland, or perhaps have read Walter Scott's Old 
Monality. RLS knew his Scottish history and he knew the Scots language. 
"The Merry Men" is a splendid example of how well he could use the dialect 
in all its richness and variety. 
With "Olalla" we move to Spain, where a wounded officer narrates his 
story. We may presume him to be Scottish, for during the Peninsular War 
the British Army was made up of many Scottish regiments and near the end 
of the story the narrator writes, "as we say in Scotland" (p. 300). Stevenson 
knew Spain, and had published Travels with a Donkey in the cevennes in 
1879, six years before "Olalla." 
I should perhaps qualify the statement that there is an explanation for the 
behavior of Olalla's mother-there is indeed the one in which the narrator 
believes, but the muleteer who speaks to the narrator about diabolical hap-
penings in the residencia informing him that, ". . . it was there that one of 
my comrades sold himself to Satan" (p. 310) has a quite other belief. Later 
he tells the narrator, "There are neither men nor women in that house of Sa-
tan's!" (p. 312). What the muleteer goes on to say, we, as readers, are not 
told, but the narrator's comment is significant: "What he told me was not 
true . . . but a new edition . . . of stories nearly as ancient as the race of 
man" (p. 312). The difference in these two stories is that at the end of "The 
Merry Men" Charles does not know whether or not there has been a super-
natural event, whereas in "Olalla" the narrator does not believe that the su-
pernatural is involved. 
On one point I am not in full agreement with Naugrette. When the 
muleteer is introduced into the story, the editor adds a footnote saying that 
this man is obviously the double of the narrator (p. 310); I would submit that 
nothing in the text of Stevenson's story points decisively to this conclusion. 
The introduction of the muleteer adds another level to the story certainly, but 
an equally plausible, and textually supported, explanation of the introduction 
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of this character is indirectly to indicate to the narrator what the Padre has 
refused to tell him. 
One of the fascinations of translation is to note how the same text will be 
rendered by different translators, thus, of course, calling attention to how 
people variously interpret a text. I was struck by the opening words of 
"Olalla": "Now," said the doctor, "my part is done, and, I may say, with 
some vanity, well done. It remains only to get you out of this cold and poi-
sonous city ... " (p. 184). Naugrette translates this as: "A present, dit Ie 
docteur, mon role est rempli ... " In French these words by the doctor sug-
gest that the patient will need to see the doctor again, whereas the succinct 
"Now" of the original text indicates that the doctor has completed his task. I 
would submit that a more accurate rendition would have been "Et voila, dit 
Ie docteur, mon role est rempli .... " 
Overall Naugrette's translation of these two tales is of a very high order; 
this is particularly commendable in "The Merry Men" where the translator 
has had to contend with a text which is quite densely burdened with Scots di-
alect. In several instances Naugrette has cut to the meaning rather than try-
ing to translate literally. Thus the Scots negative is commendably captured 
in a sentence such as, "They hadna a chance but to rin for Kyle Dona" which 
becomes, "Leur seule chance, c'etait de cingler vers Kyle Dona" (pp. 118-
9). 
Jean-Pierre Naugrette's admirable edition adds significantly to the 
Stevenson canon. The text is well laid out, and typos are few. One noted on 
p. 90 is the misspelling in the English version of the tale of "Christiania" as 
"Christiana"; the spelling is correct in the French version. I hope that fur-
ther Scottish titles will be added to this excellent series. 
GRR 
